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Requirement Processing Menu 

 

 

 
The keyword to access Menu RC12 is “REQ.” 

 

These options are described below. 

MENU: RC12 

-------------------------------------------- 

REQUIREMENT PROCESSING MENU 

-------------------------------------------- 

 
1. EDI Menu - Fixed 

2. EDI Menu - Variable 

3. Manual Requirement / Ship Adj Menu 

4. Model Year Change Over Menu 

5. Shift-Out Requirements Menu 

6. Create Labels 

7. Order Entry Menu 

8. Create MRP Requirements 

9. Outside Processing ASN/DESADV Menu 

10. File Archiving Menu 

11. NAFTA Certificate of Origin 

12. Price Catalog Menu 

 
24. Return to Main Menu 

 
Option    
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1. EDI Menu - Fixed 
 

 

 
The Ford Options 2 - 6 no longer transmit fixed length files. 

 

Note that the Shift by Company feature is NOT recommended for fixed length communications, as unpredictable 

results could occur. 

 

 

1. General Motors 

The keyword to access Menu RC4 is “GM.” This menu displays the following options: 
 

1. Security Code Maintenance 

2. Trans Location Code 

3. Print TRAC Report 

4. Print Weekly Releases 

5. JIT Menu 

6. Process Weekly Releases 

7. Print Seq. Broadcasting Labels 

 
MENU: RC2 

------------------------------------ 

EDI - MENU FIXED 

------------------------------------ 

1. General Motors 

2. Ford Assembly 

3. Ford Just-In-Time 

4. Ford Utica Trim 

5. Ford Engine 

6. Ford Climate Control-Sheldon Rd. 

7. Lear Seating 

 

 
23. Return to EDI Menu - Fixed 

24. Return to Main Menu 

 

Option    
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1. Security Code Maintenance 

This option is used to enter and maintain the security code. The company selection displays if the user has 

authority to multiple companies. 

 

 

 

 
Calling Station ID Code - Three character code assigned by GM. 

Present Security Code - User defined (Alphanumeric). 

New Security Code - This is used only when changing the Security Code. Enter the 

new Security Code. After the next connection is made, the 

system clears the field and moves the "New Security Code" to the 

"Present Security Code" field. 

 
Note: GM requires the Security Code to be changed every five 

months. 

 
Receive Member - The receive member is a two-position code that is appended 

to the receive file member name. 

 
Note: The receive member is user defined with one exception. 

“P” in the second position is reserved for outside processing 

mailboxes. The receive member can be alphanumeric or it can be 

blanks. (Blanks can be used for only one mailbox per network). 

GENERAL MOTORS SECURITY CODE MAINTENANCE 

Company  ............... XX 

Calling Station ID Code ................ 

General Motors Present Security Code ... 

New General Motors Security Code ....... 

 
Receive Member ......................... 

Print Received Data .................... _ 

F3=Exit F10=Delete F12=Return 
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When data is pulled from a mailbox, the receive member is 

attached to the file name. A receive member is needed only if 

receiving from multiple mailboxes. The receive member must be 

unique for each mailbox. For example: Data received from GM 

directly is received into the file named VARG with member (Vxx) 

where V is constant and xx is the receive member entered in 

this field. 

 
This file name with receive member is used by the receive, split 

and breakdown. This allows multiple companies, who access 

different mailboxes, to receive, split and breakdown their files 

without having to check with each other. Because the member 

names are unique, the second company to receive does not clear 

files that were received by the first company. 

 
Print Data Received - Enter "Y" to print all data transmitted (sent and received) 

including the data between the ISA and IEA segments. Enter "N" 

to print only the sign on records and end records but omitting the 

data between the ISA and IEA segments. 

 
F3 - Exit - Returns to menu. 

 
F10 - Delete - Deletes this security record. 

 
F12 - Return - Returns to company selection. 

 

 

2. Trans Location Code 

This option is used to enter the transportation location code. This code is assigned by General Motors and is used 

to print the TRAC report. The company selection displays if the user has authority to multiple companies. 

 

 

 

Company Number - Enter company number. 

Transportation Location - Enter the transportation location code. 

F10 - Delete - Deletes the code. 

F12 - Return - Returns to company selection. 

TRANSPORTATION LOCATION CODE 

Company Number  ........... xx 

Transportation Location Code ... 

F10=Delete F12=Return 
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3. Print TRAC Report 

This option is used to print the TRAC (Tracking Railroad Cars and Containers) report. The company selection 

displays if the user has authority to multiple companies. 

 

 

4. Print Weekly Releases 

This option is used to print releases from General Motors. Data is received from the variable length menu and 

placed in the fixed length files during the "Breakdown." The company selection displays if the user has authority to 

multiple companies. An error report prints and the Edit Report is placed on hold. Data with errors is not processed. 

Correct the errors and run this option again before taking the option to process. Errors not corrected are 

represented by asterisks (******) on the printout. 
 

Note: If -ERROR- appears on the printed release, it means that the Total Cum Year-To- Date for the Release from 

GM, does not equal the GM Cum Required Prior plus Authorized Ship Requirements and Planning Requirements 

sent by GM. The system performs this calculation and if it does not equal the figure GM sends in the CYTDSL field, 

"ERROR" is printed on the release, and you should contact GM. 

 

 

5. JIT Menu 

The keyword to access Menu JT1 is “GMJIT.” This menu displays with the following options. The company 

selection displays if the user has authority to multiple companies. 
 

1. Print Hourly Releases: This report prints an hourly breakdown of JIT Schedules. 

2. Print by Part (Days 1-9): This option prints the releases by part number sequence for days 1 - 9. 

3. Print by Part (Days 10-18): This option prints the releases by part number sequence for days 10 - 18. 

4. Print by Std Loc (Days 1-9): This option prints the releases by Standard Location sequence for days 1 

retrei 9. 

5. Print by Std Loc (Days 10-18): This option prints the releases by Standard Location sequence for days 10 

retrei 18. 

6. Process Releases (JIT): This option processes information that was written to the common format and 

updates that information to the Requirement Master Files. An Update Report labeled "Requirement Master 

File Update" prints showing the information that was updated to the files. Requirements appearing on this 

report may not appear in the requirement master file after the process, because all requirements with dates 

prior to the current date are added to CUM Required Prior and deleted from the requirement master file. 

Note: All fixed length JIT files processed will contain S for authorized ship in the "Type" field on reports and 

inquiries. (Variable length files will have a type of C.) 

7. Print GM Adjustments: This option prints a report showing any discrepancies between shipping history 

and GM's records. 

8. Print PPU Schedules: This option prints the JIT Schedule for PPU for daily and hourly time intervals. The 

Time Interval Report is placed on hold. A CUM Reconciliation Report prints. 
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9. Process PPU Schedules: This option processes information that was written to the common format and 

updates that information to the Requirement Master Files. The "Requirement Master File Update" prints 

showing what information was updated to the files. Requirements appearing on this report may not appear 

in the Requirement Master File after the process, because all requirements with dates prior to the current 

date are added to CUM Required Prior and deleted from the Requirement Master File. Note: All fixed 

length JIT files processed will contain “S” for authorized ship in the "Type" field on reports and inquiries. 

(Variable length files will have a type of “C.”) 

10. Print Livonia Transmission: This option prints the JIT releases from Livonia Transmission. 

11. Print Windsor Trim: This option prints the requirements from Windsor Trim. 

 

6. Process Weekly Releases 

This option is used to process the releases from General Motors. The company selection displays if the user has 

authority to multiple companies. Note: Only GM Releases that have all the correct master file information entered 

are updated to the requirement master file. The process option can be executed as many times as it is needed to 

process all the GM releases. 

 

 

7. Print Sequence Broadcasting Labels 

This option is used to print Sequence Broadcasting Labels and a GM Sequence Broadcast Report from General 

Motors. The labels are placed on hold with a form type of SEQBRDLBL. The company selection displays if the user 

has authority to multiple companies. 

 
 

 

 

 
Customer Abbreviation - The abbreviation for the customer, as entered in the Requirement 

Master. 

 
Model Year - Model year as entered in the Requirement Master. 

 
F3 - Exit - Returns to menu, without printing labels. 

GM Sequence Broadcasting 

 
Customer Abbreviation ...... 

Model Year ................. 

F3=Exit 
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The first five labels are test blanks to line up your printer. The labels include the following fields: 
 

1. Company Name 

2. Sequence Number 

3. Date 

4. Customer Part Number 

5. Broadcast Number 

6. Description 
 
 

The GM Sequence Broadcast report prints listing the following data: 
 

1. Sequence Number 

2. Customer Part Number 

3. Line Up Date 

4. Broadcast Code 

5. Identification Number 

6. Part Number Description 

 
The second part of the report lists the part numbers and the number of times they appear on the associated 

page. 

 

 

7. Lear Seating 

The keyword to access Menu RC78 is “LEAR.” This menu displays the following options: 
 

1. Advantis Receive: This option receives fixed length data for Lear Seating only. If other OEMs are received 

through the Advantis network, they are received from another mailbox. Lear Seating always has its own 

mailbox. A screen will prompt for company number. A system operator's message will prompt to dial. 

Answer the message with “G,” press Enter and continue with the communication procedure. 

2. Print Releases: This option creates an edit report listing all requirements received which is placed on hold. 

An error report prints listing errors or omissions in the Machine Readable, Parts Cross Reference and/or 

Requirement Master File. Note: Data with errors is not processed. Correct the errors and run this option 

again. Errors not corrected are represented by asterisks (******) on the printout. 

3. Process Releases: The company selection displays if the user has authority to multiple companies. Only 

Lear Seating requirements with no master file errors are processed into the Requirement File and updated 

to the Load File. The "Process" option can be taken as many times as needed to process all the 

requirements. Processing the same file more than once does not alter the requirements as they are being 

overlaid. The following reports print: 

• Requirement Master Net Change Report - This report lists all requirements processed and whether the 

record was added, updated or deleted. New requirements, old requirements and the net change are 
listed. An Application Control record (NETCHG) may be entered to list only changes greater than a 
specific percentage. 
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• CUM Reconciliation Report - This report is used to find discrepancies when the CUM Shipped 

transmitted by the OEM differs from the CUM Shipped in the Requirement A record and shipping history. 

Note: It is important that the CUM shipped be accurate because the CUM shipped is used with the CUM 

Required Prior to calculate ahead and behind figures. The ahead and behind figures are used to adjust 

current requirements. Therefore, discrepancies must be researched to assure accuracy of shipping 

requirements. 

• If OEM Last Ship Date is zero, the date check is ignored, and only the CUMs are checked. Shipping 
History is searched beginning with the OEM Last Ship Date unless the OEM Last Ship Date is blank, 

then the most recent entry is used. The OEM CUM Shipped is compared with the CUM Shipped in 
shipping history and the OEM Last Ship Date is compared with the date in shipping history. 

• If a CUM match and date match are found, the CUM is reconciled and nothing prints. 

• If either the CUM or date do not match, the discrepancy prints. History is searched from this point back 
through the file until a CUM match is found or a CUM or date in shipping history is less than the CUM or 
date transmitted by the OEM. 

• If there is no CUM match, and the CUM in shipping history is less than the OEM CUM shipped, all entries 

from that point through the most recent record prints. 

• If there is no CUM match, and the CUM in shipping history is greater than the OEM CUM shipped but the 
Last Ship Date is less than the shipping history date, all entries from that point through the most recent 
entry prints. 

• If there is no Shipping History, the "CUM shipped" transmitted and the "CUM shipped" from the 

Requirement A record prints. 

 
4. Print PPU Schedules: This option prints the JIT Schedule for PPU for daily and hourly time intervals. The 

Time Interval Report is placed on hold. The Just-In-Time Point of Production Use (PPU) Report prints 

followed by the Just-In-Time Point of Production Use (PPU) Error Listing. Errors are listed within the first 

report as they occur, then repeated on the Error Listing. The company selection displays if the user has 

authority to multiple companies. 

5. Process PPU Schedules: This option processes information that was written to the common format and 

updates that information to the Requirement Master Files. The "Requirement Master File Update" prints 

showing what information was updated to the files. Requirements displayed on this report may not display 

in the Requirement Master File after the process, because all requirements with dates prior to the current 

date are added to CUM Required Prior and deleted from the Requirement Master File. Note: All fixed 

length JIT files processed contain “S” for authorized ship in the "Type" field on reports and inquiries. 

(Variable length files have a type of “C.”) The company selection displays if the user has authority to 

multiple companies. 
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6. Advantis Security Maintenance: A screen will prompt for company number to verify security. 
 

 

 
 
 

Account ID - Assigned by Advantis. 

 
IN User ID - User-ID assigned by Advantis to access the Information Network. 

 
IN Password - Password to access the Information Network. 

 
New IN Password - To change the Information Network password, enter the new 

password here. After the next connection is made with the 

Information Network, the system clears this field and moves the 

new password to the "I.N. Password" field. 

 
IE User ID - ID assigned by Advantis to access the Information Exchange. 

 
IE Password - Password assigned by Advantis to access the Information 

Exchange. 

 
Receive Member - The receive member is a two-position code that is appended to 

the receive file member name. 

 
Note: The receive member is user defined with one exception. 

“P” in the second position is reserved for outside processing 

mailboxes. The receive member can be alphanumeric or it can be 

blanks. (Blanks can be used for only one mailbox per network). 

 
ADVANTIS NETWORK SECURITY CODE MAINTENANCE 

Company xx 

Account ID ............... 

IN User ID ............... 

IN Password .............. 

New IN Password .......... 

IE User ID ............... 

IE Password .............. 

Receive Member ........... 

Print Data Received ...... _ 

Nickname (OEM Account ID). 

 
F3=Exit F10=Delete 
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When data is pulled from a mailbox, the receive member is 

attached to the file name. A receive member is needed only if 

receiving from multiple mailboxes. The receive member must be 

unique for each mailbox. For example: Data received from the 

Advantis Network is received into the file named VARIBM with 

member (Vxx) where V is constant and xx is the receive member 

entered in this field. 

 
This file name with receive member is used by the Receive, Split 

and Breakdown. This allows multiple companies, who access 

different mailboxes, to Receive, Split and Breakdown their files 

without having to check with each other. Because the member 

names are unique, the second company to receive does not clear 

files that were received by the first company. 

 
Print Data Received - Enter "Y" to print all data transmitted (sent and received) 

including the data between the ISA and IEA segments. Enter "N" 

to print only the sign on records and end records but omitting the 

data between the ISA and IEA segments. 

 
Nickname - This field is used ONLY if Advantis requires a nickname other 

than GE1 in the SENDEDI Class Statement. If blank, GE1 is the 

default. (Used only by Textron (TE).) 

 
F3 - Exit - Returns to menu. 

 
F10 - Delete - Deletes the record. 
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2. EDI Menu - Variable 
The keyword to access Menu VL0 is “EDI.” This menu is used to access the individual OEM telecommunications 

menu. The screen below is only an example. The Variable Length OEM Selection Menu is unique for each client, 

based on the OEMs purchased. Each user may also have a unique screen based on the OEM menus for which 

they have been given user authority through the "Set Up Security File" option on the System Maintenance menu. 

Up to twelve (12) OEMs are displayed on the screen. If more than twelve OEMs are available to a user, a plus (+) 

sign displays in the lower right corner to indicate there are more. Use the roll keys to display the next screen. 

 

 

 

 
Enter the OEM code and press Enter to display the telecommunication menu for a specific OEM. 

 

Note: All OEM telecommunication menus are named VL0xx (xx = the OEM code). Menus can also be accessed 

using F5 to display the GO TO window and entering VL0 in the "Menu Name" field and the OEM code in the "OEM 

Code" field. 

 

MENU: VL10 

---------------------------------------------- 

EDI VARIABLE LENGTH OEM SELECTION MENU 

---------------------------------------------- 

 
P - Caterpillar 

C - Chrysler 

F - Ford 

G - General Motors 

D - Honda 

U - Isuzu 

Q - Mitsubishi Motors 

NC - Nissan of California 

S - Nissan of Tennessee 

SU - Subaru 

TC - Toyota of Canada 

Y - Toyota Motor Manufacturing + 

 
23. Return to Requirement Processing Menu 

24. Return to Main Menu 

Enter OEM Code or Option     
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Error Messages 

• OEM Code AA is Invalid: Enter the valid OEM code and press Enter. OEM codes for OEMs available for 

this user profile are listed on this screen. A complete list is found in Appendix A of the User Manual. 

• OEM Code GL not found in Authorization File for user FUTURE: All libraries, that each user profile may 
access, must be entered in the Library List for that user profile. This is done through the "Set Up Security 
File" option on the System Maintenance menu. 

• User Profile XXXXXX not found in Authorization File: There is no Library List for the user profile named 
in this error message. The Library List is entered for each user profile through the "Set Up Security File" 
option on the System Maintenance menu. 

 

 

Trading Partners and Transaction Sets 
For a list of trading partners and their transaction sets, see the document “Trading Partner Transactions and 

Versions.” 
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3. Manual Requirement and Ship ADJ Menu 
The keywords to access Menu RC8 are “MANREQ,” “MANUAL,” “MANUALREQ,” “MR,” “SA,” and “SHIPADJ.” 

This menu displays with the following options: 

 

1. Enter Manual Requirements 

2. List Manual Requirements 

3. Process Manual Requirements 

4. Enter Shipping Adjustments 

5. List Shipping Adjustments 

6. Process Shipping Adjustments 

7. Enter Express Requirements 

8. List Express Requirements 

9. Process Express Requirements 
 
 
 
 

File Maintenance Entries 

The following file maintenance entries are required before entering manual or express entries: 
 

• Master files needed to create a Requirement Master: 

• Commodity 

• Parts Cross Reference 

• Customer 

• Destination 

• Requirement Master 

• EDI Code (type and frequency codes) 

 

Use MANUAL ENTRY rather than EXPRESS ENTRY when there is a need to: 

 
• View existing requirements 

• Enter price on 850s 

• Enter balance out and final codes 

• Enter OEM CUM Shipped and CUM Required Prior 

• Enter fab and material CUMs 

• Print a CUM Reconciliation Report 
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1. Enter Manual Requirements 

This option is used to enter requirements that have not been received electronically. A maximum of 9,999 records 

may be entered. A record with a zero quantity may be entered. A warning message displays. Press Enter again to 

accept and continue. Previously processed records may be changed or deleted. The company selection displays if 

the user has authority to multiple companies. 
 

Selection Screen 

 

 

 

 
Company Number - Enter company number. 

 
Customer Abbreviation - Customer Abbreviation that was used when the Requirement 

Master was created. 

 
Destination Abbreviation - Destination Abbreviation that was used when the Requirement 

Master was created 

 
Enter - Displays the Parts Selection Screen. 

 
F3 - Exit - Returns to menu. 

 
F4 - Prompt - Displays the review screen listing all company, customer and 

destination combinations entered in the Requirement File. 

MANUAL REQUIREMENT ENTRY 

 
Company Number ............ 

Customer Abbreviation ..... 

Destination Abbreviation .. 

F3=Exit F4=Prompt 
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MANUAL REQUIREMENTS ENTRY - HEADER REVIEW 

Options: 1=Select 

F12=Return 

 

Review Screen 

Press F4 (Prompt) from the Selections screen to display the Review screen. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Opt Co Cust Dest Opt Co Cust Dest Opt Co Cust Dest 

_ 01 APS PLAN _ 01 CHRYS STERL     
_ 01 ASC ASC _ 01 CHRYS TOLA     
_ 01 CAMI CAMI _ 01 CHRYS WARRN     
_ 01 CAMI CAMI2 _ 01 CHRYS WINDS     
_ 01 CAMI PARTS _ 01 CHRYS PLAN     
_ 01 CAMI PLAN _ 01 FORD WINDS     
_ 01 CHRYS LORAIN _ 01 FORD WIXOM     
_ 01 CHRYS BRAM _ 01 HONDA ELIB     
_ 01 CHRYS AUST _ 01 HONDA MARYS     
_ 01 CHRYS LIND _ 01 NAV CHATM     
_ 01 CHRYS NEWAR _ 01 NAV COLUM     
_ 01 CHRYS OUTDR _ 01 NAV OAKBRK     
_ 01 CHRYS PILOT _ 01 NIS SMYRN     
_ 01 CHRYS PLAN         
_ 01 CHRYS REID         

 
 
 
 
 

The company number, Customer Abbreviation, and Destination Abbreviation displays for all Requirement Masters. 

Enter "1" to select the Requirement Masters. 

F12 - Return - Returns to the selection screen. 
 

 

Parts Selection Screen 

Press Enter from the selection screen to display the parts selection screen. ALL parts having a Requirement Master 

using this Customer and Destination Abbreviation are listed. 
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Co xx 

Cust xxxxxx 

Dest xxxxxx 

MANUAL REQUIREMENTS ENTRY 

Select Part 

Part # 

Option: 1=Select 

In-house 

4=Delete 

Opt Part Number MY Rel Number 

_ xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxx xxxxxxxxxx 

_ xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxx xxxxxxxxxx 

_ xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxx xxxxxxxxxx 

Rel Date 

xx/xx/xx 

xx/xx/xx 

xx/xx/xx 

Prev 

Entered Stat 

Y 

 
 

Note: If a part is not on the list, it means that there is no Requirement A record. Use F6 to access the Requirement 

Master File. After entering the data, press Enter to return to the parts selection screen. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

F5=Previous Cum Entry F6=Requirement Master Entry F7=Alt View 

F12=Return F14=Customer Part  

 
 

Enter an in-house part number in the "Part Number" field to position the list at a specific part number. 
 

The "Y" in the column labeled "Prev Entered" indicates requirements that have been entered but not yet 

processed. 

 

1 Select - Enter "1" next to the part to enter or change a requirement and 

press Enter to display the header screen. 

 
4 Delete - Enter "4" next to a part where requirements have been entered, 

but not processed to delete these requirements so they are not 

processed. The Delete Confirmation window is not displayed. 

 
F5 - Previous Cum Entry - Displays the CUM required prior screen. 

F6 - Requirement Master Entry - Accesses the Requirement Master File. 

F7 - Alternate View - Displays part description. 

 
F12 - Return - Returns to selection screen. 

 
F14 - Customer Part - Toggles between In-house Part Number and Customer Part 

Number screens. 
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Co xx 

Cust xxxxxx 

Dest xxxxxx 

MANUAL REQUIREMENT ENTRY 

Cum Required Prior Entry 

Part # 

F12=Return 

 

CUM Required Prior Screen 

Press F5 (Previous CUM Entry) from the Parts Selection screen to display the CUM Required Prior screen. This 

screen is used to enter or change the CUM Required Prior without entering requirements and/or to enter or change 

the CUM Required Prior for multiple parts on a single screen. If requirements are entered, the CUM Required Prior 

can be maintained on the header screen. 

 

The CUM Required Prior is used to calculate ahead or behind figures. The ahead and behind quantities are used 

to adjust the package quantity. The package quantity, for many OEMs, is used to adjust the current requirement 

quantity. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Part Number 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

  
MY 

xxxx 

 Cum Req. 

Prior 830 

 Cum Req. 

Prior 862 

 Cum Req. 

Prior 866 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  xxxx  
   

 
 
 
 
 

 
Enter an in-house part number in the "Part Number" field to position the list at a specific part number. The part 

number and model year (if applicable) displays. 

 

Cum Req. 862 - Enter or change CUM Required Prior from the JIT Shipping 

Schedule (862). 

 
Cum Req. 830 - Enter or change CUM Required Prior from the Material Release 

(830). 

 
Cum Req. 866 - Enter or change CUM Required Prior from the Production 

Sequence Schedule (866). 

 
Enter - Accepts data entered and returns to parts selection screen. 

 
F12 - Return - Returns to the parts selection screen, without updating. 
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Header Screen 

After selecting a part from the Parts Selection screen, press Enter to display the Header screen. 
 

 
MANUAL REQUIREMENTS ENTRY 

Co 13 Header 

Cust CHRYS Dest WINDS 

Part 413 M/Y WIDGET 

 
Customer Part # .. xxxxxxx OEM Code ............ C 

Batch ID ......... 

Release Number ... 

Release Date ..... 

P.O. Number ...... 

Engineering Rev... 

Transaction Type.. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

T/F 

Dock ........ 

Override _ Check Ship History....... _ 

Balance Out Code ........ _ 

Override _ Final Release Code ...... _ 

Ovr _ Default Req. dates ...... _ 

_ _ 850 

Cum Req. 862 ... 

Cum Req. 830 ... 

Cum Req. 866 ... 

 
Cum Shipped .... 

_ _ 862 

_ _ 830 Fabrication Cum . 

_ _ 866 Material Cum .... 

Supplier 

Last Ship Date . 

Last Ship Qty... 

/ /__ / / __/ / / / 

 

F9=OEM Shipped Info F12=Return 

 

 

 

The Customer Part Number, Dock Code (if entered), and OEM Code are displayed from the Requirement Master 

File; however, they cannot be maintained on the manual requirements header screen. 

 

Ford Consolidated Shipments Note: If it is necessary to enter manual requirements for Ford consolidated 

shipments, the dock code cannot be entered on the manual requirements header screen. When requirement entry 

is complete, enter the dock code in the Requirement B record. 

 

The FBO fields ("Create Feat & Base Parts" and "Process Prev Shipped Req") are displayed ONLY when entering 

requirements for an FBO end part. The transaction set number must be 866 and the detail is validated to be sure 

that a RAN and VIN are entered. 

 

Batch ID - User-defined alphanumeric code. Optional. This code is used to 

group manual requirement entries into a batch. When the option 

Process Manual Requirements is taken, this code may be 

entered and only those manual requirements that have been 

assigned to this batch are displayed. If no batch ID is assigned, 

all manual requirements in the work file are displayed. 
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Release Number - Displays the last release number processed. Enter a manual 

release number if all requirements to be entered are associated 

with the same release number. A release number can be 

overridden for each requirement on the detail screen. The 

"Release Override" field can be used to change release numbers 

and release dates in the Requirement B records or for new 

manual requirements only. 

 
Override (Release) - The value in the override field defaults from the "Override 

Release Number" field in the Special Processing Window (F20) 

of the Requirement Master. The default value can be changed. 

 
Enter "Y" - A release number and date may be entered or 

changed on the header screen when entering manual 

requirements. This saves entry time when entering multiple 

requirements for the same release number. The release number 

and date defaults to the detail screen for all new records. The 

Requirement B record is changed to the new release number 

and date for all records. 

 
Summary: "Y" changes everything (old & new records) whether 

the Release Number field is blank or not. 

 
Enter "N" - A release number and date may be entered on the 

header screen when entering manual requirements. This saves 

entry time when entering multiple requirements for the same 

release number. The release number and date defaults to the 

detail screen for all new records. Note: This affects ONLY new 

records. The Requirement B record is NOT changed to the new 

release number and date. 

 
Summary: "N" changes only new records when the Release 

Number and Date fields are blank. 

 
Blank - A release number and date may be entered or changed 

on the header screen to enter or change manual requirements. 

The release number and date defaults to the detail screen for all 

new and existing records ONLY if the Release Number and Date 

fields are blank. 

 
Summary: Blank changes new and existing records when the 

Release Number and Date fields are blank in the 

Requirement Detail File. 
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Check Ship History - Enter “Y” to check shipping history and reduce requirements that 

have already been shipped for manual requirement entry. “Y” is 

the default. Enter “N” to not check shipping history or reduce 

requirements. Note: If other system settings are marked to not 

check shipping history, those settings override a “Y” entered 

here. 

Note: This setting can cause partially shipped requirements that have been processed earlier to be reduced again. 

Release Date - Displays the last release date processed or entered manually. 

Enter a new release date with no slashes (/). The "Release 

Override" field can be used to change release dates and release 

numbers in all Requirement B records or for new manual 

requirements only. 

 
Balance Out Code - Displays the balance out code if sent by the OEM. 

 
P.O. Number - Enter the purchase order number if the same P.O. Number 

applies to all requirements to be entered. If not, the P.O. Number 

can be overridden for each requirement on the detail entry 

screen. 

 
Override (P.O.) -  The value in the override field defaults from the "Override P.O. 

Number" field in the Special Processing Window (F20) of the 

Requirement Master. The default value can be changed. The 

"Default P.O." field in the 830 Requirement C record is changed 

to the new Purchase Order Number if one of the following 

conditions exist: 

- The override flag on the header screen is "N" AND the "Default 

P.O." field in the Requirement C record is blank. 

OR 

- The override flag in the header screen is "Y" or blank. 

 
“Y” - A Purchase Order Number may be entered or changed on the 

header screen when entering manual requirements. This saves 

entry time when entering multiple requirements for the same 

purchase order number and performs the following functions: 

- The Purchase Order Number defaults to the detail screen for 

all new records. 

- Existing requirements are marked with a type and frequency of 

“XX” to be deleted during the process. 

- New records with the new Purchase Order Number are added 

to replace each record with the old Purchase Order Number 

being deleted. 
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The "Default P.O." field in the 830 requirement C record is 

changed to the new Purchase Order Number if one of the 

following conditions exist: 

- The override flag on the header screen is "N" AND the "Default 

P.O." field in the Requirement C record is blank. 

OR 

- The override flag on the header screen is blank. 

 
Enter "N" or blank - A Purchase Order Number may be entered 

on the header screen when entering manual requirements. The 

"Purchase Order Number" field in the Requirement B record 

must be blank. The Purchase Order Number is placed in the 

"Purchase Order Number" field on the detail screen for all new 

records. 

 
Note: This affects ONLY new records. This saves entry time 

when entering multiple requirements for the same Purchase 

Order Number. 

 
Final Release Code - Displays the final shipment code if sent by the OEM. 

 
Engineering Rev - Enter the engineering revision level if the same engineering 

revision level applies to all requirements to be entered. If not, the 

engineering revision level can be overridden for each 

requirement on the detail entry screen. 

 
Note: To automatically populate Engineering Revision level fields 

on the detail screen for 850s, see the section 

“Engineering Revision Level for 850s” on page 28. 

 
Override (Eng Rev) - This value defaults from the "Override Eng. Revision Level" field 

in the Special Processing Window (F20) of the Requirement 

Master. The default value can be changed. 

 
The "Default Eng Lvl" field in the 830 Requirement C record is 

changed to the new engineering revision level if one of the 

following conditions exist: 

- The override flag on the header screen is "N" AND the "Default 

Eng Lvl" field in the Requirement C record is blank. 

OR 

- The override flag in the header screen is "Y" or blank. 

 
“Y” - An engineering revision level may be entered or changed on 

the header screen when entering manual requirements. This 

saves entry time when entering multiple requirements for the 

same engineering revision level and performs the following 

functions: 

- The engineering revision level defaults to the detail screen for 
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all new records. 

- Existing requirements are marked with a type and frequency of 

“XX” to be deleted during the Process. 

- New records with the new engineering revision level are added 

to replace each record with the old engineering revision level 

being deleted. 

 
The "Default Eng Lvl" field in the 830 Requirement C record is 

changed to the new engineering revision level if one of the 

following conditions exist: 

- The override flag on the header screen is "N" AND the "Default 

Eng Lvl" field in the Requirement C record is blank. 

OR 

- The override flag on the header screen is blank. 

 
Enter "N" or blank - An engineering revision level may be entered 

on the header screen when entering manual requirements. The 

"Engineering Rev" field in the Requirement B record must be 

blank. 

 
The engineering revision level is placed in the "Engineering Rev" 

field on the detail screen for all new records. Note: This affects 

ONLY new records. This saves entry time when entering multiple 

requirements for the same engineering revision level. 

 
Note: The DFTENGxx Application Control Record must be entered 

and active (Y in the Infor Data field) for the engineering 

revision level in the Requirement C record to be retrieved and 

placed in the Requirement B record. 

 
Default Requirement Dates - Enter "Y" to default dates (for 830 and 862 requirements) on the 

manual requirements screen. Only Monday through Friday dates 

default. The dates are not displayed on the detail screen until 

enter is pressed. The starting default date depends on whether or 

not there are requirements in the work file. 

 
If there are no requirements in the work file: The Monday date 

selection screen is displays the next fifteen (15) Monday dates 

(beginning with the current week based on the Monday File). 

Select the week to begin entering requirements. Only Monday 

through Friday dates beginning with the selected week are used 

for quantities entered on the manual requirements entry screen 

when enter is pressed. 
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Example: If the Monday date 01/07/02 is selected. Press enter. 

The manual requirements entry screen displays. The dates 

do NOT display when the screen is accessed, but there is no 

need to enter them. Enter requirements and other data 

associated with the requirements. 

 
Other data (such as release number and date, Purchase Order 

Number and type and frequency) may be defaulted from entries 

on the header screen so only the requirements need be entered. 

 
If six (6) requirements are entered, and enter is pressed, the 

following dates, plus all default data displays: 

 
01/07/XX  01/08/XX  01/09/XX  01/10/XX  01/11/XX 01/14/XX 

 
- Only Monday Friday dates default 

- No Saturdays or Sundays 

- All Mondays Fridays default, including holidays. 

Press F5 to update the requirements to the work file. 

If there are requirements in the work file: No selection screen 

displays. Enter the requirements following the existing 

requirements. The next Monday through Friday date after the last 

requirement in the work file is used for the next quantities entered 

on the manual requirements entry screen when enter is pressed. 

 
Transaction Type - Valid Codes are 850, 830, 862 and 866. The transaction set 

entered must also be flagged in the Requirement Master 

under Reports so the requirements are processed into the 

Load File. If only one transaction set is marked in the Report 

Flags of the Requirement Master, that transaction set number 

defaults. 

 
Note: Requirements entered using transaction set 850 are not 

removed from the Load File and the shipper entry screen when 

the "Shift" is taken, unless they have been completely shipped. 

This allows the Purchase Order Number and all other 

requirement detail to remain with the requirement. 

 
If transaction set 850 is used for manual requirements, the "PO 

Process" flag in the Requirement Master File must be marked 

with “Y” if these requirements are to be processed into the 

Requirement File. 
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Engineering Revision Level for 850s 

Users can optionally set up the 850 Engineering Revision level fields on the detail screen to automatically populate 

with default values from the Requirement C record. This automation saves manually entering an Engineering 

Revision Level number for all new requirements. Before performing this setup, note the following: 
 

• Previously processed requirements are not modified. 

• If a previously processed requirement is changed, the Engineering Revision Level number in the original 

requirement is preserved unless the number is manually changed on the new requirement detail record. 

• Defaults may be manually changed. 

• If the Engineering Revision Level is manually changed on the header screen, this value defaults to the 

detail screen. 

 
To set up this functionality: 

 

1. Set up a default engineering revision level number in the 830 Requirement C record. 

2. Set up the “DFTENGxx” keyword in the Application Control File. For more information on setting 

up keywords, see Chapter 11 of the AutoRelease Main Manual. 

3. In the Override Eng Rev field on the header screen, enter “N” or leave the field blank. 
 

 

Transaction Set for Miscellaneous OEMs 

When entering manual requirements for miscellaneous OEMs (where OEM code “M” is used) the user may 

determine which transaction set number to use. The choice of transaction set number combined with the special 

processing requirements may require different handling by the shipping department and may affect the forecast 

(MRP) accuracy. 
 

Requirements process and all shipping, ASN, and invoice functions can be performed using either the 830 or 850. 

However, there may be potential for error (duplicate shipments) and potential for inaccurate MRP data when using 

the 830 with Type of Processing flag "N" or when using the 850. 
 

The advantages and concerns are discussed for three possible choices: 
 

• 830 with no special processing flags marked in the Special Processing Window (F20 in the 

Requirement Master). 

• 830 with special processing flag "Type of Processing" marked with "N" for net in the Special Processing 

Window (F20 in the Requirement Master). 

• 850 with no special processing flags marked in the Special Processing Window (F20 in the Requirement 
Master), but the "Process PO" flag in the Requirement A record MUST be marked with "Y" to process 
850 data into the Requirement and Load Files. 

 
Use 830 - With no special processing flags (F20 in the Requirement 

Master): This is recommended when there is no need to retain 

detail (such as purchase order number, RAN, engineering 

revision level, etc.) to be used at the time of shipment. 
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Requirements not shipped when due are removed from the Load 

File and added to CUM Required Prior during the daily and/or 

weekly Shift. Ahead and behind calculation takes place and the 

ahead quantity is subtracted from the current (or next) quantity 

and the behind quantity is added to the current requirement or a 

pseudo requirement is created if there is not current requirement. 

CUM shipped is updated during the Extract. 

 
Multiple line items may be combined into one line item by 

changing the quantity of one of the line items. 

Example: There is no ahead or behind condition 

12/4 100 pieces 830 CD 

12/5 100 pieces 830 CD 

 
On 12/4 select one line and change the quantity to 200. CUM 

shipped is increased by 200 and CUM Required Prior stays the 

same, creating an ahead condition of 100. During the Shift on 

12/5, the 12/5 line item is removed when CUM Required is 

updated and the ahead/behind is calculated. 

 
Use 830 - With special processing flag "Type of Processing" marked 

with “N" for net (F20 in the Requirement Master). 

 
OR 

 
Use 850 - No special processing flags, but the "Process PO" flag in the 

Requirement A record MUST be marked with "Y" to process 

850 data into the Requirement and Load Files. 

 
Either of these methods is recommended if there a need to retain 

detail (such as Purchase Order Number, RAN, engineering 

revision level, etc.) to be used at the time of shipment or to be 

transmitted back to the OEM. The requirement remains in the 

Load File with all detail until shipped complete or manually 

removed. 

 
Requirements not shipped when due are NOT removed from the 

Load File and added to CUM Required Prior during the daily and/or 

weekly Shift. When shipped against, the requirement quantity is 

reduced by the quantity shipped. These requirements are NOT 

removed during the Extract unless the requirement is shipped 

complete. 

 
Ahead and behind calculation does NOT take place. CUM 

shipped is updated during the Extract. 
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Multiple line items may NOT be combined into one line item by 

changing the quantity of one of the line items. 

 

Example: There is no ahead or behind condition 

12/4  100  pieces  830 CD 

12/5  100  pieces  830 CD 
 

To ship 200 pieces on 12/4 and to remove both line items (the 

first during the Extract and the 2nd during the next day's Shift), 

both line items must be selected. 

 

Warning: If both line items are not selected and instead the first 

line item is changed to quantity 200, the line item dated 12/5 is 

not removed until it is manually removed. This leaves room for 

error of duplicate shipment and if MRP is run, the forecast is 

inaccurate as this quantity has already been shipped, but is 

counted in the forecast. 

 
Type/Frequency - If a default type and frequency is entered in the Requirement 

C record of the (T/F) Requirement Master File, it displays in 

the appropriate type and frequency field on this screen. 

 
A default type and frequency may be entered in the field 

corresponding to the transaction type and entered on this screen, 

to default this value on the Manual Requirement Entry Screen. 

These default values are NOT displayed when the screen is 

accessed, but there is no need to enter them. When Enter is 

pressed, the default values are displayed. 

 

 

FBO Fields 

The FBO fields ("Create Feat & Base Parts" and "Process Prev Shipped Req") are displayed ONLY when entering 

requirements for an FBO end part. The transaction set number must be 866 and the detail is validated to be sure 

that a RAN and VIN are entered. 
 

Create Feat & Base Parts - Enter "Y" to create feature and base parts for this end part. A Bill 

of Material record MUST exist for this end part. 

 
Enter "N" to process only the end parts entered and not to 

create the feature and base parts from the Bill of Material 

record. 
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Process Prev Shipped Req - Enter "Y" to process requirements that have been previously 

shipped. The RAN and VIN numbers are found in shipping 

history. Previously shipped requirements may be processed 

when the OEM received damaged parts and requests that the 

supplier ship the requirement again, without the OEM transmitting 

the requirement again. (Ford Kentucky Truck has requested this 

of FBO suppliers.) 

 
Enter "N" to validate RAN and VIN numbers with shipping history 

and to display an error message if attempting to process 

requirements that have been shipped. 

 

 

CUM Required Fields 

The three "CUM Required" fields represents the AutoRelease CUM Required figures. The AutoRelease CUM 

Required Prior figures are used with the CUM shipped to calculate ahead and behind figures. The ahead and 

behind figures are used to adjust current requirements for many OEMs. 

 

The AutoRelease CUM Required Prior figures are updated at the following times: 

 
• When this data is received from the OEM these fields are overlaid. Some OEMs send a CUM Received 

which is placed in this field. See the trading partner document to determine whether each OEM transmits 
CUM Required, CUM Received or no CUM. 

• Requirements that are removed during the Shift are added to the appropriate CUM (for most OEMs). The 

Shift exceptions are identified later in this chapter. 

• More on shift exceptions - The CUM required prior may be set to equal the CUM Shipped, during the 

"Extract" for some OEMs when requirements are not to be adjusted by the ahead or behind figures, or when 

requirement details (such as the RAN or Purchase Order Number) must remain with the requirement and 

therefore, are not to be removed from the Load File when they are past due. These exceptions for specific 

OEMs and divisions are described in detail later in this chapter. 

• The 866 CUM Required Prior figure is set to equal the CUM Shipped, during the "Extract" This CUM is not 

affected by the Shift. 

 
Cum Req. 862 - Enter or change the CUM Required Prior from the Shipping 

Schedule (862). 

 
Cum Req. 830 - Enter or change the CUM Required Prior from the Material 

Release (830). 

 
Cum Req. 866 - Enter or change the CUM Required Prior from the Production 

Sequence Schedule (866). 

 
Fabricated Cum - This field displays the last Fab CUM processed or the Fab CUM 

can be entered from a manual release. 

 
Material Cum - This field displays the last Material CUM processed or the 

Material CUM can be entered from a manual release. 
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Supplier 

The supplier CUM Shipped, Last Ship Date, and Last Ship Quantity display for the last four shipments from the 

Ship History File. 
 

The supplier CUM shipped figures can be accessed using F9. The CUM Shipped, Last Ship Date and last ship 

quantity are displayed for each transaction set and can be maintained for CUM reconciliation. 
 

Enter - Displays the detail entry screen. 

 
F9 - OEM Shipped Info - Displays the CUM shipped, last ship date 

and last ship quantity as transmitted by the OEM for each 

transaction set. These fields can be maintained for CUM 

reconciliation, but are otherwise not updated by the system, until 

new data is received from the OEM and processed into these 

fields. 

 

 

OEM Shipping Info Window 
 

 
OEM 

 
862 

 
830 

 
850 

 
866 

Cum Shipped.... 0 0 0 0 

Last Ship Date. 0/00/00 0/00/00 0/00/00 0/00/00 

Last ship Qty.. 

F12=Return 

0 0 0 0 

 
 

F12 - Return - Returns to the parts selection screen. 
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Monday Date Selection Screen 

If the "Default Requirements Dates" field contains "Y" and there are no manual requirements entered for this 

Requirement Master, the Monday date selection screen displays for the transaction set entered on the 

header screen. 
 

 

 

 
Enter "1" next to the Monday date representing the week to begin entering requirements. Press Enter. The manual 

requirements entry screen displays. Only the requirement quantity need be entered, if other data (such as release 

number and date, Purchase Order Number and type and frequency) is being defaulted from entries on the header 

screen. 

830 - MONDAY DATE SELECTION SCREEN 

 
Options: 1=Select 

Opt Date 

_ 11/20/xx 

_ 11/27/xx 

_ 12/04/xx 

_ 12/11/xx 

_ 12/18/xx 

Opt Date 

_ 12/25/xx 

_ 01/01/xx 

_ 01/08/xx 

_ 01/15/xx 

_ 01/22/xx 

Opt Date 

_ 01/29/xx 

_ 02/05/xx 

_ 02/12/xx 

_ 02/19/xx 

_ 02/26/xx 

F12=Return 
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Co 

Cust 

Dest 

Part 

XX 

CHRYS 

WINDS 

413 

MANUAL REQUIREMENTS ENTRY 

862 Requirements Supplier 

Cum Shipped Ahead/Behind 

MY 20,855 0 

 

Entry Screen 

Press Enter from the header screen to display the Entry screen for the transaction set entered (866, 862 or 830). 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Req Date Time  Net T 

_ 

F 

_ 

RAN Number  PO Number Release No 

   _ _     
   _ _     
   _ _     
   _ _     

 

Enter=Edit entries F5=Add/Update Requirements F6=EDI Code Maintenance 

F8=Alternate View F9=Requirement History Inq F10=Cum Req. Entry 

F11=Dtl Rmk Entry F12=Return F17=Top 

  F18=Bottom 

 
 

 
This screen displays all detail requirements from the Requirement B record, plus all manually entered requirements 

that have been entered but not processed for this Requirement Master. If the screen is full, ROLL-UP to see more 

requirements. Press Enter at any time to edit the data and highlight errors. 

 

The program checks for invalid dates and times. It also verifies requirement type and frequency with the EDI Code 

File. 

 

To Delete an existing requirement, change the Type and Frequency to X and X. When processed, all requirements 

with an X for type and X for frequency are deleted. 

 

Press F8 (Alternate View) to display additional detail fields. 
 

Note: When the Date, Time, RAN Number, Engineering Level and P.O. Number are changed on an existing B 

requirement, the system processes the new record and deletes the old as if XX was entered in the "Type and 

Frequency" fields. 

 

The Purchase Order override field on the header screen can be used to mass change the Purchase Order Number if 

the file does not exceed 500 records. The existing requirements with a blank or old Purchase Order Number is 

marked with XX and a new record with the new Purchase Order Number is added for each record being deleted. 
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To enter a requirement on the detail screen when no default data is being used, enter the following information: 
 

Date - The date of the requirement in MM-DD-YY format without 

slashes (/). DO NOT enter the dates if the "Default 

Requirement Dates" field is marked with "Y" when entering 830 

or 862 requirements on the header screen. The default dates 

display after enter is pressed. 

 
Time - Four (4) numeric positions with no punctuation. Use 24 hour clock 

(1:00 PM = 1300). 

 
Net/CUM - The quantity as NET or CUM. The default is net. Use F10 to 

change the column heading. 

 
Type - Code defined in EDI Code File for this company and OEM. DO 

NOT enter the type code if the default code was entered on the 

header screen. The default code displays when enter is pressed 

 
Frequency - Code defined in EDI Code File for this company and OEM. DO 

NOT enter the frequency code if the default code was entered on 

the header screen. The default code displays when enter is 

pressed. 

 
Ran - Receipt Authorization Number/Delivery Order Number. Used by 

specific OEMs. 

 
P.O. Number - Enter only if different from Purchase Order Number entered on 

header screen. DO NOT enter if using the Purchase Order 

Override; the Purchase Order Number displays after the 

quantity is entered and enter is pressed. 

 
P.O. Line - Purchase Order Line Number. Used by specific OEMs. 

 
Release # -  Enter only if different from release number on header screen. DO 

NOT enter if using the Release Override; the release number is 

displayed after the quantity is entered and enter is pressed. 

 
Press enter to edit your entries. Override defaults, as indicated on the Header Screen, are displayed in the 

Release Number, Release Date, Purchase Order, Type, Frequency and Default Requirement Date fields. Slashes 

(/) are placed in the date field, a colon (:) is placed in the time field, type and frequency are verified against the EDI 

code file. Entries are placed in date and time order. 

 

A maximum of 9,999 records may be entered. 
 

It is not necessary to press the enter key. The entries are edited when F5 is pressed to add the requirements to the 

work file. 
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Enter - Edits the fields on the screen. A warning message displays when 

the net quantity is zero (0). Press enter again to continue and 

process a record with a zero quantity. 

 
F5 - Add/Update Requirement - Edits the entries adds requirements and changes to the work file 

and returns to the parts selection screen. 

 
F6 - EDI Code Maintenance - Accesses EDI Code File to enter or maintain type and frequency 

codes. 

 
F8 - Alternate View - Displays additional detail fields. 

 
F9 - Requirement History Inquiry - Accesses the selection screen for Requirement History Inquiry. 

 
F10 - CUM Required Entry - Changes the NET Column to CUM and treats the quantity 

entered there as a cumulative total through the date entered, 

instead of a net quantity due on the date entered. If pressed 

again, it changes the CUM Column to NET. 

 
F11 - Detail Remark Entry - Accesses the detail Remark Master File where remarks may be 

entered to print on the shipper, invoice and/or Load Sheet. If 

assistance is needed to enter detail remarks, press F1 for on-line 

help from the detail remark screen. 

 
.F12 - Return - Returns to the parts selection screen without saving changes. 

 
F17 - Top - Positions list at the top. 

 
F18 - Bottom - Displays the last records in the list. 
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Req Date 

/ / 

Time Net T 

_ 

F 

_ 

RAN Number PO Number Line Release 

Order Price: * Ext Price: 

Eng Rev Lvl: Beg Kanban#: 

Vin#: End Kanban#: 

Honda Rte Cde: 

Arrival Dt/Tm: 

/ / 

Order 

Change 

Fit 

Seq#: 

Code: 

Rel Date: 

Line Feed: 

Res Ln Fd: 

Zone: _ 

_ 

Price: 

_ 

* Ext Price: 

Eng Rev Lvl: Beg Kanban#: Rel Date: 

VIN#: End Kanban#: Line Feed: 

Honda Rte Cde: Change Seq#: Res Ln Fd: 

Arrival Dt/Tm: Fit Code: Zone: _ 

 

Detail Screen for 850, 860 & FBO 

If 850 is entered as the Transaction Type on the Header screen, the Detail screen for the 850/860 transaction set 

displays. Requirements from 850s are removed during the "Shift" only when the requirement quantity is zero. 

 
Co 13  MANUAL REQUIREMENTS ENTRY 

Cust CHRYS  850 Requirements 

Dest WINDS   
Part 413 MY  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Enter=Edit entries F5=Add/Update Requirements F6=EDI Code Maintenance 

F8=Alternate View F9=Requirement History Inq F10=Cum Req. Entry 

F11=Dtl Rmk Entry F12=Return F17=Top 

  F18=Bottom 

 
 

 
Note: The "Eng Rev Lvl" field changes to "Manifest #" when the OEM code is Y. 

 
Detail fields are used by some OEMs and not by others. If data is entered, it is processed as it would if received 

electronically. 

 

Order Price - If an order price is entered, no entry is required in the Price File. 

The Price File is not checked. When entering the price, If 

entering decimal positions, enter the price WITH the decimal 

point and up to six (6) decimal positions. If entering a whole 

number (no decimal places) it is not necessary to enter the 

decimal point. 
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Detail Screen for 830, 862 & 866 

If 830,862 or 866 was entered as the transaction type on the header screen, the Detail screen for the 830, 862 or 

866 transaction set displays. 

 
Co 13 MANUAL REQUIREMENTS ENTRY 

Cust AHONDA 830 Requirements Supplier 

Dest CALIF Cum Shipped Ahead/behind 

Part 513 MY 1,600 1,000 

 
Req Date Time Net T F RAN Number PO Number Release No 

_ _ 

Eng Rev Lvl: 

VIN#: 

Honda Rte Cde: 

Arrival Dt/Tm: 

Shipper ID#: 

12345678 12345 

Eng Rev Lvl: 

VIN#: 

Honda Rte Cde: 

Arrival Dt/Tm: 

Shipper ID#: 

Beg Kanban#: 

End Kanban#: 

Change Seq#: 

Fit Code: 

 

 
Beg Kanban#: 

End Kanban#: 

Change Seq#: 

Fit Code: 

Rel Date: 

Line Feed: 

Res Ln Fd: 

Zone: _ 

 

 
Rel Date: 

Line Feed: 

Res Ln Fd: 

Zone: _ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

More... 
 

Enter=Edit entries F5=Add/Update Requirements F6=EDI Code Maintenance 

F8=Alternate View F9=Requirement History Inq F10=Cum Req. Entry 

F11=Dtl Rmk Entry F12=Return F17=Top 

 

 

 

Note: The "Eng Rev Lvl" field changes to "Manifest #" when the OEM code is “Y.” 
 

Detail fields are used by some OEMs and not by others. If data is entered, it is processed as it would if received 

electronically. 

 

Shipper ID - The Shipper ID field displays beneath the Arrival Dt/Tm field if 

viewing the 830, 862 or 866 screen. Enter the SID# for CAMI 

emergency orders. It is returned in the 856 file. 

 
Extended Price - The extended price is calculated by the system wheneEnter is 

pressed and displays only and cannot be changed. An asterisk 

following the order price indicates the price was manually 

entered. If there is an order price with no asterisk, the order price 

was processed from the OEM and cannot be changed. 

 
F5 - Add/Update Requirement - Edits the entries adds requirements and changes to the work file 

and returns to the parts selection screen. 
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F6 - EDI Code Maintenance - Accesses EDI Code File to enter or maintain type and frequency 

codes. 

 
F7 - Price Inquiry - Accesses the Price File Inquiry. 

 
F8 - Alternate View - Displays additional detail fields. 

 
F9 - Requirement History Inquiry - Accesses the selection screen for Requirement History Inquiry. 

 
F11 - Detail Remark Entry - Accesses the Detail Remark Master File where remarks may be 

entered to print on the shipper, invoice and/or Load Sheet. If 

assistance is needed to enter detail remarks, press F1 for on-line 

help from the detail remark screen. 

 
F12 - Return - Returns to the parts selection screen without saving changes. 

 
F17 - Top - Positions list at the top. 

 
F18 - Bottom - Displays the last records in the list. 

 
Enter - Edits the fields on the screen. 

 

 

2. List Manual Requirements 

This option is used to list the manually entered requirements that have not been processed. The company 

selection displays if the user has authority to multiple companies. A screen will prompt for Batch ID. 

 

 

Batch ID Screen 
 

 

 

Enter the user defined Batch ID if one was assigned when manual requirements were entered. Only requirements 

assigned to this batch are displayed when listing or processing manual requirements. Press Enter to display the 

requirements assigned to this batch. 

 

MANUAL REQUIREMENTS PROCESS SELECTION 

Batch ID (leave blank for all) 

F3=Exit 
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MANUAL REQUIREMENT PRINT SELECTION 

Select Part(s) or All 

 
Option: 1=Select 

ENTER=Print Selected Parts F3=Exit F12=Return F21=Print All Parts 

 

Print Selection Screen 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Opt Co Cust Part Number Dest M/Y Batch 

_ xx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxx xxxxx 

_ xx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxx xxxxx 

_ xx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxx xxxxx 

 
 
 
 

This screen displays a list of all requirements entered, but not processed. Enter "1" next to the record or record(s) 

to print and press Enter. Or press F21 to print ALL records. This print is an interactive function. 

 

Enter - Prints all parts flagged with 1. 

 
F3 - Exit - Returns to menu. 

 
F12 - Return - Returns to the Batch ID screen. 

 
F21 - Print All Parts - Prints requirements entered for ALL parts listed. 

 

 

3. Process Manual Requirements 

This option updates the Requirement File and the Load File with manually entered or changed data. The company 

selection displays if the user has authority to multiple companies. A screen will prompt for Batch ID. 

 

 

Batch ID Screen 
 

 

 

Enter the user defined Batch ID if one was assigned when manual requirements were entered. Only requirements 

assigned to this batch will display when listing or processing manual requirements. Press Enter to display the 

requirements assigned to this batch. 

 

MANUAL REQUIREMENTS PROCESS SELECTION 

Batch ID (leave blank for all) 

F3=Exit 
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MANUAL REQUIREMENT PROCESS SELECTION 

Select Part(s) or All 

Option: 1=Select 

ENTER=Process Selected Parts F3=Exit F12=Return F16=Recover Suspended Parts 

F21=Process All Parts 

 

Process Selection Screen 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Opt Co Cust Part Number Dest M/Y Batch 

_ xx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx x xxxxx 

_ xx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx x xxxxx 

_ xx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx x xxxxx 

 xx xxx xxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx x xxxxx 

 
 
 

 
This screen displays a list of all requirements entered but not processed. Enter "1" next to the records to process 

and press Enter. Or, press F21 to process ALL records. 

 

A Requirement Master Net Change Report prints. This report lists all requirements processed and whether the 

record was added, updated or deleted. New requirements, old requirements and the net change are listed. An 

optional Application Control record can be added to the Application Control File to list only net changes that are 

greater than a specific percentage on all Net Change Reports. Add the control record as shown below. For more 

information about adding control records, see Chapter 11 of the AutoRelease Main Manual. 

 

Application Name: REQ 

Keyword: NETCHG 

Length: 2 

Decimal: 0 

Infor Data: Enter the percentage to print only changes greater than this percentage on all Net 

Change reports. 

 

Enter - Processes all parts selected with “1.” 

 
F3 - Exit - Returns to menu. 

 
F16 - Recover Suspended Parts - When a manual process job is cancelled from the JOBQ, (or 

otherwise, does not complete normally) the records may be 

suspended. (A work file still exists in manual entry, but is not 

displayed to manually process). The records must be recovered 

to process them. A window displays. Enter "Y" to recover. The 

default is to recover for the current (signed on) user ID. If 

recovering records for another user ID, enter that user ID. Press 

enter. A list of unprocessed records displays. Select the record(s) 

to process with "1" or press F21 to process ALL. The process job 

is resubmitted to the job queue. 
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F21 - Process All Parts - Processes requirements for all parts listed, into the 

Requirement and Load Files. 

 

 

4. Enter Shipping Adjustments 

This option is used to enter adjustments to the CUM Shipped Quantity which is stored in the Requirement A 

record. A shipping adjustment may be required: 

 

• When implementing your system to enter "start-up" CUM shipped quantities 

• To correct history when errors are made 

• To make adjustments to respond to a receiving advice (861) received from the OEM 
 

The CUM shipped is used with the CUM Required Prior to calculate ahead and behind figures. For many OEMs, 

the ahead and behind figures are used to adjust current requirements. The fields entered on the selection screen 

MUST match the key to a requirement header record. The company selection displays if the user has authority to 

multiple companies. 

 
 

Shipping Adjustment Selection Screen 
 

 

 

Enter the company number, Customer Abbreviation, in-house part number, destination number and model year to 

match the key to the Requirement Master containing the detail to adjust. Key fields are required. (Model year may 

be blank because model year is not used by most OEMs. The model year must be entered only if it is entered in 

the Requirement Master). 

 

Shipper Number - Optional. If a shipper number is entered, the adjustment is 

displayed when shipping history is accessed by a ship number 

range. 

SHIPPING ADJUSTMENT ENTRY 

Company Number  ........... xx 

Customer Abbreviation .... 

Part Number .............. 

Destination Abbreviation . 

Model Year ............... 

Shipper # ................ (O) 

F3=Exit 
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Viewing Adjustments in Shipping History 

Adjustments (with or without a shipper number) are displayed based on the date they were processed when 

viewing all records for a single Requirement Master in Shipping History. 

 

To view Shipping History including all adjustments associated with a single shipper, enter the company number 

and the shipper number in both range of shipper number fields. If a range is entered encompassing more than one 

shipper, the history displays one shipper at a time with all adjustments entered with each shipper number. Press 

F15 (Next) to view the next shipper in the sequence of the shipper number range. 

 

 

Shipping Adjustment Screen 
 

 

 
 

The current CUM shipped displays. 
 

Quantity - Enter quantity with the FIELD PLUS key to Add to the CUM 

Shipped, and use the FIELD MINUS key to subtract from the 

CUM Shipped. 

 
Description - Enter description to display in shipping history. 

 
Ship Date - Optional. The ship date may be used to reference the date of the 

shipment being adjusted. 

 
Unit of Mea - Required. This is needed when using retro invoicing to calculate 

the price and therefore to calculate the amount to retro bill. 

 
F12 - Exit - Returns to selection screen. 

SHIPPING ADJUSTMENT ENTRY 

Company Number  ........... xx 

Customer Abbreviation  .... xxxxx 

Part Number  .............. xxxxxxxxxx 

Model Year  ............... x 

Destination Abbreviation . xxxxx 

Shipper #................. xxxxxx (O) 

 
Current Cum xxxxxxxx 

Quantity ........... 

Description ........ 

Ship Date ................ (O) 

Unit of Measure .... 

 
F12=Return 
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5. List Shipping Adjustments 

This option prints a list of shipping adjustments that have been entered but not processed. The company selection 

displays if the user has authority to multiple companies. 

 

 

6. Process Shipping Adjustments 

This option updates Shipping History with all adjustments entered using the option "Enter Shipping Adjustment." A 

Shipping History File Update prints. 

 

 

7. Enter Express Requirements 

Express Entry is a quick method of entering requirements for multiple companies, customers and destinations on a 

single screen. It can be used for all OEMs although it was designed for OEMs that require a Receipt Authorization 

Number (RAN) with every requirement. With express entry, last minute requirements, with an "add-a-RAN" can be 

entered faster than they can through manual entry. Also, a line item can be added to an existing shipper. 

 

 

Manual Entry Versus Express Entry 

Use manual entry when there is a need to: 

 
• View existing requirements 

• Enter price on 850s 

• Enter balance out and final codes 

• Enter OEM CUM Shipped and CUM Required Prior 

• Enter fab and material CUMs 

• Print a CUM Reconciliation Report 
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Express Entry Screen 
 

 

 

Existing requirements are not displayed, and therefore cannot be changed. Existing requirements can be deleted, 

if entered on the express entry screen exactly as they are found in the Requirement B record with XX in the type 

and frequency fields. 

 

Enter - Edit Entries - Entries on this screen will be edited; the type and frequency are validated and the 

Requirement File is checked to see that a Requirement Master Exists. It will also "copy down" data (from the fields 

on the first line and the release # on the third line) that is to be repeated on the next line. (See the illustration on 

the following pages to understand this "copy down" procedure). 

 

Enter WILL NOT update the express entry work file that is used to process data into the Requirement File. Enter 

ONLY edits the entered data and indicates which data is "copied down" before F5 is taken to update the work file. 

It is not mandatory to press Enter. F5 performs all the editing required and displays messages if terminal errors are 

found. F5 does NOT display the screen with the "copied down" data. 

 

F5 - Add/Update Reqs. - The type and frequency are validated and the Requirement File is 

checked to see that a Requirement Master exists. If there are no 

terminal errors, the express entry work file is updated. Warning 

errors are not displayed. 

 
F6 - Req. Master Entry - Accesses the Requirement Master File to enter or update a record. 

After entry, returns to this screen. 

 
F7 - EDI Code Maint - Accesses the EDI Code File to enter or update a record. After 

entry, returns to this screen. 

 
F8 - Enter by Customer Part - Changes the entry field for the "Internal Part Number" to 

"Customer Part Number" and edits the entries. 

EXPRESS MANUAL REQUIREMENTS ENTRY 

Co Cust Dest Inhouse Part Number MY Trn Typ Frq Quantity 

_ _ 

Date/Time: Ran #: 

Release #: P.O.#: Shipper #: 

Co Cust Dest Inhouse Part Number MY Trn Typ Frq Quantity 

_ _ 

Date/Time: Ran #: 

Release #: P.O.#: Shipper #: 

 
F5=Add/Update F6=Req Master Entry F7=EDI Code Maint 

F8=Enter by Customer Part F12=Return 
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EXPRESS MANUAL REQUIREMENTS ENTRY 

 
 

Multiple companies, customers and destinations can be entered on this screen. Only the date, time (if required) 

and quantity, as well as data that is changed from the previous entry, need be entered. For example, the following 

entries represent a single company entering data for Chrysler and Nissan to two Chrysler destinations and one 

Nissan destination. 

 

Express Entry Example (before Enter or F5 is pressed) 
 
 
 

 

Co Cust Dest Inhouse Part Number MY Trn Typ 

01 CHRYS WINDS 00413314 862 C 

Frq 

D 

Quantity 

200 

Date/Time: 0319xx Ran #:   
Release #: P.O.#: Shipper #:  

 
BRAM _ _ 

  
350 

Date/Time: 0319xx Ran #:   
Release #: P.O.#: Shipper #:  

 
NISS SMYRNA 9E500 830 _ _ 

  
400 

Date/Time: 0319xx 1000 Ran #: A789783 

Release #: P.O.#: Shipper 

 
#: 

 

3E602 _ _   
Date/Time: 0319xx 1500 Ran #: A789784 

Release #: P.O.#: Shipper 

 
#: 

 

 
F5=Add/Update F6=Req Master Entry F7=EDI Code Maint 

F8=Enter by Customer Part F12=Return 

  

 
 

 
A Requirement Master must exist. EDI Codes must exist for each company and OEM code combination. F7 may 

be used to access the EDI Code File to enter, change or view a record. Enter all required fields. Requirement 

date is mandatory for the "copy down." Model year, time, and RAN Number may not be required. Shipper number 

is entered only if adding a requirement to an existing shipper. The shipper must have been created through 

shipper entry and must still be available to be changed or printed. (The reprint shipper prompt cannot have been 

answered with “N” for no). A warning message displays if a shipper number is entered and there is no 

corresponding price record. Press Enter to continue. 
 

For each entry after the first, enter only those fields on the first line of the record that are different for the next 

requirement. Other fields "copy down" when Enter is pressed. 
 

ALL data from the first line, except model year, (company, customer, destination, part number, transaction set 

number, type, frequency and quantity) and the release number from the third line is copied down. 
 

Model year, date, time, RAN, and shipper number must be entered for each record that uses them. They are NOT 

copied down. The Purchase Order Number, if not entered, is retrieved from the "Default Purchase Order Number" 

field in the C record. 
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Notice in the Express Entry Example 
 

• All requirements are for company 01, so 01 was entered only for the first requirement and is copied down 

for all the others. 

• There are two requirements for Chrysler part 00413313, to be shipped to two different destinations. So only 

the destination and quantity need to be entered for the second record. 

• The third record is for a different customer and destination, but the type and frequency are the same as for 

the previous customer. All data must be entered except company, type and frequency. 

• There are two Nissan requirements, for the same quantity, for two different parts, to be shipped to Smyrna 
so all data was entered for the first requirement, and only the part number, date, time and RAN is entered 
for the 4th record. All other data, including the quantity, is "copied down." 

 
Press Enter to validate the type and frequency and to verify that a Requirement Master has been created. It also 

fills in the blanks with the data that is being "copied down." The illustration on the next page shows what this 

screen looks like when Enter is pressed. It is not necessary to press Enter. F5 verifies the data and adds it to the 

work file without displaying the screen with all data copied down. Warning errors are not displayed. 

 

If a shipper number is entered, a RAN is mandatory for the OEMs that require it in the ASN File: 

 
• Mack Truck OEM Code = T 

• Mazda OEM Code = Z 

• Mitsubishi Motors OEM Code = Q or CQ (directly or through CTX) 

• Nissan of Tennessee OEM Code = S 

• Subaru OEM Code = SU 

• Toyota of Canada OEM Code = TC 
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EXPRESS MANUAL REQUIREMENTS ENTRY 

13 CHRYS WINDS 00413314 862 C D 200 

Date/Time: 3/19/xx Ran #: 

Release #: P.O.#: 4444 Shipper #: 

13 NISS SMYRNA 9E500 

Date/Time: 3/19/xx 

Release #: 

830 C D 400 

10:00 Ran #: A789783 

P.O.#: Shipper #: 

13 NISS SMYRNA 3E602 830 C D 400 

Date/Time: 3/19/xx 15:00 Ran #: A789784 

Release #: P.O.#: Shipper #: 

More... 

F5=Add/Update F6=Req Master Entry F7=EDI Code Maint 

F8=Enter by Customer Part F12=Return 

 
 

Express Entry with data verified (after Enter is pressed) 
 
 
 
 

Co 

13 

Cust Dest Inhouse 

CHRYS BRAM 00413314 

Part Number MY  Trn Typ Frq 

862 C D 

Quantity 

350 

 Date/Time: 3/19/xx Ran #:     
 Release #: P.O.#:   Shipper #:  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This example shows the screen as it displays after Enter is pressed. It is not necessary to press Enter, except to 

see the screen with the "copied-down data" displayed and to see warning messages. F5 is all that is required to 

update the work file. F5 performs the same verifications and if no terminal errors are found, it returns to the menu. 

Warning errors are not displayed if only F5 is used. The bold entries represent the required fields entered by the 

user, for this illustration only. It does not display bold on the screen. If there are no terminal errors, press F5 to 

update the work file and return to the menu. 
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EXPRESS MANUAL REQUIREMENT PROCESSING SELECTION 

Select Part(s) or All 

Option: 1=Select 

F3=Exit F5=Print all 

 

8. List Express Requirements 

This option is used to list manual requirements entered using the option "Enter Express Manual Requirements" 

that have not been processed. 

 

The company selection displays if the user has authority to multiple companies. 
 

List Selection Screen 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Opt Co Cust Part Number Dest M/Y 

_ 01 CHRYS 00413314 WINDS _ 

_ 01 CHRYS 00328823 WINDS _ 

_ 01 CHRYS 00413314 BRAM _ 

_ 01 NISS 9E500 SMYRNA _ 

_ 01 NISS 3E602 SMYRNA _ 

_ 1 NISS 4D311 SMYRNA _ 

 
 
 
 

This screen displays a list of all requirements entered, but not processed. Enter "1" next to the record(s) to print 

and press Enter. Or press F5 to print ALL records. The Express Manual Requirement Entry Listing prints in the 

same format as the Requirement Master File Listing. 

 

 

9. Process Express Requirements 

This option is used to update the Requirement and Load Files with requirements entered using the "Enter Express 

Manual Requirements" option. It may also update an existing shipper with new requirements. The company 

selection displays if the user has authority to multiple companies. 
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EXPRESS MANUAL REQUIREMENT PROCESSING SELECTION 

Select Part(s) or All 

 
Option: 1=Select 

F3=Exit F7=Process All Parts Enter=Process Selected Parts 

 

Process Selection Screen 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Opt Co Cust Part Number Dest MY 

_ 01 CHRYS 00413314 WINDS _ 

_ 01 CHRYS 00328823 WINDS _ 

_ 01 CHRYS 00413314 BRAM _ 

_ 01 NISS 9E500 SMYRNA _ 

_ 01 NISS 3E602 SMYRNA _ 

_ 01 NISS 4D311 SMYRNA _ 

 
 
 

 
This screen displays a list of all requirements entered, but not processed. Enter "1" next to the record(s) to process 

and press Enter. Or press F7 to process ALL records and return to the menu. 
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4. Model Year Changeover Menu 
Before taking this option, be sure you have an understanding of the concept of Model Year Change Over and a 

working knowledge of the Auto Release package. Also, be sure that you have saved the data files for the previous 

year. 
 

This option displays menu RC14 with the following options: 
 

1. OEMs using Model Year - Menu 

2. OEMs Not using Model Year 

A confirmation window displays for "OEMs not using model year" before the changeover begins. 
 
 

 

 
 

The keyword to access Menu RC14 is “MYCO.” 

 
MENU: RC14 

------------------------------- 

MODEL YEAR CHANGE OVER MENU 

------------------------------- 

 
1. OEMs using Model Year - Menu 

2. OEMs Not using Model Year 

BEFORE SELECTING ANY OPTIONS 

- Read the Auto Release Manual 

- Save the data files 

- It may be necessary to change MY in the OEM Misc file 

 
23. Return to Req. Processing Menu 

24. Return to Main Menu 

 
Option    
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1. OEMs Using Model Year 

See the appropriate trading partner supplement to determine if a trading partner uses model year. 
 

When model year changeover is run, current year CUMs are saved to the prior year's fields before being cleared. 

To view previous year CUMs, press F11 (High Fab/Mtl) from the Requirement File Status screen and then press 

F2 (Previous Model Year). 

 

 

Model Year Changeover Screen 
 

 

MENU RC14A 

------------------------------------------------------- 

MODEL YEAR CHANGE OVER MENU FOR OEMS USING MODEL YEAR 

------------------------------------------------------- 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Create Next Year's Req. Masters 

Print Last Year's Req. Masters 

Delete Last Year's Req. Masters 

Container Model Year Change Over 

BOM File Model Year Change Over 

BEFORE 

- 

- 

- 

Read 

Save 

SELECTING ANY OPTIONS 

the Automotive Release/Shipping Control Manual 

the data files 

It may be necessary to change MY in the OEM Misc file 

23. Return to MY Change Over Menu 

24. Return to Main Menu 

Option 
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1. Create Next Year’s Requirement Masters 

This option creates new Requirement Masters based on the current year’s Requirement Master. New Requirement 

Masters have YTD CUMs, weekly requirements, and Fabrication and Material set to zero. This is done at the 

beginning of each model year, before requirements can be processed for that model year. The company selection 

displays if the user has authority to multiple companies. 
 

Note: New Requirement Masters may need to be created during the year if an entry is made in the model year 

field in the OEM Miscellaneous Information file in the middle of a model year. This may be done because the 

OEM transmits a single position model year, but may want a 2 or 4 position model returned on another transaction 

set. If the original requirement and Price Master Files were created with a single position model year, new master 

files must be created with the new model year. This is done using the option "Create Next Year's Req. Masters" 

on the Model Year Change Over Menu for OEMs Using Model Year. Mark the field "Duplicate CUMs" with "Y" so 

the CUM Shipped and CUM Required reflect the model year-to-date. 
 

 

 

 
Company Number - Enter company number. 

 
Customer Abbreviation - Enter a Customer Abbreviation to create next year's Requirement 

Masters for a single customer. Required. 

 
Part Number - Enter in-house part number to create a new Requirement Master 

for a single part. Leave blank to create new Requirement 

Masters for all parts, matching the other selection criteria. 

 
Destination Abbreviation - Enter a Destination Abbreviation to create next year's Requirement 

Masters for a single destination. Leave blank to create records for 

all destinations, matching the other selection criteria. (A 

destination can be entered, even if part number is left blank). 

 
Current Model Year - Model year used in the current Requirement Master. 

CREATE NEXT YEAR'S REQUIREMENT MASTERS 

OEMs USING MODEL YEAR 

Company Number ................. 

Customer Abbreviation .......... 

Part Number .................... 

Destination Abbreviation........ 

Current Model Year ............. 

New Model Year ................. 

(Leave blank for all) 

(Leave blank for all) 

Duplicate Cums (Y/N)............ _ 

Create Price File Records (Y/N). _ 

F3=Exit 
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New Model Year - Model year to be used in the new Requirement Master. 

 
Duplicate Cums - Enter "Y" to copy the CUMs (both Cum Shipped and Cum 

Required) to the new Requirement Master. Enter "N" to 

zero CUMs (both Cum Shipped and Cum Required) in the 

new Requirement Master. 

 
Create Price File Records - Enter "Y" to create the new Price Masters, with the new model 

year for each Requirement Master. Future effective date records 

will also be created. 

 
F3 - Exit - Returns to menu. 

 

 

2. Print Last Year’s Requirement Masters 

This option prints a list of high fabrication and high material data from last year’s requirements. The company 

selection displays if the user has authority to multiple companies. 

 

 

 
 

Company Number - Enter company number. 

 
Customer Abbrev - Abbreviation from the Requirement Master. 

 
Destination Abbrev - Enter a Destination Abbreviation to print last year's Requirement 

Masters for a single destination. Leave blank to print records 

for all destinations, matching the other selection criteria. 

 
Model Year - Model year used in last year's Requirement Master. 

 
F3 - Exit - Returns to menu. 

 

PRINT LAST YEAR'S REQUIREMENT MASTERS 

OEMs USING MODEL YEAR 

 
Company ............... 

Customer Abbreviation .... 

Destination Abbreviation .. 

Model Year ................ 

 
F3=Exit 
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3. Delete Last Year’s Requirement Masters 

This option is used to delete prior year Requirement Masters after they are no longer needed. All shippers MUST 

be printed and extracted and all invoices MUST be printed and processed before deleting associated 

Requirement Masters to maintain the accuracy of ship CUMs in history. The company selection displays if the user 

has authority to multiple companies. 

 

 

 
 

Cust Abbr - Abbreviation used on the Requirement Masters to be deleted. 

 
Dest Abbr - Abbreviation of the destination used on the Requirement Masters 

to be deleted. Leave this field blank to delete ALL destinations for 

this customer. 

 
Model Year - Model year used on last year's Requirement Masters to 

be selected. 

 
Delete Price File records - Enter "Y" to delete the Price Masters associated with these 

Requirement Masters. 

 
F3 - Exit - Returns to menu. 

 
Note: To delete all the requirements associated with a Customer Abbreviation, enter the Customer Abbreviation, 

last year’s model year, and leave the Destination Abbreviation blank. All requirements on file that match the entered 

information are deleted. 
 

To delete a requirement associated with a specific destination, enter the Customer Abbreviation, 

Destination Abbreviation, and last year’s model year. Only the requirements information associated with the 

destination entered are deleted. 

DELETE LAST YEAR'S REQUIREMENT MASTERS 

OEMs USING MODEL YEAR 

Company Number............................ 

Customer Abbreviation .................... 

Destination Abbreviation.................. 

Model Year................................ 

(Leave blank for all) 

Delete associated Price File records(Y/N). _ 

 
F3=Exit 
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4. Container Model Year Changeover 

This option resets the container CUM shipped in the Container Master Files based on the beginning model year date 

entered. This is used by OEMs that require the container CUM shipped to be returned in the ASN File and by 

suppliers who track container CUMs. An adjustment is made to shipping history if the container is marked as a 

separate line item. The company selection screen displays if the user has authority to multiple companies. 
 

 

 

 
Company Number - A company number must be entered. 

 
Customer Abbrv - The default is “*ALL” to perform a model year change for all 

customers. Enter the Customer Abbreviation that is used on 

the Container Master(s) if performing a model year change by 

individual customer. 

 
Container Part # - The default is “*ALL” to perform a model year change for all 

container part numbers. Enter the container part number if 

performing a model year change by individual container. Only 

containers that print as separate line items have history, and 

therefore need to perform a model year change to adjust the 

CUMs. 

 
Destination Abbrev - The default is “*ALL” to perform a model year change for all 

destinations. Enter destination if beginning dates are different for 

each destination. 

 
Beginning M.Y. Date - First date of the new model year in MM-DD-YY format. 

 
All shipments prior to the Beginning Model Year Date are added together and this amount is subtracted from 

Container Shipped CUM. This new CUM shipped replaces the CUM shipped in the Container Record. An 

adjustment is made to shipping history. 

MODEL YEAR CHANGE OVER 

CONTAINERS 

 
Company Number............... 

Customer Abbrev (*ALL=All)... *ALL 

Container Part# (*ALL=All)... *ALL 

Destination Abbrv (*ALL=All). *ALL 

 
Beginning M.Y. Date(MMDDYY) . 

F3=Exit 
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5. BOM File Model Year Changeover 

This option resets the Bill of Materials CUM shipped in the Bill of Materials master files based on the beginning 

model year date entered. This is used by OEMs that require the Bill of Material CUM shipped to be returned in the 

ASN File and by suppliers who track Bill of Materials CUMs. An adjustment is made to shipping history if the Bill of 

Material is marked as a separate line item. The company selection screen displays if the user has authority to 

multiple companies. 
 

This option is currently only available for Chrysler. 
 

 

 
 

Company Number - A company number must be entered. 

 
Customer Abbrv - The default is “*ALL” to perform a model year change for all 

customers. Enter the Customer Abbreviation that is used on 

the Container Master(s) if performing a model year change by 

individual customer. 

 
Container Part # - The default is “*ALL” to perform a model year change for all 

container part numbers. Enter the container part number if 

performing a model year change by individual container. Only 

containers that print as separate line items have history, and 

therefore need to perform a model year change to adjust the 

CUMs. 

 
Destination Abbrev - The default is “*ALL” to perform a model year change for all 

destinations. Enter destination if beginning dates are different for 

each destination. 

 
Beginning M.Y. Date - First date of the new model year in MM-DD-YY format. All 

shipments prior to the Beginning Model Year Date are added 

together and this amount is subtracted from Container Shipped 

CUM. This new CUM shipped replaces the CUM shipped in the 

Container Record. An adjustment is made to shipping history. 

MODEL YEAR CHANGE OVER 

BILL OF MATERIALS 

 
Company Number............... 

Customer Abbrev (*ALL=All)... *ALL 

Container Part# (*ALL=All)... *ALL 

Destination Abbrv (*ALL=All). *ALL 

 
Beginning M.Y. Date(MMDDYY) . 

F3=Exit 
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2. OEMs Not Using Model Year 

This menu option performs a Model Year Changeover for those OEMs that do not use a model year. OEMs that do 

not send model year reset their CUM shipped during the year. The CUM required prior amount must also be 

adjusted by the supplier to avoid creating a negative CUM amount. CUM shipped and CUM required prior are 

adjusted in the Requirement A record and in shipping history. 
 

A model year changeover for containers must also be done for Chrysler returnable containers. Chrysler tracks 

CUMs on returnable containers and requires this figure to be transmitted in the ASN (856) File. 
 

When model year changeover is run, current year CUMs are saved to the prior year's fields before being cleared. 

To view previous year CUMs, press F11 (High Fab/Mtl) from the Requirement File Status screen and then press 

F2 (Previous Model Year). 

 

The company selection displays if the user has authority to multiple companies. 

A selection screen (in menu format) displays. 

 

Model Year Changeover Screen 
 

 

 
 

Enter option "1" (Requirement Masters) from the Model Year Changeover Screen to display the Model Year 

Change - Requirement Masters Screen. 

 

MENU RC14A 

-------------------------------------------------- 

MODEL YEAR CHANGE OVER OEMS NOT USING MODEL YEAR MENU 

-------------------------------------------------- 

 
1. Requirement Masters 

 
2. Containers 

 
3. Bill of Materials 

 
24. Return to Main Menu 

 
Option 
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Model Year Change - Requirement Masters Screen 
 

 

 
Company Number - A company number must be entered. 

 
Customer Abbrv - Enter the Customer Abbreviation that is used on the 

Requirement Master(s). A Customer Abbreviation is required. 

 
Beginning M.Y. Date - First date of the new model year in MM-DD-YY format. 

 
Destination Abbrv - Enter destination if beginning dates are different for each 

destination. A Destination Abbreviation must be entered if a 

part number has been entered. 

 
Leave blank to perform a model year change for all destinations. 

 
Chrysler Note: Chrysler's 999999 record stores non-destination 

planning requirements which includes the high fab & material 

quantities. Because Chrysler performs model year changeover 

by destination, after running model year changeover for the last 

destination that a part is shipped to, run model year changeover 

for the abbreviation used for the 999999 record to reset the high 

fab and material quantities. 

 
Internal Part# - Enter internal part number if performing the changeover only for a 

specific part. Or, leave blank for all parts meeting the other 

selection criteria on this screen. A Destination Abbreviation must 

be entered if a part number has been entered. 

 
F3 - Exit - Returns to menu. 

MODEL YEAR CHANGE OVER 

OEMS Not Using Model Year 

REQUIREMENT MASTERS 

 
Company# ..................... 

Customer Abbrv ............... 

Beginning M.Y. Date(MMDDYY) .. 

Destination Abbrv (Blank=All). 

Internal Part# (Blank=All) ... 

F3=Exit F12=Return 
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All shipments prior to the beginning model year date are added together and this amount is subtracted from current 

ship CUM and the CUM required. This new ship CUM replaces the CUM shipped in the Requirement A record. An 

adjustment is also made to shipping history. 

 

A confirmation window displays. Press Enter to continue or press F3 to exit without performing the changeover. 
 

 

 
 

 

Model Year Changeover Adjustment Exception Report 

When a model year changeover occurs for an OEM that does not send model year, and a supplier has over 

shipped, a manual adjustment must be made to avoid creating a negative CUM required prior amount. The total 

quantity shipped since the beginning of the model year is subtracted from the CUM shipped. This is the model year 

adjustment amount. The CUM required prior is reduced by this amount and a record is written to shipping history. 
 

If the supplier has over shipped, this adjustment creates a negative CUM required prior amount. However, CUM 

required prior cannot be a negative quantity, so a manual adjustment to the Requirement Master is needed to bring 

the CUM required prior amount to zero. 
 

The Model Year Changeover Adjustment Exception Report, displaying the amount of the adjustment to be made, 

prints automatically after this option is taken. The report displays: 
 

• Model Year Adjustment: This amount is the CUM shipped minus the total quantity shipped since the start 

of the new model year. 

• Previous 862 (or 830) CUM Required: A manual adjustment must be made to the Requirement Master 

for this amount to adjust the CUM required prior from the previous model year. 

• Amount Shipped: The amount shipped is the model year adjustment amount minus the CUM required 

prior from the previous model year. 

Model Year Change Over Confirmation 

 
Press <Enter> to continue with 

Model Year Change Over 

 
F3=Exit 
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Model Year Change - Containers Screen 

Enter option 2 (Containers) from the Model Year Change Over screen to display the Model Year Change - 

Containers screen. A model year change for containers must be done for Chrysler returnable containers. Chrysler 

tracks CUMs on returnable containers and requires this figure to be transmitted in the ASN (856) File. 

 

 

 

 
Company Number - A company number must be entered. 

 
Customer Abbrv - Enter the Customer Abbreviation that is used on the 

Requirement Master(s) if performing a model year change by 

individual customer. Enter “*ALL” to perform a model year 

change for all customers. 

 
Container Part # - Enter the container part number if performing a model year 

change by individual container. Only containers that print as 

separate line items have history, and therefore need to perform a 

model year change to adjust the CUMs. Enter “*ALL” to perform a 

model year change for all containers. 

 
Destination Abbrv - Enter destination if beginning dates are different for each 

destination. A Destination Abbreviation must be entered if a 

part number has been entered. 

 
Beginning M.Y. Date - First date of the new model year in MM-DD-YY format. 

 
The number of containers from all shipments prior to the Beginning Model Year Date are added together and this 

amount is subtracted from current ship CUM and the CUM required. This new ship CUM replaces the CUM shipped 

in the Requirement A record. An adjustment is also needs to be made to shipping history. 

 

----------------------------------------------- 

MODEL YEAR CHANGE OVER 

OEMs NOT USING MODEL YEAR MENU 

CONTAINERS 

----------------------------------------------- 

Company Number .............. 

Customer Abbrev (*ALL=All).. *ALL 

Container Part # (*ALL=All).. *ALL 

Destination Abbrv(*ALL=All).. *ALL 

Beginning M.Y. Date (MMDDYY). 

F3=Exit F12=Return 
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A confirmation window displays. Press Enter to continue or press F3 to exit without performing the changeover. 

 

 

Model Year Change Over Confirmation 

 
Press <Enter> to continue with 

Model Year Change Over 

 
F3=Exit 
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5. Shift-Out Requirements Menu 
 

 

 
 
Overview 

The Shift-Out Requirements Menu displays only if NOT using the Shift by Company feature. If using Shift by 

Company, see the section “5. Shift-Out Requirements by Company Menu” on page 76. 
 

The keyword to access Menu RSMSHIFT is “SHIFT.” 
 

A Shift (either daily or weekly) must be executed every day before the "Receive" of requirements. No other 

process may be done while the Shift occurs. The Shift may be executed manually or may be scheduled to run 

automatically. 
 

The Shift removes requirements dated prior to the system date, from the Requirement File, updates the 

appropriate CUM required prior figure, and rebuilds the Load File (for most OEMs). The Shift exceptions are 

identified later in this chapter. 
 

Requirements are shifted. The length of time it will take to run the Shift is dependent on the size of the files on the 

system. 

 
MENU: RSMSHIFT 

---------------------------------------------------- 

SHIFT-OUT REQUIREMENTS MENU 

---------------------------------------------------- 

1. Manual Shift 

2. Auto Shift File Maintenance 

3. Update Schedule - Auto Shift 

4. Remove Schedule - Auto Shift 

 
5. Shift Audit Inquiry 

6. Shift Audit Report 

7. Shift Audit Purge 

 
23. Return to Req. Processing Menu 

24. Return to Main Menu 

 

 
Option    
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1. Manual Shift 

The Shift (either manual or automatic) is required every day that processing is to take place. Its purpose is to keep 

the Monday File, Requirement File and Load File current, which is necessary to determine accurate ship quantities. 

 

Requirements (prior to the system date) are "Shifted" which means they are removed, the appropriate CUMs are 

updated, the Load File is rebuilt. There are exceptions to the Shift based on OEM specific requirements. 

 

The manual shift is used on demand. No other processes may take place as the Shift occurs. If an auto Shift is 

scheduled, the following message displays: 

 

The Daily Shift is scheduled to run Tomorrow at 08.47.00 for Company - KF. 

Do you wish to continue with the manual shift (Y/N)? 

Reply . . . 

 

Reply with "Y" to continue or "N" to cancel. 
 

 

Application Control Records 

The “DFTRETRY” and “DFTWAIT” Application Control records can be entered in the Application Control File to 

retry the Shift a designated number of times and indicate the time span in seconds between tries. Add the records 

as shown below. For more information about adding control records, see Chapter 11 of the AutoRelease main 

manual. 

 

Application Name: *ALL 

Keyword: DFTRETRY 

Length: 1 

Decimal: Blank 

Infor Data: Enter the number of retries 
 

Application Name: *ALL 

Keyword: DFTWAIT 

Length: 3 

Decimal: Blank 

Infor Data: Enter the time span in seconds between retries for the shift 
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Manual Shift Screen 
 

 

The Manual Shift Screen displays today's date and the current Monday File. 
 

 

First Business Day 

Is today the first business day of the week? If today is the first day of the business week, and the current 

Monday File field begins with last week's Monday date, enter "Y" in the input field, to Shift the week. This Shifts 

the Monday File, moves all daily (frequency of D) and weekly (frequency of W) requirements from 830s and 862s, 

prior to today's date, and adds them to the 830 Previous CUM Required or the 862 Previous CUM Required, and 

it rebuilds the Load File. 

 

Example: 
 

Usually the first business day of the week is Monday. The dates in the example of the Shift Screen are the dates 

that are displayed on Tuesday, June 1, 20XX, which follows a Monday holiday for many of our clients. If Monday, 

May 31 is not a business day, then Tuesday, is the first business day of the week and "Y" must be entered to shift 

both daily and weekly requirements. 

 

If today is not the first day of the business week, enter "N" in the input field. This Shifts daily requirements 

only from the 830s and 862s prior to today and adds them to the 830 Previous Cum Required or the 862 Previous 

Cum Required. It also rebuilds the Load File. There are exceptions to this procedure based on specific OEM 

requirements. See "Exceptions to the Shift" later in this chapter. 

 

Requirements from 850s are removed when either the weekly or daily Shift is run when the requirement quantity is 

equal to zero, unless the "Shipped Complete" flag is marked with "Y" on the Parts Detail (Additional Info) screen. 

Shift-Out Requirements 

Today's date is ......... 05/31/xx 

Current Monday File ..... 05/24/xx 05/31/xx 06/07/xx 06/14/xx 

06/21/xx 06/28/xx 07/05/xx 07/12/xx 

07/19/xx 07/26/xx 08/02/xx 08/09/xx 

Is today the first business day of the week? (Y/N) Y 

Do you want to Reorganize Files? (Y/N) _ 

 
F3=Exit 
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Reorganizing Files 

Do you want to reorganize files? Enter "Y" to reorganize shipping related files when the Shift occurs. The Shift 

takes longer if files are reorganized than if not. It is recommended that these files be reorganized at least once a 

week. The files affected are shipping and invoicing work files, the Load File and Requirement A and B files. 

 

Note: This reorganization does not take the place of the Reorganize Files option on the System Maintenance 

menu. It is recommended that both reorganizations be run at least once a week. 

 

Enter "N" to Shift requirements without a reorganization of the Shipping and Invoicing Work Files, the Load File and the 

Requirement A and B files. The Shift runs quicker without reorganization. 

 

 

Shift History File 

A Shift History File is updated during each Shift which identifies all records that were Shifted. The Shift History File 

is accessed to retrieve detail when the special processing flag "Load Past Due Requirements from History" is 

marked in the Requirement Master (F20). 
 

Shift history may be accessed from the Inquiry and Reports menus. All data shifted out may be viewed or printed 

for a specific date until the Shift history is purged from the Purge File Menu (RC138). 

 

 

Application Control Record 

The “PRTSHFT” Application Control record can be entered in the Application Control File to print the Requirements 

Shift Report every time the Shift is run (whether manual or auto). Add the record as shown below. For more 

information about adding control records, see Chapter 11 of the AutoRelease Main Manual. 

 

Application Name: *ALL 

Keyword: PRTSHFT 

Length: 1 

Decimal: Blank 

Infor Data: Enter "Y" in the Infor Data Field 
 

When a weekly Shift takes place (“Y” was entered to indicate today is the first business day of the week), the 

system date displays. The system date (which is usually a Monday date) is used to determine which requirements 

are past due. All requirements prior to this date are added to the CUM required prior. 

 

If today is not a Monday (for example when Monday was a holiday and the first business day 
of the week is Tuesday), change the date to the Monday date to be used to Shift the file. 
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Weekly Shift/System Date 
 

 

 
 

If the system date is not to be used for the weekly Shift, (if today is NOT a Monday), enter the correct Monday date 

and press Enter. 

 

In the example, the Shift takes place on Tuesday, June 01, 20xx. The date is changed to 05/31/xx. 

Press Enter to continue. 

 

Warning Screen 

If the system date was changed on the previous screen, a warning screen displays the Shift date that was entered 

and the system date. 
 

 

 

Enter "Y" and press Enter to continue. The weekly Shift runs from the Shift date that was entered on the previous 

screen. Enter "N" to cancel the job and return to the menu. 

Shift-Out Requirements 

WARNING - The date that will be 

different than the system date. 

used during the Shift is 

System Date 

06/01/xx 

Shift Date 

05/31/xx 

Do you wish to continue? _ 

F3=Exit 

Shift-Out Requirements 

During the Shift, all requirements prior to the system 

date will be removed from the Requirements File and added 

to the CUM required prior. 

 
Enter a date below to run the Shift using a date other 

than the system date. Remember, all requirements prior 

to the date entered will be removed and added to 

the CUM required prior. 

 
05/31/xx 

 
F3=Exit 
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Exceptions to the Shift 
1. Requirements are NOT SHIFTED. When shipped against, the requirement quantity is reduced by the 

quantity shipped. If fully shipped, the requirement is removed when the "Extract" occurs. The CUM required 

prior is set to equal the CUM shipped. 

 
Ford Kentucky Truck Note: Enter "KENTUCKY" in the "OEM Division Code" field in the Requirement A 

record so the Ford Kentucky Truck 862 is recognized by AutoRelease, and the Shift works differently than 

the other Ford divisions. 

 
GM CAMI Note: Enter "CAMI" in the "OEM Division Code" field in the Requirement A record so the GM 

CAMI 862 is recognized by AutoRelease, and the Shift works differently than the other GM divisions. 

 
GM Delco Remy Note: Enter "DELCO" in the "OEM Division Code" field in the Requirement A record so the 

GM Delco Remy 830 is recognized by AutoRelease, and the Shift works differently than the other GM 

divisions. 

 
Mitsubishi Note: When the 862 requirement is reduced or removed, the 830 with the same RAN is 

reduced or removed. Delivery travel time MUST NOT be used with Mitsubishi Motors if 862s are received 

from Unit Transportation. 

 
Toyota Motor Manufacturing Note: When the 862 requirement is reduced or removed, the 830 for the 

same week is reduced or removed. Delivery travel time MUST NOT be used with Toyota Motor 

Manufacturing if 862s are received, as well as 830s. 

• AutoLiv 830 (when Frequency = D) 

• AutoLiv 862 (when Frequency = D) 

• Chrysler 830 (when Type/Freq = BD or BW & Chrys BD flag = S or B) 

• Ford 866 

• Ford Kentucky Truck 862 

• GM CAMI 862 

• GM Delco Remy 830 

• Honda 830 (OEM code = D) 

• Honda (OEM code = HA) 

• Isuzu 862 

• Mack Truck 862 

• Maslund 862 (when OEM Division = KENTUCKY) 

• Mercedes Service 830 

• Mitsubishi Motors 830 with RAN (Receipt Authorization Number) (OEM=Q) 

• Mitsubishi Motors 862 (OEM=Q) 

• Mitsubishi Motors - 862 received via CTX (OEM = CQ) 

• Nissan of California 830 

• Nummi 830 (if type/frequency DOES NOT equal DD) 

• Paccar 862 

• Steelcase 862s 

• Subaru 862 
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• Toyota of Canada 830 (If type/frequency DOES NOT equal “DW” and if Sunday date received and 

"Partial Week with Sunday Dates" is marked with “Y.”) 

• Toyota of Canada 862 

• Toyota Motor Manufacturing 862 

• 830s and 862s for all OEMs (When the "Type of Processing" flag in REQA (F20 - Special Processing) = 

“N.”) 
 

2. 866 for all OEMs except Ford. Requirements are NOT SHIFTED. When shipped against, the requirement 

net quantity is reduced by the quantity shipped and the cum required is increased by the quantity shipped. 

If fully shipped, the requirement is removed when the "Extract" occurs. 

3. Requirements are NOT SHIFTED. When shipped against, (complete or partial) the requirement is removed 

when the "Extract" occurs. The CUM required prior is set to equal the CUM shipped. Mazda 862 

• Mercedes Benz 830 

• Nissan of Tennessee 830 

• Outboard marine (OEM division = BRDCAST) 

 
4. Requirements are removed when the "Shift" occurs, but are NOT ADDED to the 830 CUM required prior. 

• Budd Company 830 - when type/frequency equals “DM” 

• Harley Davidson 830 - when type/frequency equals “DF” and the 862 report flag is NOT marked. 

• Harley Davidson 830 - when type/frequency equals “CC” and the 862 report flag is NOT marked and the 

OEM Division field in the Requirement A record does NOT equal HARLEY. 

• Isuzu 830 

• Mitsubishi Motors 830 - without RAN (Receipt Authorization Number) (OEM=Q) 

• Nummi 830 - when type/frequency equals “DD” (weekly Shift) 

• Toyota of Canada 830 - when type/frequency equals “DW” (weekly Shift) 

• Toyota Motor Manufacturing 830 - when 862 report flag is marked 
 

5. Both 830 and 862 requirements are shifted when the WEEKLY Shift takes place, regardless of frequency. 

When either the daily or weekly Shift is run, the 862 CUM required is set to equal the 830 CUM required. 

• Inland Fisher Guide 
 

Inland Fisher Guide Note: Enter "INLAND" in the "OEM Division Code" field in the Requirement A 

record so the GM Inland records are recognized by the system, and the Shift works differently than for 

the other GM divisions. 

6. All past due records, where the net quantity is zero, are removed when the WEEKLY Shift occurs. Only past 

due records with a frequency of “D,” where the net quantity is zero, are removed when the DAILY Shift 

occurs. 
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2. Auto Shift File Maintenance 

This option is used to enter or change the days or time the "Shift" is scheduled to run. No other process may occur 

while the "Shift" runs. Therefore, it may be useful to schedule the Shift to run in the early morning hours or at a time 

of low volume use. 
 

Requirements are shifted. The length of time it takes to run the Shift is dependent on the size of the files on the 

system. 
 

Auto Shift Screen 
 

 

 
The Auto Shift Screen displays today's date and the current Monday file. 

 

Days and Type - A single position input field displays beneath the abbreviation of 

each day of the week. Enter “W” to schedule a weekly Shift. 

Only one weekly Shift may be scheduled per week. Enter “D” to 

schedule a daily Shift for that day. Leave blank and no Shift is 

scheduled for that day. 

 
Weekly Shift - If today is the first day of the business week, a 

weekly Shift is required. This removes both daily (frequency of 

“D”) and weekly (frequency of “W”) requirements from 830s and 

862s, prior to today's date, and adds them to the appropriate 

CUM required prior. Requirements from 850s are removed only 

when the requirement quantity is equal to zero. The Load File is 

rebuilt. 

Auto Shift File Maintenance 

 
Today's date is .......... 2/10/xx 

 
Current Monday File ...... 2/08/xx 2/15/xx 2/22/xx 3/01/xx 

3/08/xx 3/15/xx 3/22/xx 3/29/xx 

4/05/xx 4/12/xx 4/19/xx 4/26/xx 

Days and 

Sun Mon 

_ W 

Type of 

Tue Wed 

D D 

Shift to Run 

Thr Fri Sat Enter W for Weekly shift, D for Daily 

D D _ shift, or blank for no shift. 

Auto Shift Time (24Hr format):. ...... 2:00 

Auto Shift Job Queue:................ E2 

 
Restricted State Recovery Action:.... R (H = Submit HELD, R = Submit RELEASED, 

N = No Submission) 

Reorganize files during Auto Shift ?: Y (Y/N) 

F3=Exit 
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Daily Shift - If today is not the first day of the business week, and 

requirements are processed, a daily Shift is required. This 

removes daily requirements only from the 830s and 862s, prior to 

today's date and adds them to the appropriate CUM required 

prior. Requirements from 850s are removed only when the 

requirement quantity is equal to zero. The Load File is rebuilt. 

 
Exceptions - There are exceptions to the Shift based on specific 

OEM requirements. See the Exceptions to the Shift, earlier in this 

chapter. 

 
Auto Shift - Enter the time of day to run the Shift on the days identified 

with “W” or “D.” The time is entered in the 24 hour format. 

(1200 is noon, 1330 is 01:30 PM, etc.). DO NOT enter the 

colon. 

 
Auto Shift JobQ - Enter the name of the job queue to place the auto Shift job. This 

may be the same as the AutoRelease job queue. Note: It is 

recommended that the auto Shift be scheduled after midnight, 

in the early morning hours of the next work day, to ensure that 

all prior day requirements are shifted. 

 
Restricted State - The entry in this field determines what action to take if a 

scheduled auto Recovery Action Shift job is unable to run. (Some 

reasons the auto Shift may be unable to run are: a system IPL 

runs at the scheduled time, a system backup takes place, or if 

subsystems were ended for system maintenance, etc.) 

 
- Enter “H” to submit the job and place it on hold, to be released 

or deleted by an operator at a later time. 

- Enter “R” to submit the job when the system is available. 

- Enter "N" to take no action. The job is not submitted. 

 
Reorganized Files - Enter "Y" to reorganize shipping related files when the Shift takes 

place. The Shift takes longer if files are reorganized than if not. It 

is recommended that these files be reorganized at least once a 

week. The files affected are shipping and invoicing work files, the 

Load File and Requirement A and B Files. 

 
Note: This reorganization does not take the place of the 

Reorganize Files option on the System Maintenance menu. It is 

recommended that both reorganizations be run at least once a 

week. 
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Enter "N" to Shift requirements without a reorganization of the 

shipping and invoicing work files, the Load File and the 

Requirement A and B Files. The shift runs quicker without 

reorganization. However, useless data that is stored ultimately 

slows down operations. 

 
After the required data is entered, press Enter. A message displays on the menu: "For any changes to take effect, 

you must Add/Update Schedule Entry." 
 

Auto Shift File Maintenance is used to enter or change the auto Shift schedule. The newly entered or changed 

schedules do not take effect until the option "Add/Update Schedule Entry for Auto Shift" is taken. 

 

 

3. Update Schedule - Auto Shift 

This option is used to schedule the automatic Shifts entered through the "Auto Shift File Maintenance" option. Each 

time auto Shift file maintenance is changed, this option must be taken to delete the previously scheduled job and 

replace it with the updated version. 
 

A break message displays: 
 

An Auto Shift Job is already scheduled for library xxxxxxxxx. Do you wish to 

delete the current entry and add a new one (Y/N)? 

Respond with "Y" to continue and replace the previously scheduled job with the updated version. Or, respond with 

"N" to cancel the job and return to the menu. 
 

Note: Use the AS/400 command WRKJOBSCDE (Work with Job Schedule Entries) to see if an auto Shift job is 

scheduled. The job name is AUTOSHIFT and the next submit date, time and library are displayed. 

 

 

4. Remove Schedule - Auto Shift 

This option is used to remove the automatic Shift job that was previously scheduled. It is not replaced with another 

job, until the "Add/Update Schedule Entry for Auto Shift" option is taken again. The message "Auto Shift schedule 

entry removed" displays at the bottom of the Shift menu. 
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Requirement Shift Audit Inquiry 

Position to Date: 

F3=Exit F17=Top F18=Bottom 

 

5. Shift Audit Inquiry 

The Shift Audit Inquiry displays a history of auto Shifts. One line of data pertaining to each Shift that has been 

submitted displays until the data is purged with the "Shift Audit Purge" option. 
 

The information displayed includes the date of the Shift, the time the Shift began, the type of Shift (daily or 

weekly), the method of execution (auto or manual), whether the shipping-related files were reorganized, and the 

user ID of the person who initiated the manual Shift or who scheduled the auto Shift. 
 

The audit entry is added after the Shift is complete. 
 

Requirement Shift Screen 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Shift Execution Files  

Date   Time   Type Type Reorganized? User 

2/14/xx 04:28:24 Weekly Auto Yes FUTURE 

2/15/xx 04:06:26 Daily Auto Yes FUTURE 

2/16/xx 04:15:20 Daily Auto Yes FUTURE 

2/17/xx 10:04:35 Daily Manual No FUTURE 

2/18/xx 04:03:29 Daily Auto Yes FUTURE 

 
 
 

 
Enter a date in the "Position to Date" field to position the list at the entry for that date. If the date is not found, it 

positions the list at the first entry prior to the date entered. 

 

F3 - Exit - Returns to menu. 

 
F17 - Top - Positions the displays to the first page of Shift records. 

 
F18 - Bottom - Positions the displays to the last page of Shift records. 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

DATE: 2/16/xx 

TIME: 11:34:13 

REQUIREMENT SHIFT AUDIT REPORT PAGE: 1 

PRGM: RSRR2100 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Selection Criteria: 

From Date: 2/02/xx 

To Date: 2/15/xx 

SHIFT 

TYPE 

XECUTION FILES 

DATE TIME TYPE REORGANIZED? USER 

 

6. Shift Audit Report 

The Shift Audit Report prints a history of auto Shifts. One line of data for each Shift submitted displays until the data 

is purged with the "Shift Audit Purge" option. 

 

The information printed on the report includes the date of the Shift, the time the Shift completed, the type of Shift 

(daily or weekly), the method of execution (auto or manual), whether the shipping related files were reorganized, 

and the user ID of the person who initiated the manual Shift or who scheduled the auto Shift. 

 

A screen will prompt for the date range. 
 

Report Selection Screen 
 

 

 
Requirement Shift Audit Report 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2/14/xx 04:28:24 Weekly Auto Yes FUTURE 

2/15/xx 04:06:26 Daily Auto Yes FUTURE 

2/16/xx 04:15:20 Daily Auto Yes FUTURE 

2/17/xx 10:04:35 Daily Manual No FUTURE 

2/18/xx 04:03:29 Daily Auto Yes FUTURE 

Shift Audit Report 

 
Enter the date range for the report: 

 
From Date ... 

To Date ... 

F3=Exit 
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7. Shift Audit Purge 

The Shift Audit Purge is used to remove records from the Shift History File up to and including the date entered. A 

record of each Shift is available in report form or through the inquiry function until it is purged from the system with 

this option. A report prints that lists the records purged, the "To Date" entered and the number of records purged. 
 

When the purge function has completed normally, the records have been removed from the file and are no longer 

accessible. However, they take up space on the system until the files have been reorganized with the "Reorganize 

Files" option on the System Maintenance menu. A screen prompts for the "To Date." 
 

Shift Audit File Purge 
 

 

 
 

To Date - All Shift records up to and including the date entered 

are removed. 

 
F3 - Exit - Returns to the menu. 

 
Requirement Shift Audit Report 

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

DATE: 2/16/xx 

TIME: 11:34:13 

REQUIREMENT SHIFT AUDIT REPORT PAGE: 1 

PRGM: RSRR21 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Selection Criteria: 

To Date: 2/02/xx 

COMPANY DATE TIME 

SHIFT 

TYPE 

EXECUTION FILES 

TYPE REORGANIZED? USER 

2/02/xx 19:28:24 Daily Manual No FUTURE 

Number of records purged: 1 

 
Shift Audit File Purge 

 
All records up to and including the purge date will be removed 

 
To Date ... 

 
F3=Exit 
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5. Shift-Out Requirements by Company Menu 
 

 

 

Overview 

The Shift-Out Requirements by Company Menu displays only if using the Shift by Company feature. The Shift by 

Company feature allows users to set up the Shift to run by company. During this process, the Auto Shift program 

starts the Shift Control job which then reads the Shift Control File to determine which Shifts to run and when. The 

Shift Control job runs until all shift jobs scheduled for that day have completed or ended in error. When the Shift 

Control job ends, a report is printed that lists the start time, stop time, and status of completion for all Shift jobs. 
 

To use Shift by Company: 
 

• Add the application control record “SHFTBYCO” to the Application Control File as shown in the next 
section. For more information about adding Application Control records, see Chapter 11 of the 
AutoRelease main manual. 

• Add a Shift control record for every company in the Company Control File. For more information, see 

the section “5. Shift by Company Control File Maintenance” on page 87.” 

2/22/XX MENU: RSMSHIFT2 10:28:40 

---------------------------------------------------- 

SHIFT-OUT REQUIREMENTS BY COMPANY MENU 

---------------------------------------------------- 

 
1. Manual Shift by Company 

2. Auto Shift File Maintenance 

3. Update Schedule - Auto Shift 

4. Remove Schedule - Auto Shift 

5. Shift by Company Control File Maintenance 

6. Shift by Company Control File Listing 

 
7. Shift Audit Inquiry 

8. Shift Audit Report 

9. Shift Audit Purge 

 
13. Reset the Shift File 

 
23. Return to Req. Processing Menu 

24. Return to Main Menu 

 
Option    
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• Set up an auto Shift file maintenance record, whether or not an auto Shift is run. The JOBQ set up in 
this data is used when manual Shifts are run. For more information, see the section “2. Auto Shift File 
Maintenance” on page 83. 

If not using Shift by Company, see the section “5. Shift-Out Requirements Menu” on page 63. 
 

Note that the Shift by Company feature is NOT recommended for fixed length communications, as unpredictable 

results could occur. 

 

 

SHFTBYCO Application Control Record 

Company: ** 

Application Name: *ALL 

Keyword: SHFTBYCO 

Length: 01 

Decimal: Blank 

Infor Data: Y 
 

A Shift (either daily or weekly) must be executed every day before the "Receive" of requirements for the selected 

company. No other process may be done for the selected company while the Shift occurs. The Shift may be 

executed manually or may be scheduled to run automatically. 
 

The Shift removes requirements dated prior to the system date, from the Requirement File, updates the 

appropriate cum required prior figure, and rebuilds the Load File (for most OEMs). The Shift exceptions are 

identified later in this chapter. 
 

Requirements are Shifted for the selected company. The length of time it takes to run the Shift depends on the 

size of the files on the system. 
 

When a Shift is running for a specified company, users are prevented from selecting the company when prompted. 

The company authorization screen displays the message “Auto Shift running for highlighted entry” and the 

company is highlighted. Users must wait until the Shift is complete to access the company. If users are only 

authorized to one company, the company authorization screen does not display. In this case, users receive the 

message “Not authorized to entered option.” Users must then wait and retry the company again in a few minutes. 

 

 

Reusing Deleted Records 

When using the Shift by Company feature, the file attribute “reuse deleted records” on the Load File (JTPLOAD) 

and the Net Change Report Work file (RSPWRK) is changed to “yes.” Reusing deleted records minimizes file sizes 

and saves disk space. This setting is changed to “no” when files are recompiled or if files are a referenced object in 

an ESS update. If the “reuse deleted records” attribute is changed to “no,” it must be changed to “yes” manually as 

described below. 

 
Load File 

To change the “reuse deleted records” attribute for the Load File, run the following at a command line when the 

file is not in use, if the Shift by Company conversion program is still on your system: 

 

Call JTPLOADCHG 
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If the Shift by Company conversion program is no longer on your system, run the following at a command line when 

the file is not in use: 

CHGPF FILE(*LIBL/JTPLOAD) REUSEDLT(*YES) 

 
Net Change Report Work File 

To change the “reuse deleted records” attribute for the Net Change Report Work File, run the following at a 

command line when the file is not in use, if the Shift by Company conversion program is still on your system: 

CALL RSPWRKCHG 

 

If the Shift by Company conversion program is no longer on your system, run the following at a command line when 

the file is not in use: 

CHGPF FILE(*LIBL/RSPWRK) REUSEDLT(*YES) 

 

 

1. Manual Shift by Company 

The Shift (either manual or automatic) is required every day that processing is to take place. Its purpose is to keep 

the Monday File, Requirement File, and Load File current, which is necessary to determine accurate ship quantities. 

 

Requirements (prior to the system date) are "Shifted" which means they are removed, the appropriate CUMs are 

updated, and the Load File is rebuilt. There are exceptions to the Shift based on OEM-specific requirements. 

 

The manual Shift is used on demand. No other processes may take place for the selected company as the Shift 

occurs. If an auto Shift is scheduled, the following message displays: 

 

“The Daily Shift is scheduled to run Tomorrow at 08.50.00 for Company - 46. 

Do you wish to continue with the manual shift (Y/N)? 

Reply . . . ” 

 

Reply with "Y" to continue or "N" to cancel. 
 

If the Requirement or Load Files are in use, the Shift (whether manual or automatic) will not begin. Interactive jobs 

are interrogated, and any jobs in conflict with the Shift are ended. To allow users time to back out of interactive 

jobs before the Shift begins, complete the Delay Time Period and Number of Retries fields on the Maintain Auto 

Shift by Company Control File screen. Access this screen under option 5, Shift by Company Control File 

Maintenance, on the Shift-Out Requirements by Company main menu. 
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SHIFT-OUT REQUIREMENTS 

Company Number.  ............ 46 

Is today the first business day of the week? (Y/N) 

F3=Exit 

 
 

Shift-Out Requirements Screen 
 
 
 
 
 

Today's date is .......... 

 
Current Monday File ...... 

06/01/xx 

 
05/24/xx 

 
 

05/31/xx 

 
 

06/07/xx 

 
 

06/14/xx 

 06/21/xx 

07/19/xx 

06/28/xx 

07/26/xx 

07/05/xx 

08/02/xx 

07/12/xx 

08/09/xx 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Manual Shift Screen displays today's date and the current Monday File for the selected company. 
 

 

First Business Day 

Is today the first business day of the week? If today is the first day of the business week, and the current 

Monday File field begins with last week's Monday date, enter "Y" in the input field, to Shift the week. This Shifts 

the Monday File, moves all daily (frequency of D) and weekly (frequency of W) requirements from 830s and 862s, 

prior to today's date, and adds them to the 830 Previous CUM Required or the 862 Previous CUM Required, and 

it rebuilds the Load File. 

 

Example: 
 

Usually the first business day of the week is Monday. The dates in the example of the Shift screen are the dates 

that are displayed on Tuesday, June 1, 20XX, which follows a Monday holiday for many of our clients. If Monday, 

May 31 is not a business day, then Tuesday, is the first business day of the week and "Y" must be entered to Shift 

both daily and weekly requirements. 

 

If today is not the first day of the business week, enter "N" in the input field. This Shifts daily requirements 

only from the 830s and 862s prior to today and adds them to the 830 Previous Cum Required or the 862 Previous 

Cum Required. It also rebuilds the Load File. There are exceptions to this procedure based on specific OEM 

requirements. See "Exceptions to the Shift" later in this chapter. 

 

Requirements from 850s are removed when either the weekly or daily Shift is run when the requirement quantity is 

equal to zero, unless the "Shipped Complete" flag is marked with "Y" on the Parts Detail (Additional Info) screen. 
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Shift History File 

A Shift History File is updated during each Shift which identifies all records that were Shifted. The Shift History File 

is accessed to retrieve detail when the special processing flag "Load Past Due Requirements from History" is 

marked in the Requirement Master (F20). 
 

Shift history may be accessed from the Inquiry and Reports menus. All data Shifted out may be viewed or printed 

for a specific date until the Shift history is purged from the Purge File Menu (RC138). 

 

 

Application Control Record 

The “PRTSHFT” Application Control record can be entered in the Application Control File to print the Requirements 

Shift Report every time the Shift is run (whether manual or auto). Add the record as shown below. For more 

information about adding control records, see Chapter 11 of the AutoRelease Main Manual. 

 

Application Name: *ALL 

Keyword: PRTSHFT 

Length: 1 

Decimal: Blank 

Infor Data: Enter "Y" in the Infor Data Field 
 

When a weekly Shift takes place (“Y” was entered to indicate today is the first business day of the week), the 

system date displays. The system date (which is usually a Monday date) is used to determine which requirements 

are past due. All requirements prior to this date are added to the CUM required prior. 

 

If today is not a Monday (for example when Monday was a holiday and the first business day 
of the week is Tuesday), change the date to the Monday date to be used to Shift the file. 

Weekly Shift/System Date 
 

 

Shift-Out Requirements 

During the Shift, all requirements prior to the system 

date will be removed from the Requirements File and added 

to the CUM required prior. 

 
Enter a date below to run the Shift using a date other 

than the system date. Remember, all requirements prior 

to the date entered will be removed and added to 

the CUM required prior. 

 
05/31/xx 

 
F3=Exit 
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If the system date is not to be used for the weekly Shift, (if today is NOT a Monday), enter the correct Monday date 

and press Enter. 

 

In the example, the Shift takes place on Tuesday, June 01, 20xx. The date is changed to 
5/31/20XX. Press Enter to continue. 

 

Warning Screen 

If the system date was changed on the previous screen, a warning screen displays the Shift date that was entered 

and the system date. 
 

 

 

Enter "Y" and press Enter to continue. The weekly Shift runs from the Shift date that was entered on the previous 

screen. Enter "N" to cancel the job and return to the menu. 

 

 

Exceptions to the Shift 
1. Requirements are NOT SHIFTED. When shipped against, the requirement quantity is reduced by the 

quantity shipped. If fully shipped, the requirement is removed when the "Extract" occurs. The CUM required 

prior is set to equal the CUM shipped. 

 
Ford Kentucky Truck Note: Enter "KENTUCKY" in the "OEM Division Code" field in the Requirement A 

record so the Ford Kentucky Truck 862 is recognized by AutoRelease, and the Shift works differently than 

the other Ford divisions. 

 
GM CAMI Note: Enter "CAMI" in the "OEM Division Code" field in the Requirement A record so the GM 

CAMI 862 is recognized by AutoRelease, and the Shift works differently than the other GM divisions. 

 
GM Delco Remy Note: Enter "DELCO" in the "OEM Division Code" field in the Requirement A record so the 

GM Delco Remy 830 is recognized by AutoRelease, and the Shift works differently than the other GM 

divisions. 

Shift-Out Requirements 

WARNING - The date that will be 

different than the system date. 

used during the Shift is 

System Date 

06/01/xx 

Shift Date 

05/31/xx 

Do you wish to continue? _ 

F3=Exit 
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Mitsubishi Note: When the 862 requirement is reduced or removed, the 830 with the same RAN is 

reduced or removed. Delivery travel time MUST NOT be used with Mitsubishi Motors if 862s are received 

from Unit Transportation. 

 
Toyota Motor Manufacturing Note: When the 862 requirement is reduced or removed, the 830 for the 

same week is reduced or removed. Delivery travel time MUST NOT be used with Toyota Motor 

Manufacturing if 862s are received, as well as 830s. 

• AutoLiv 830 (when Frequency = D) 

• AutoLiv 862 (when Frequency = D) 

• Chrysler 830 (when Type/Freq = BD or BW & Chrys BD flag = S or B) 

• Ford 866 

• Ford Kentucky Truck 862 

• GM CAMI 862 

• GM Delco Remy 830 

• Honda 830 (OEM code = D) 

• Honda (OEM code = HA) 

• Isuzu 862 

• Mack Truck 862 

• Maslund 862 (when OEM Division = KENTUCKY) 

• Mercedes Service 830 

• Mitsubishi Motors 830 with RAN (Receipt Authorization Number) (OEM=Q) 

• Mitsubishi Motors 862 (OEM=Q) 

• Mitsubishi Motors - 862 received via CTX (OEM = CQ) 

• Nissan of California 830 

• Nummi 830 (if type/frequency DOES NOT equal DD) 

• Paccar 862 

• Steelcase 862s 

• Subaru 862 

• Toyota of Canada 830 (If type/frequency DOES NOT equal “DW” and if Sunday date received and 

"Partial Week with Sunday Dates" is marked with “Y.”) 

• Toyota of Canada 862 

• Toyota Motor Manufacturing 862 

• 830s and 862s for all OEMs (When the "Type of Processing" flag in REQA (F20 - Special Processing) = 

“N.”) 
 

2. 866 for all OEMs except Ford. Requirements are NOT SHIFTED. When shipped against, the requirement 

net quantity is reduced by the quantity shipped and the CUM required is increased by the quantity 

shipped. If fully shipped, the requirement is removed when the "Extract" occurs. 

3. Requirements are NOT SHIFTED. When shipped against, (complete or partial) the requirement is removed 

when the "Extract" occurs. The CUM required prior is set to equal the CUM shipped. Mazda 862 

• Mercedes Benz 830 

• Nissan of Tennessee 830 

• Outboard marine (OEM division = BRDCAST) 
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4. Requirements are removed when the "Shift" occurs, but are NOT ADDED to the 830 CUM required prior. 

• Budd Company 830 - when type/frequency equals “DM” 

• Harley Davidson 830 - when type/frequency equals “DF” and the 862 report flag is NOT marked. 

• Harley Davidson 830 - when type/frequency equals “CC” and the 862 report flag is NOT marked and the 

OEM Division field in the Requirement A record does NOT equal HARLEY. 

• Isuzu 830 

• Mitsubishi Motors 830 - without RAN (Receipt Authorization Number) (OEM=Q) 

• Nummi 830 - when type/frequency equals “DD” (weekly shift) 

• Toyota of Canada 830 - when type/frequency equals “DW” (weekly Shift) 

• Toyota Motor Manufacturing 830 - when 862 report flag is marked 
 

5. Both 830 and 862 requirements are Shifted when the WEEKLY Shift takes place, regardless of 

frequency. When either the daily or weekly Shift is run, the 862 CUM required is set to equal the 830 

CUM required. 

• Inland Fisher Guide 
 

Inland Fisher Guide Note: Enter "INLAND" in the "OEM Division Code" field in the Requirement A 

record so the GM Inland records are recognized by the system, and the shift works differently than for 

the other GM divisions. 

6. All past due records, where the net quantity is zero, are removed when the WEEKLY Shift occurs. Only past 

due records with a frequency of “D,” where the net quantity is zero, are removed when the DAILY Shift 

occurs. 

 

 

2. Auto Shift File Maintenance 

This option is used to enter or change the days or time the "Shift" is scheduled to run. No other process may occur 

for the selected company while the "Shift" runs. Therefore, it may be useful to schedule the Shift to run in the early 

morning hours or at a time of low volume use. 
 

Requirements are Shifted for the selected company. The length of time it takes to run the Shift depends on the size 

of the files on the system. 
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Auto Shift Screen 
 

 

 
 
 

The Auto Shift Screen displays today's date and the current Monday File for the selected company. 
 

Days and Type - A single position input field displays beneath the abbreviation of 

each day of the week. Enter “W” to schedule a weekly Shift. 

Only one weekly Shift may be scheduled per week. Enter “D” to 

schedule a daily Shift for that day. Leave blank and no Shift is 

scheduled for that day. 

 
Weekly Shift - If today is the first day of the business week, a 

weekly Shift is required. This removes both daily (frequency of 

“D”) and weekly (frequency of “W”) requirements from 830s and 

862s, prior to today's date, and adds them to the appropriate 

CUM required prior. Requirements from 850s are removed only 

when the requirement quantity is equal to zero. The Load File is 

rebuilt. 

Auto Shift File Maintenance 

Today's date is .......... 2/22/XX 

Days 

Sun 

W 

and 

Mon 

D 

Type of Shift to Run 

Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

D D D D D 

(Enter W for Weekly shift, D for Daily 

shift, or blank for no shift) 

Auto Shift Time (24Hr format)  ...... 9:08 

Auto Shift Job Queue .............. QBATCH 

 
Restricted State Recovery Action .. R (H=Submit Held, R=Submit Released, 

N=No Submission) 

F3=Exit 
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Daily Shift - If today is not the first day of the business week, and 

requirements are processed, a daily Shift is required. This 

removes daily requirements only from the 830s and 862s, prior to 

today's date and adds them to the appropriate CUM required 

prior. Requirements from 850s are removed only when the 

requirement quantity is equal to zero. The Load File is rebuilt. 

 
Exceptions - There are exceptions to the Shift based on specific 

OEM requirements. See the Exceptions to the Shift, earlier in this 

chapter. 

 
Auto Shift - Enter the time of day to run the Shift on the days identified 

with “W” or “D.” The time is entered in the 24 hour format. 

(1200 is noon, 1330 is 01:30 PM, etc.). DO NOT enter the 

colon. 

 
Auto Shift JobQ - Enter the name of the job queue in which to place the auto Shift 

job. Note that this job queue must be different from the job 

queues used by companies within AutoRelease. If not, problems 

may occur when the Shift runs for other companies. 

 
Note: It is recommended that the auto Shift be scheduled after 

midnight, in the early morning hours of the next work day, to 

ensure that all prior day requirements are shifted. 

 
Restricted State - The entry in this field determines what action to take if a 

scheduled auto Recovery Action Shift job is unable to run. (Some 

reasons the auto Shift may be unable to run are: a system IPL 

runs at the scheduled time, a system backup takes place, or if 

subsystems were ended for system maintenance, etc.) 

 
- Enter “H” to submit the job and place it on hold, to be released  

or deleted by an operator at a later time. 

- Enter “R” to submit the job when the system is available. 

- Enter "N" to take no action. The job is not submitted. 

 
After the required data is entered, press Enter. A message displays on the menu: "For any changes to take effect, 

you must Add/Update Schedule Entry." Auto Shift File Maintenance is used to enter or change the auto Shift 

schedule. The newly entered or changed schedules do not take effect until the option "Add/Update Schedule Entry 

for Auto Shift" is taken. 
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3. Update Schedule - Auto Shift 

This option is used to schedule the automatic shifts entered through the "Auto Shift File Maintenance" option. Each 

time auto Shift file maintenance is changed this option must be taken to delete the previously scheduled job and 

replace it with the updated version. 
 

A break message displays: 
 

An Auto Shift Job is already scheduled for library xxxxxxxxx. Do you wish to delete the current entry and 

add a new one (Y/N)? 
 

Respond with "Y" to continue and replace the previously scheduled job with the updated version. Or, respond with 

"N" to cancel the job and return to the menu. 
 

Note: Use the AS/400 command WRKJOBSCDE (Work with Job Schedule Entries) to see if an auto Shift job is 

scheduled. The job name is AUTOSHIFT and the next submit date, time and library are displayed. 

 

 

4. Remove Schedule - Auto Shift 

This option is used to remove the automatic Shift job that was previously scheduled. It is not replaced with another 

job, until the "Add/Update Schedule Entry for Auto Shift" option is taken again. The message "Auto Shift schedule 

entry removed" displays at the bottom of the Shift menu. 
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SHIFT BY COMPANY CONTROL FILE Date: 3/28/XX 

Time: 16:05:32 

Position To COMPANY: 

Options: 1=Select 4=Delete 

More... 

F3=Exit F5=Refresh F6=Add F17=Top F18=Bottom 

 

5. Shift by Company Control File Maintenance 

This option displays all Shift control records currently set up in the Shift by Company Control File, including 

companies the user is not authorized to access. Shift control records specify the days and times a Shift runs for a 

company. Use this option to add, edit, or delete Shift control records. Set up a Shift control record for every 

company in the Company Control File. To add a record, press F6. To edit a record, select the record with “1.” The 

Shift by Company Control File Maintenance screen displays for both adding and editing records. 
 

Shift by Company Control File Selection Screen 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  Weekdays  

Company S M T W T F S  Time Delay Retries   
_ **   00.00.00 0 0   
_ HA W D D D D D D 08.10.00 10 2 *Not Authorized 

_ HB W D D D D D D 08.10.00 10 2 *Not Authorized 

_ HC W D D D D D D 08.10.00 10 2 *Not Authorized 

_ HD W D D D D D D 08.10.00 10 2 *Not Authorized 

_ HE W D D D D D D 08.10.00 10 2 *Not Authorized 

_ HF W D D D D D D 08.10.00 10 2 *Not Authorized 

_ HG W D D D D D D 08.10.00 10 2 *Not Authorized 

_ HH W D D D D D D 08.10.00 10 2 *Not Authorized 

_ HI W D D D D D D 08.10.00 10 2 *Not Authorized 

_ HJ W D D D D D D 08.00.00 10 2 *Not Authorized 

_ HK W D D D D D D 08.10.00 10 2 *Not Authorized 
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Shift by Company Control File Maintenance Screen 

Use this screen to add and edit Shift control records. Access the screen from the Shift by Company Control File 

selection screen by pressing F6 or selecting a record. 

 

RSDM2200 MAINTAIN AUTOSHIFT BY COMPANY CONTROL FILE 

 

 
Company 46 

 

 
Days and Type of Shift to Run (Enter W for Weekly shift, D for Daily 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat shift, or blank for no shift) 

D W D D D D D 

Auto Shift Time (24Hr format) ....... 8:50 

Delay time period (in seconds). ..... 15 

Number of Retries ................... 4 

If an interactive job will interfere with the Shift for the company 

submitted, the interactive job is canceled. To warn users before jobs 

are ended, enter a wait time in seconds in the Delay time period field 

and a number of retries in the Number of Retries field. If these fields 

are blank, jobs are terminated without warning. Note that entering a 

wait time or number of retries increases the amount of time that users 

are locked out of a company. 

F3=Exit F10=Delete 

 

 

 
When setting up records note the following: 

 
• The Auto Shift time must be a valid 24-hour clock entry. 

• The Delay Time Period value must be “0” or greater. 

• The Number of Retries value must be “0” or greater. 

 
 

6. Shift by Company Control File Listing 

This report lists all companies in the Shift Control File. 
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Requirement Shift Audit Inquiry 

 
Position to Date: 0/00/00 

More... 

F3=Exit F17=Top F18=Bottom 

 

7. Shift Audit Inquiry 

The Shift Audit Inquiry displays a history of auto Shifts. One line of data pertaining to each Shift that has been 

submitted displays until the data is purged with the "Shift Audit Purge" option. 
 

The information displayed includes the company, the date of the Shift, the time the Shift began, the type of Shift 

(daily or weekly), the method of execution (auto or manual), whether the shipping-related files were reorganized, 

and the user ID of the person who initiated the manual Shift or who scheduled the auto Shift. 
 

The audit entry is added after the Shift is complete. 
 

Requirement Shift Screen 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Shift Execution Files  

Company Date Time Type Type Reorganized User 

KF 2/11/XX 10:03:42 Daily Manual No KARENF 

KF 2/11/XX 10:09:54 Daily Manual No KARENF 

KF 2/11/XX 10:21:17 Daily Manual No KARENF 

KF 2/11/XX 10:28:05 Daily Manual No KARENF 

KF 2/11/XX 11:04:24 Daily Manual No KARENF 

KF 2/11/XX 11:24:39 Daily Manual No KARENF 

KF 2/11/XX 13:12:31 Daily Manual No KARENF 

KF 2/11/XX 13:26:33 Daily Manual No KARENF 

KF 2/11/XX 13:29:17 Daily Manual No KARENF 

KF 2/11/XX 14:13:56 Daily Manual No KARENF 

KF 2/11/XX 14:54:24 Daily Manual No KARENF 

KF 2/11/XX 15:06:05 Daily Manual No KARENF 

KF 2/11/XX 15:24:04 Daily Manual No KARENF 

KF 2/11/XX 16:02:24 Daily Manual No KARENF 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Enter a date in the "Position to Date" field to position the list at the entry for that date. If the date is not found, it 

positions the list at the first entry prior to the date entered. 

 

F3 - Exit - Returns to menu. 

 
F17 - Top - Positions the displays to the first page of Shift records. 

 
F18 - Bottom - Positions the displays to the last page of Shift records. 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

DATE: 2/16/xx 

TIME: 11:34:13 

REQUIREMENT SHIFT AUDIT REPORT PAGE: 1 

PRGM: RSRR2100 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Selection Criteria: 

 

8. Shift Audit Report 

The Shift Audit Report prints a history of auto Shifts. One line of data for each Shift submitted displays until the data 

is purged with the "Shift Audit Purge" option. 

 

The information printed on the report includes the company, the date of the Shift, the time the Shift completed, the 

type of Shift (daily or weekly), the method of execution (auto or manual), whether the shipping related files were 

reorganized, the company, and the user ID of the person who initiated the manual Shift or who scheduled the auto 

Shift. 

 

A screen will prompt for the date range. 
 

Report Selection Screen 
 

 

 

 
Requirement Shift Audit Report 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
From 

To 

 
COMPANY 

Date: 

Date: 

 
DATE 

2/02/xx 

2/18/xx 

 
TIME 

 

 
SHIFT 

TYPE 

 

 
XECUTION 

TYPE 

 

 
FILES 

REORGANIZED? 

 
 

 
USER 

KF 2/14/xx 04:28:24 Weekly Auto Yes FUTURE 

KF 2/15/xx 04:06:26 Daily Auto Yes FUTURE 

KF 2/16/xx 04:15:20 Daily Auto Yes FUTURE 

KF 2/17/xx 10:04:35 Daily Manual No FUTURE 

KF 2/18/xx 04:03:29 Daily Auto Yes FUTURE 

Shift Audit Report 

 
Enter the date range for the report: 

 
From Date ... 

To Date ... 

F3=Exit 
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9. Shift Audit Purge 

The Shift Audit Purge is used to remove records from the Shift History File up to and including the date entered. A 

record of each Shift is available in report form or through the inquiry function until it is purged from the system with 

this option. A report prints that lists the records purged, the "To Date" entered and the number of records purged. 
 

When the purge function has completed normally, the records have been removed from the file and are no longer 

accessible. With the Shift by Company feature files are not automatically reorganized and must be manually 

added. For more information, see the section “Shift by Company” in Chapter 11 of the AutoRelease Main Manual. 
 

A screen prompts for the company and purge to date. 
 

Shift Audit File Purge 
 

 

 

 
Company - The company to be purged. Enter “**” to purge all companies the 

user is authorized to. 

 
To Date - All shift records, up to and including the date entered, are 

removed for the selected company. Records without a company 

that were entered before the SHFTBYCO keyword was turned on 

are also removed. 

 
F3 - Exit - Returns to the menu. 

Shift Audit File Purge 

All records up to and including the purge date will be removed 

Company ... (Enter '**' for All Companies) 

To Date ... 0/00/00 

NOTE: If ** is entered, only Companies authorized to the 

User will have their records removed. 
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Requirement Shift Audit Report 
 

 

 
 

 

13. Reset the Shift File 

This option resets the Shift File for all companies whose last Shift did not complete normally because 

• The Shift ended in error 

• The Shift ended because of system failure 

• The Shift was cancelled 

Shift jobs that are scheduled but not yet run are also reset. 
 

Note, that while all of the status fields in the Shift File are reset, any file maintenance setups (Shift days/types, 

delays, or retries) are NOT reset. 
 

To reset the Shift file press Enter. To cancel press F3. 

 

 

RESET THE SHIFT CONTROL FILE 

 
All companies whose last Shift 

did not complete normally will 

be reset. 

To RESET the Shift File, press ENTER. 

To CANCEL press F3. 

F3=Exit 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

DATE: 2/16/xx 

TIME: 11:34:13 

REQUIREMENT SHIFT AUDIT REPORT PAGE: 1 

PRGM: RSRR21 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Selection Criteria: 

To Date: 2/02/xx 

COMPANY DATE TIME 

SHIFT 

TYPE 

EXECUTION FILES 

TYPE REORGANIZED? USER 

KF 2/02/xx 19:28:24 Daily Manual No FUTURE 

Number of records purged: 1 
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6. Create Labels from Requirements 
This option is used to create a file (RSPBLABL) to contain data from the Load File (JTPLOAD) that is used to print 

bar code labels. If the label file is in use, a confirmation window displays and the job is cancelled. 
 

GM Delco Note: Special requirements for printing labels will be met for GM Delco. Delco requirements are 

identified by the code DRK in the GM Message Code field in the Destination Master. 

 

The company selection displays if the user has authority to multiple companies. 
 

Create Labels File Selection Screen 
 

 

 
 
 

Ford ILVS Note: Rack labels may be printed from the Load File before the shippers are Extracted, using option 2; or 

from the shipping file after the Extract, using option 3. 

CREATE LABELS FILE SELECTION 

 
Choose appropriate file to print labels from: 

 
1. Print Part Labels from Load file 

 
2. Print Rack Labels from Load file 

 
3. Print Rack Labels from Shipping file 

_ 

F3=Exit 
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1. Print Part Labels from Load File 

Create Part Labels Screen 

 

 

 

 
Note: At least one selection must be made from the first five fields. This file and report can be created with as little 

as the company number or it can be more specific using the next four fields in the following combinations: 

 

• Company number and Customer Abbreviation 

• Company number, Customer Abbreviation and part number 

• Company number, Customer Abbreviation, part number, and model year 

• Company number, Customer Abbreviation, part number, model year and Destination Abbreviation 
 

The fields on the bottom of the screen are optional and further limit the selection criteria based on the OEM date or 

RAN range entered. 
 

Company - Enter company number. Company number is the minimum 

required to create this file and report. If only company number is 

entered, a file is created for all records in the Load File for 

company number entered. 

 
Customer Abbv - Enter Customer Abbreviation as entered in the Requirement 

Master or leave blank. If blank, the next three fields must be blank 

also. 

 
Internal Part # - Enter in-house part number or leave blank for all. If blank, the 

next two fields must be blank also. 

CREATE LABELS FROM REQUIREMENTS 

 
Company .................. 

Customer Abbreviation .... 

Internal Part Number ..... 

Model Year ............... 

Destination Abbreviation . 

 
OEM ...................... 

Starting Time (HH:MM) .... 

Ending Time (HH:MM) ...... 

Starting Date (MMDDYY) ... 

Ending Date (MMDDYY) ..... 

Starting RAN # ........... 

Ending RAN# .............. 

Transaction Set Override . 

 
F3=Exit 
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Model Year - Enter model year, if model year is used on the 

Requirement Master or, leave blank. 

 
OEMs that use model year: Caterpillar, General 

Motors, John Deere and Mitchell. 

 
OEMs that sometimes use model year: Lear Seating, 

Mack Truck and TRW. 

 
Destination - Enter the Destination Abbreviation or leave 

blank for all. The following fields are 
optional: 

OEM - Enter the OEM code (optional). 

 
Starting Time - If using a time range, enter the beginning time in 

HH:MM format using military (24 hour) time. 

 
Ending Time - If using a time range, enter the ending time in 

HH:MM format using military (24 hour) time. 

 
Starting Date - If using a date range, enter the beginning date in 

MM-DD-YY format. 

 
If blank, the file will include all records for the above selected criteria. 

 
Ending Date - If using a date range, enter the ending date in  
  MM-DD-YY format. 

 
Starting RAN - If using a RAN range, enter the beginning RAN. If the 

RAN range is blank, the file is created including all 

records based on the above selected criteria. 

 
Ending RAN - If using a RAN range, enter the ending RAN. 

 
Transaction Set - Optional. Enter a transaction set to override the 

transaction sets in the override Requirement Master 

and create labels based on ONLY one transaction set 

with no partial week calculation. Leave blank and the 

transaction sets selected in the Requirement Master 

(report flags) are used. A partial week calculation is 

made if necessary. 

 
F3 - Exit - Returns to menu. 
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Add/Replace Screen (All OEMs) 

If the OEM code was left blank on the Create Part Labels Screen, the Add/Replace Screen for all OEMs displays. 
 

 

 
 
 

Select whether to add to the file or replace records in the existing file by entering “X” next to the appropriate field. 

All records for all OEMs in the file are affected. 

 

The "Bar Code Label Information" report prints. 
 

F12 - Return - Returns to Create Labels Screen. 

 
If an OEM code was entered on the Create Part Labels screen, the Add/Replace screen for a specific OEM code 

displays where “X” equals the OEM Code entered: 

 
Add/Replace Screen 

 

 

 
 

Select whether to add to the file or replace records in the existing file for this OEM by entering “X” next to the 

appropriate field. 

 

The "Bar Code Label Information" report prints. 
 

F12 - Return - Returns to Create Labels Screen. 

CREATE LABELS FROM REQUIREMENTS 

 
Would you like to add to or replace the information 

in the label file for OEM - x ? 

Add to the label file: 

Replace the label file: 

(X) 

_ 

_ 

F12=Return 

CREATE LABELS FROM REQUIREMENTS 

 
Would you like to add to or replace the information 

in the label file for each OEM? 

Add to the label file: 

(X) 

_ 

Replace the label file: _ 

F12=Return 
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Company  .................... 01 

OEM....................... AT 

Customer Abbreviation .... 

Destination Abbreviation . 

Rack Sequence ... 

Rack Set ID ..... 

RAN Range ....... 

Beginning 

(O) 

(O) 

Ending 

(O) 

(O) 

(O) (O) 

Destination Abbrv 

OR 

Customer Abbrv... 

(Optional) 

(O) (O) 

Destination Abbrv... 

F12=Return 

 

2. Print Rack Labels From Load File 

Labels are created from the Load File BEFORE shippers are created (before the Extract). After shippers have been 

created and the shipping data has been Extracted, labels may be created from the shipping files. 
 

Load File Selection Screen 

 

LAURIEM Print Rack Labels 6/26/XX 

RSDBP1500 Create Rack Labels From Load File 15:15:28 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Company - Displays the company. This field cannot be changed. 

 
OEM - Displays the OEM. This field cannot be changed. 

 
Customer Abbv - Displays the Customer Abbreviation. This field cannot 

be changed. 

 
Destination Abbv - Displays the Destination Abbreviation. This field cannot 

be changed. 

 
Rack Sequence - Optional. Enter a range of rack sequence numbers to create 

labels only for the range requested and meeting the other criteria 

entered on this screen. 

 
Rack Set ID - Optional. Enter a range of rack set ID numbers to create labels 

only for the range requested and meeting the other criteria 

entered on this screen. 
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RAN Range - Optional. Enter a range of RANs to create labels only for the 

range requested and meeting the other criteria entered on this 

screen. 

 
Destination Abbrv - Optional. Enter a range of Destination Abbreviations to create 

labels for a specific destination range. Note that this field only 

displays if the Destination Abbreviation on the selection screen 

is blank. 

 
Destination Abbrv/Customer Abbrv - Enter up to five Customer/Destination Abbreviation combinations. 

Note that these fields only display if the Destination Abbreviation 

and the Customer Abbreviation are blank on the selection screen. 

 

 

3. Print Rack Labels from Shipping File 

Labels are created from the shipping file AFTER shippers have been created and extracted. 
 

Shipping File Selection Screen 

 

 

 

 
Company - Displays the company. This field cannot be changed. 

 
OEM - Displays the OEM. This field cannot be changed. 

Print Rack Labels 

Create Rack Labels From Shipping File 

Company  .................... 01 

OEM....................... AO 

Customer Abbreviation .... 

Destination Abbreviation . 

Beginning 

(O) 

(O) 

Ending 

Rack Sequence ... 

Rack Set ID ..... 

RAN Range ....... 

Shipper Range ... 

Destination Abbrv 

OR 

Customer Abbrv... 

(Optional) 

(O) 

(O) 

(O) (O) 

(O) 

(O) 

(O) 

(O) 

Destination Abbrv... 

F12=Return 
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Customer Abbv - Displays the Customer Abbreviation. This field cannot 

be changed. 

 
Destination Abbv - Displays the Destination Abbreviation. This field cannot 

be changed. 

 
Rack Sequence - Optional. Enter a range of rack sequence numbers to create 

labels only for the range requested and meeting the other criteria 

entered on this screen. 

 
Rack Set ID - Optional. Enter a range of Rack Set ID numbers to create 

labels only for the range requested and meeting the other 

criteria entered on this screen. 

 
RAN Range - Optional. Enter a range of RANs to create labels only for the 

range requested and meeting the other criteria entered on this 

screen. 

 
Shipper Range - Optional. Enter a range of shipper numbers to create labels only 

for the range requested and meeting the other criteria entered on 

this screen. 

 
Destination Abbrv - Optional. Enter a range of Destination Abbreviations to create 

labels for a specific destination range. Note that this field only 

displays if the Destination Abbreviation on the selection screen 

is blank. 

 
Destination Abbrv/Customer Abbrv - Enter up to five Customer/Destination Abbreviation combinations. 

Note that these fields only display if the Destination Abbreviation 

and the Customer Abbreviation are blank on the selection screen. 
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7. Order Entry Menu 
 

 

 

Overview 

The keyword to access Menu RCORD is “ORDER.” The Order Entry system is used to enter and process one-

time shipments into AutoRelease without the need to enter the part in the Parts Cross Reference File and without 

entering a Requirement Master. Export papers and invoices may be created. ASNs are NOT created. 
 

Only the Customer File and a Carrier File must be entered in advance. A Commodity Code File is required to add 

an order, but it can be entered from the Order Entry Screen. AutoRelease creates Parts Cross Reference, 

Container and Requirement Master records if they do not exist. The Destination File is accessed from within order 

entry if the destination number entered on the Initial Order Screen is not found. Other files may be used, if 

previously entered, or can be accessed from within the Order Entry system: detail remark, miscellaneous charge, 

container, and the item master. The item master is accessed from the Order Entry menu and stores part and 

container data if an interface module is not resident on your system. If an interface is used, this data is retrieved 

from the interface during Order Entry. Additional information is retrieved from the Infor item master if a record 

exists. 

 
MENU: RCORD 

------------------------------------- 

ORDER ENTRY MENU 

------------------------------------- 

1. Enter, Change, Delete Orders 

2. List Orders 

3. List Orders with Prices 

4. Process Orders 

 
5. Maintain Abbv Cross Ref File 

6. List Abbv Cross Ref File 

 
7. Maintain Item Master file 

8. List Item Master file 

 

 
23. Return to Req. Processing Menu 

24. Return to Main Menu 

 

 
Option    
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Required File Entries 

The following file entries are required to use Order Entry from the System Maintenance Menu. 
 

 

Forms Control File 

Enter the next sales order number to be used when creating an order. The sales order number prints on the sales 

order acknowledgement and is placed in the first ten (10) positions of the RAN (Receipt Authorization Number) 

field. 
 

Forms Control Screen 
 

 

 
 

 

Company Control File 

The Parts Cross Reference, Container and the Requirement Master Files are created by the order entry system 

when they are needed. They may be deleted by the system by marking the flag in the Control File with "Y" for Yes 

or R for Yes, with report. The records are deleted when invoices are printed and processed and the reprint invoice 

prompt is answered with “N.” 

FORMS CONTROL FILE MAINTENANCE 

Company Number.  ......... XX 

 
Next Shipper/BOL Number...... 

Next Invoice Number.......... 

Next Pool Bill Number........ 

Next Honda ASN/DESADV Number........ 

Next Variable ASN Number..... 

Next Fixed ASN Number........ 

Next Retro Sequence Nbr...... 

Retro Invoice Work Number.... 

Fixed GM ASN Trans. Nbr...... 

Next Sales Order Number ..... 

Next Outside Process ASN Nbr. 

Shipper/Invoice Prefix ...... 

 
F10=Delete F12=Return 
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Control Screen 2 
 

 

 
 

 

Customer 

The Customer Master MUST be entered BEFORE an order can be entered. The customer number is cross- 

referenced with the destination so the customer number can be retrieved to create the Requirement Master. The 

sold-to address is retrieved from the Customer Master to print on the order entry acknowledgement. All other 

master files that are required to enter an order, can be entered in advance or can be accessed with function keys 

from within order entry. 

 

 

Commodity 

A Commodity Code record MUST be entered to input an order. The Commodity Code field is a required field on the 

Order Entry Screen. It is not necessary to enter the Commodity Code before entering an order, because file 

maintenance can be accessed from the Order Entry Screen. 

 

 

Carrier 

A carrier record must be entered BEFORE an order can be entered. AutoRelease creates the Destination Master (if 

the Destination Master has not been entered in advance) and a valid carrier number must be entered in the carrier 

preference field. 

 

 

Price 

A Price Record is required only if using a price code. If no price code is used, the order price must be entered on the 

Order Entry Screen. 

COMPANY CONTROL FILE MAINTENANCE 

GM Security 

Ford Supp Code 

GM Z Number 

GMS 

FORDF 

1234 

GM (BDS III) BDS 

Ford Security FDSEC 

Separate Shipper and Invoice Number? (Y/N) ............................ 

Print Pool Bills with Shippers? (Y/N) ................................. 

Use Outside Processing Shipper Number as Invoice Number? (Y/N) ........ 

Print Outstanding Shipments Report during requirement update? (Y/N) ... 

N 

N 

N 

_ 

Delete records created by Order Entry? R (Y=Yes, R=Yes, with report, N=No) 

Shipper Created for Outside Processing? (Y/N) ......................... _ 

Allow Negative Quantity Shipped? (Y/N) ................................ Y 

 
F12=Return 
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Destination 

A destination record may be entered in advance or it may be entered from within order entry. A destination number 

must be entered on the Initial Order Screen when entering an order. If an invalid destination number is entered, the 

destination screens are displayed before the Order Entry Screen can be accessed. 

 

 

Created Master Files 

The order entry system creates some of the master files needed to process the data and the user may elect to 

have these files deleted by the system when they are no longer needed. The flag to delete order entry files created 

by the system is in the Control File (accessed from the System Maintenance menu). 

 
 

Parts Cross Reference File 

A Parts Cross Reference record is created when F5 (Add Order) is pressed from the Add 850 Requirements 

Review Screen if one does not already exist. The record created by AutoRelease does not have a Destination 

Abbreviation. If no customer part number is entered on the Order Entry 850 Requirements Screen, the in-house 

number defaults. The parts record created by AutoRelease are deleted by AutoRelease if designated in the Control 

File. Files are deleted when "N" is taken to the reprint invoice prompt if indicated in the Control File. 

 

 

Requirement File 

A requirement header record (JTPJITA) is created when F5 (Add Order) is pressed from the Add 850 

Requirements Review Screen if one does not already exist. The Requirement Master created by AutoRelease 

has a default package quantity of 1. The Customer and Destination Abbreviations and the customer number are 

retrieved from the Abbreviation Cross Reference File. The OEM (or trading partner) code is “PO” for all 

Requirement Masters created by the order entry system. Requirement A records are deleted when "N" is taken to 

the reprint invoice prompt if indicated in the Control File. 

 
 

Container File 

A container record is created when F5 (Add Order) is pressed from the Add 850 Requirements Review Screen if 

one does not already exist. The Container File is searched in this order before creating a record: 
 

Co Customer Part Number Customer Abbreviation Destination 

Co Customer Part Number Customer Abbreviation  
Co Customer Part Number   

 

If no record is found, a record is added with no Customer or Destination Abbreviation. The container record 

created by AutoRelease is deleted by AutoRelease if designated in the Control File. Files are deleted when "N" is 

taken to the reprint invoice prompt if indicated in the Control File. 
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Abbreviation Cross Reference File 

The Abbreviation Cross Reference File master may be entered in advance from the Order Entry menu or it is 

accessed from the Order Entry Screen when a destination number is entered that is not in this file. 
 

The Abbreviation Cross Reference File is used to retrieve the customer number, Customer Abbreviation and 

Destination Abbreviation that is used for the system master files that are created by the system. 
 

When an order is entered, the destination number is required to be entered on the Initial Order Screen. If there is 

no cross reference record corresponding to the destination number entered, the Abbreviation Cross Reference 

screens are displayed, so this data may be entered before an order is entered. 

 

 

Item Master 

The item master may be entered in advance from the Order Entry menu or it may be accessed from the Order 

Entry Screen. The item master is not needed if an interface is in place, as this data is retrieved from the interface. 

It is also not needed if Parts Cross Reference and Container records are entered in advance. The system uses 

data from the item master when creating the Parts Cross Reference and Container records, if they have not been 

entered in advance. 

 

 

1. Enter, Change, Delete Orders 

The Order Entry system is used to enter and process one-time shipments into the system without the need to 

enter the part in the Parts Cross Reference File and without entering a Requirement Master. Export papers and 

invoices may be created. ASNs are NOT created. 
 

Only the Customer File and a Carrier File must be entered in advance. A Commodity Code File is required to add 

an order, but it can be entered from the Order Entry Screen. The system creates Parts Cross Reference, 

Destination and Requirement Master records if they do not exist. Other files may be used, if previously entered, or 

can be accessed from within the Order Entry system: detail remark, miscellaneous charge, container, and the item 

master. The item master is accessed from the Order Entry menu and stores part and container data if an interface 

module is not resident on your system. If an interface is used, this data is retrieved from the interface during Order 

Entry. 
 

Initial Order Screen 

 

 

ORDER ENTRY 

 
Company .................... 

Destination Number ......... 

P.O. Number ................ 

Acknowledgement (Y/N) ...... Y 

MRP Flag (Y/N) ............. Y 

Report Flag (Y/N) .......... Y 

 
F1=Help F3=Exit F4=Prompt 
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Company - Enter the company number. 

 
Dest Number - Enter the destination number. An Abbreviation Cross Reference 

record and a Destination Master File is required to enter an 

order. It is not necessary, however, to be entered in advance. 

 
If the Abbreviation Cross Reference or the Destination Master 

record corresponding to this user defined destination number has 

not been entered, the entry screens for these files are displayed 

when Enter is pressed from this screen. 

 
P.O. Number - Enter the Purchase Order Number corresponding to this 

order. Optional. 

 
Acknowledgement - The default is “Y.” This prints the order entry acknowledgement 

when the "Process Orders" option is taken. A message prompts 

to change forms to ACKFORM. 

 
Change to "N" if an order entry acknowledgement is not to be 

printed during the "Process." The same information may be 

printed on standard paper (with no forms change message) | 

before the orders are processed using the options "List Orders" 

or "List Orders with Prices." 

 
MRP Flag - The default is "Y" to mark the 850 MRP Flag in the 

Requirement Master that is created by the system when the 

order is created. The MRP flag is used to indicate the 

requirement detail for this order is to be included when creating 

MRP requirements to be passed to an MRP module. 

 
Change to "N" if data is not passed to an MRP module. 

 
Report Flag - The default is "Y" to mark the 850 Report Flag in the 

Requirement Master that is created by the system when the 

order is created. The report flag is used to indicate this data is to 

be processed into the Load File. 
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P.O. Line # 

Internal Part # 

Req Date / Qty 

1 Customer Part #: 

/ / / TEST 

User Defined: 

Ship Complete _ (Y/N) 

 
Commodity Code 

 
U/M / Price Code 

Use Order Price? _ 

Order Price (6) 

Funds Type / Desc 

/_ 

(Y/N) 

._ 

/ __/ 

Container # 

Eng Rev Lev 

Dock Code 

Planner # 

Product Code 

/ 

Release # / Date 

Reprint Ack? _ (Y/N) 

/ 00/00/00 

DR Account # 

CR Account # 

F5=Update Line F7=Price Inq F9=Retrieve Price F11=File Maint F12=Return 

 

Order Entry Screen 

Press Enter from the Initial Order Screen to display the Order Entry Screen. If the destination number entered on 

the Initial Order Screen is not found in the Destination Master File, the destination screens are displayed. 

Destination detail must be entered before it is possible to continue. If assistance is needed to enter detail on the 

destination screens, press F1 for on-line help. 
 

If the destination number entered on the Initial Order Screen was not entered in the "Abbreviation Cross 

Reference File", the cross reference screens are displayed before the Order Entry Screen. An entry must be 

made before it is possible to continue. If assistance is needed to complete entry on these screens, see the 

documentation for option 5, maintain Abbreviation Cross Reference File. 
 

Enter all data pertaining to the first requirement of this order. Press Enter to validate data entered. If there are more 

records to be entered for this order, scroll to access the next entry screen. Enter the required data for the next 

record and press Enter. Other fields default forward from the last record entered. 

 
 

Co 01  ORDER ENTRY  

Cust 100 850 Requirements  
Dest 10   
PO#   Sales Order Number 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
P.O. Line No. - Assigned by the system, beginning with "1" for each order 

entered. 

 
Internal Part No. - Enter the internal part number. The internal part number is used 

to retrieve data from the item master file from your interface, and 

from the Infor item master file. The internal part number is used to 

retrieve data from the Parts Cross Reference record if a record 

already exists. A Parts Cross Reference record is created if 

necessary, when the order is created. 
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Customer Part No. - Optional. If left blank, the internal part number 

defaults. If the customer part number is entered with 

the internal part number left blank, the internal part 

number is retrieved from the Parts Cross Reference 

record if one already exists. 

 
If a Requirement Master already exists for the 

internal part number, the customer part number from 

the Requirement Master overrides the customer part 

number entered. 

 
Req. Date - Enter the requirement date in MM-DD-YY format. 

 
Quantity - Enter the quantity to ship. 

 
User Defined - A brief remark entered in the "User Defined" field 

prints in the "Remark" box on the header of the order 

entry acknowledgement. It is placed in the 

Requirement Master when the order is created. 

 
Ship Complete - Enter "N" or blank to leave the order in the Load File 

and not close the order when a partial shipment is 

made. This order remains in the Load File and can be 

shipped against again. When the complete order has 

been shipped (the order quantity is 0) or over 

shipped, the requirement is removed from the Load 

File during the next Shift after the date of the 

requirement. The default is “N.” 

 
Enter "Y" to close this order when it is shipped 

against whether the full quantity was shipped or if 

only a partial shipment was made. Closed orders are 

removed from the Load File during the next Shift after 

the date of the requirement. 

 
Commodity Code - Required. The Commodity Code is required to 

create the Requirement Master. The code 

corresponds with the description to print on the 

shipper. If a commodity record has not been 

entered in advance, use F11 to access file 

maintenance to enter it now. 

 
Container Number - Optional. F11 can be used to access file maintenance  
  and enter a Container Record at this time. If no 
              Container Record is entered, the container data will be  
  retrieved from the item master. 
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Eng Rev Level - Optional. If entered it is placed in the Requirement 

Master when it is created by the system. 
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Unit of Measure - Required. The Unit of Measure is required to create the 

Requirement Master. A valid Unit of Measure Abbreviation that 

matches an entry in the Control File must be entered. This is 

used to calculate the price to print on the invoice. 

 
Price Code - Enter the price code if the price is to be retrieved from the Price 

File. A record must be entered in the Price File. The price code 

defaults from the Requirement Master if it already exists. The 

price code may be changed to validate if another price code 

exists, and F9 may be used to retrieve the price information. 

When the price is retrieved from the Price File, it becomes the 

order price and the "Use Order Price" field is marked with “Y.” 

 
If there is a price code entered when the order is created, the 

price code from the Requirement Master overrides the price 

code entered. The price code from the Requirement Master 

defaults during shipper entry. 

 
The price code must be entered or "Y" must be entered in the 

"Use Order Price?" flag. 

 
Dock Code - Optional. If entered, the dock code is placed in the 

Requirement Master when it is created by the system. 

 
Use Order Price - Enter "Y" if the order price entered on this screen is used during 

shipper entry, rather than being retrieved from the Price File 

using the price code. No part or price record is required. Either 

"Y" or the price code must be entered in this field. 

 
Planner No. - Optional. The planner number is a user defined number that may 

be assigned to Requirement Master Files to print reports by 

planner number or planner range. 

 
Order Price - Enter the order price if a price is NOT to be retrieved from the 

Price File using a price code. If entering decimal positions, enter 

the price WITH the decimal point and up to six decimal positions. 

If entering a whole number (no decimal places), it is not 

necessary to enter the decimal point. 

 
“Y” must be entered in the "Use Order Price" field and the "Price 

Code" field must be blank. The order price defaults from the item 

master if it is entered there. No record is required in the Price 

File. 

 
Product Code - Optional. The product code prints above the terms on the Order 

Entry Acknowledgement. It is placed in the Requirement Master 

when it is created by the system. 
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Funds Type - Optional. The funds type is passed to the interface module and 

defaults during shipper entry. The "Use Order Price?" flag must 

be “Y.” The funds type cannot be entered if a price code is 

entered. 

 
Funds Type Desc. - Optional. The funds description defaults during shipper entry and 

prints below the total on the invoice. (Example: U.S. Dollars, 

Canadian, etc.). The "Use Order Price?" flag must be Y. The 

funds type description cannot be entered if a price code is 

entered. 

 
DR Account No. - Optional. Defaults from the Control File or from an existing 

Parts Cross Reference record. If entered, it is placed in the 

Parts Cross Reference File when it is created by the system. 

 
Release Date - Optional. If entered it is placed in the Requirement Master when 

it is created by the system. The system date is defaulted into the 

release date if it is not entered. 

 
Release No. - Optional. If entered it is placed in the Requirement Master when 

it is created by the system. 

 
CR Account No. - Optional. Defaults from the Control File or from an existing 

Parts Cross Reference record. If entered it is placed in the 

Parts Cross Reference File when it is created by the system. 

 
Enter - Edits fields. The Add 850 Requirements Review Screen displays 

to review and confirm all line items. Use "Roll" keys or the "Page 

Up" key to continue entering data for the same order. If the same 

part number is entered, all blank fields default data entered from 

the previous screen. 

 
F5 - Update Line - Accepts changes made to this line item. 

 
F7 - Price Inquiry - Displays the Price File inquiry selection window. 

 
F9 - Retrieve Price - Retrieves the price, funds type and funds type description for the 

price code entered. The price code is made blank and the "Use 

Order Price?" flag is made “Y.” 

 
F11 - File Maintenance - The File Maintenance Selection window displays to access 

the detail remarks, miscellaneous charges, container, commodity 

code and item master files. 

 
F12 - Return - Returns to the original Order Entry Screen if no Purchase 

Order line items have been entered. Displays all Purchase 

Order line items entered to confirm before creating the order. 
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Co 

Cust 

Dest 

01 

100 

10 

ORDER ENTRY 

Add 850 Requirements Review 

PO# xxxxxxx Sales Order Number 

 
Options: 1=Select 4=Delete 

Bottom 

F5=Add Order F6=Add additional line F12=Return 

 

Add 850 Requirements Review Screen 

Enter from the Order Entry Screen displays the Add 850 Requirement Review Screen. All requirements may be 

reviewed and confirmed from this screen before creating the order. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 PO Internal Part / Requirement Price Use Ord  

Opt Line Customer Part # Date Quantity Code Price? Order Price 

_ 1 1234567890  12/15/xx 200 Y 120.000000 

_ 2 3458794569  12/15/xx 150 Y 57.000000 

_ 3 9876543210  12/15/xx 275 Y 95.000000 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Enter a sales order number in the "Sales Order Number" field to search the file and position the cursor on the 

requested record. 

 

Press F5 (Add Order) to confirm the entries and create the order. 
 

1 Select - Enter "1" next to each line item to be reviewed. 

 
4 Delete - Enter "4" next to each line item to be deleted from the current 

order. The Delete Confirmation window displays. Press Enter to 

delete or F12 to return. 

 
F5 - Add order - A sales order number is assigned to line items displayed and is 

considered as unprocessed orders. Parts Cross Reference, 

Requirement Master and Container records are created if they 

do not exist. 

 
F6 - Add Additional Line - Displays the Order Entry Screen to add 

additional line items to the order before the order is created. 

 
F12 - Return - A warning message displays. Press F12 again to return to the 

initial order entry screen without creating the order. All work done 

for this order is lost. 
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Review Screen Processed Orders 

Press F4 (Prompt) from the Initial Order Screen to display the Order Entry Processed Orders screen. 
This screen lists orders that have been processed into the Requirement and Load Files, but have not 
been shipped. Press F8 to display unprocessed orders. The upper right position of the screen indicates 
processed or unprocessed orders. 

 
Processed orders that have been changed and have not yet been reprocessed are found on the  

unprocessed order screen. 
 

 

 

 
Enter a sales order number in the "Position to Order No." field to search the file and position the cursor 

on the requested record. 

 
 
 

1 Select - Enter "1" next to the record(s) to display or 

maintain and press Enter. 

 
4 Delete - Enter "4" next to the record(s) delete and press Enter. 

The Delete Confirmation window displays. Press 

Enter to delete or F12 to 

 
6 Add Line - Enter "6" to add lines to an existing order. The Order 

Entry screen displays and the next line may be 

entered. New lines are added to the end of the order. 

ORDER ENTRY 

Review Orders 

PROCESSED ORDERS 

Options: 1=Select 4=Delete 6=Add Line Position to Order #: 

PO 

Opt Sales Order Line# 

_ 77 1 

Internal Part / 

Customer Part    

TONYED 

EDWARDS 

IFORD111 

CFORD111 

IPART 

IPART 

1234567 

Requirement 

Date  Quantity 

2/13/xx 100 

Destination / 

Customer PO # 

100 

_ 101 1 5/28/xx 250 

_ 106 1 7/02/xx 25 

20000009 

POFORD111BP 

100 

_ 107 1 12/28/xx 500 1 

CUSTOMER PART 11 

_ 

123 

107 

456 789 

2 123456789 12/29/xx 25 1 

F8=Review Unprocessed Orders F12=Return F17=Top F18=Bottom 
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Unprocessed Orders 

Press F8 (Review Unprocessed Orders) to alternate between the following review screens: 
 

• Processed Orders Screen: Displays records that have been processed and exist in the order file. Records 

are displayed until; they are shipped complete and/or removed during a Shift. 

• Unprocessed Orders Screen displays records entered but not processed. This includes processed 

records that have been changed and not processed again. 

• Deleted Orders Screen displays records deleted but not processed. Deleted records must be processed to 

be removed from the order file. 

 
F17 - Top - Displays the first record in this file at the top of the screen. 

 
F18 - Bottom - Displays the records at the end of the file. 

 

 

Price Inquiry Selection Screen 

Press F7 (Price Inquiry) from the Order Maintenance screen to display the Price Inquiry Selection screen. 

 

 

 

 
All data available from the Order Maintenance Screen defaults to the key fields. Press Enter to display the price 

record. 

ORDER ENTRY 

Price Inquiry 

Company  .................... xx 

In-house Part Number  ....... xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

Customer Abbreviation ...... 

Destination Abbreviation ... 

PO Number .................. 

xxxxxx 

xxxxxx 

(O) 

(O) 

(O) 

F12=Return 
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850 Requirements Screen 

Press F11 (File Maintenance) from the Order Entry screen to display a window for accessing the master files that 

may be used in conjunction with this order. 

 

Co 13 ORDER ENTRY 

Cust 400 850 Requirements 

Dest 41 

PO# 

In-House Part No..... 

Customer Part No..... 

Container Number..... 

400 

Select a file to maintain: 

P.O. Line No......... _ _ Detail Remark 

Use Order Price?..... _ (Y/N) _ Misc Charge 

_ Container 

Price Code........... _ 

Release No........... 

Dock Code ........... 

Unit of Measure ..... 

Product Code......... 

Funds Type........... 

Eng Rev Level........ 

User Defined......... 

_ Commodity Code 

_ Item Master 

 

 
F12=Return 

 

F5=Add order F7=Price inquiry F11=File maint F12=Return 

Roll=Additional lines 

 

 

Enter "1" next to the file to access. Press Enter. The Detail Remark File may be accessed to enter a remark to 

print on the shipper, invoice, load sheet or the order entry acknowledgement. 

 

The miscellaneous charge file may be accessed to enter or change a miscellaneous charge to print on the shipper 

and invoice. 

 

A container record is not required to be entered in advance. If a container record is not entered in advance, a 

container record is created by the system using data (weights, descriptions, etc.) from the item master. 

 

The Commodity File may be accessed to enter or change a commodity record to be used for this order. The item 

master contains parts, price and container information that is needed when there are no records entered in the 

Parts Cross Reference, Price or Container Files. The item master is found on the Order Entry menu. It is the only 

file accessed from this window that is not found on the File Maintenance menu. 
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2. List Orders 

This option lists unprocessed orders by sales order number or Purchase Order Number. One order prints per page 

in the same format as the order entry acknowledgement that prints (if designated on the Initial Order Screen) when 

the "Process" option is taken. No prices are printed when this option is taken. It is intended to print on standard 

computer forms, so there are no forms change message. 

 

 

 
 

The User ID that is currently signed on, is the default. Change to “*ALL” to print unprocessed orders for all users. 

The default is to print by Sales Order Number. 

 

Remove the” X” from next to Sales Order Number and enter “X” (or any character) next to P.O. Number to print by 

Purchase Order Number. 

 

 

3. List Orders with Prices 

This option lists unprocessed orders, with prices, by Sales Order Number or Purchase Order Number. One order 

prints per page in the same format as the order entry acknowledgments that prints (if designated on the Initial 

Order Screen) when the "Process" option is taken. It is intended to print on standard computer forms, so there are 

no forms change message. 

 

 

 
 

The User ID that is currently signed on, is the default. Change to “*ALL” to print unprocessed orders for all users. 

The default is to print by Sales Order Number. Remove the “X” from next to Sales Order Number and enter “X” 

(or any character) next to P.O. Number to print by Purchase Order Number. 

PRINT ORDER LISTING WITH PRICES 

 
User to print for: xxxxx (*ALL for all users) 

Select print order: X Sales Order Number _ P.O. Number 

F3=Exit 

PRINT ORDER LISTING 

 
User to print for: xxxxx (*ALL for all users) 

Select print order: X Sales Order Number _ P.O. Number 

F3=Exit 
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4. Process Orders 

This option is used to update the Requirement File with orders entered from the Order Entry menu. The 850 

report flag is checked in the Requirement Master and if marked, the Load File is updated. If the 

"acknowledgement" flag on the Initial Order Screen is marked with “Y,” the order entry acknowledgement prints. 

 

 

 

 
The default is to process only orders for the user currently signed on to the package. To process all orders, change 

the default to ‘*ALL.” 

 

Two reports print: 

 
• Total Sales for Process - Prints the total dollar value of all orders processed in this batch. 

• Net Change Report - Lists all requirements processed and whether the record was added, updated or 

deleted. New requirements, old requirements and the net change prints. 

 
A display station message prompts Reprint Order Acknowledgements? (Y/N) Enter "Y" and the acknowledgments 

print again. After the acknowledgements have been successfully printed, respond with "N" to update files and 

return to the menu. 

 

Enter "N" and the Requirement and Load Files are updated. The Report flag must be marked with "Y" on the Initial 

Order Screen. Do not respond with "N" to this message until the acknowledgements have been printed, in case of 

a forms jam. However, processed orders can be accessed and reprocessed. 

 

Reprocessed data overlays the previously processed data in the Requirement and Load Files. When the 

acknowledgements are next in line in the output queue to print, a system operator message prompts to load form 

type "ACKFORM." Load the forms and respond to the message. 

PROCESS ORDERS 

User to process for: xxxxx (*ALL for all users) 

F3=Exit 
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5. Maintain Abbreviation Cross Reference File 

The Abbreviation Cross Reference File is used to retrieve the customer number, Customer Abbreviation and 

Destination Abbreviation that is used when creating master files. The system creates the Destination Parts Cross 

Reference, Container and Requirement Masters needed to process orders from the Order Entry system. It is not 

necessary to enter them in advance. 
 

When an order is entered, the destination number is required to be entered on the Initial Order screen. If the 

destination number entered, is not found in this file, the Abbreviation Cross Reference screen displays. 
 

Cross Reference Destination Screen 
 

 

 
 

Destination Number - Enter the user-defined destination number. The number is not 

validated against the Destination File. A destination record need 

not be entered in advance to enter an order in the order entry 

system. If there is no destination record entered, when this 

number is entered on the Initial Order Screen, the system creates 

one. A screen displays where key data is entered to create the 

destination record. 

 

 

Cross Reference Screen 
 

 

MAINTAIN ABBREVIATION CROSS REFERENCE FILE 

Company Number  ............ 13 

Destination Number          42 

 
Customer Number ........... 

Customer Abbreviation ..... 

Destination Abbreviation .. 

 
F12=Return 

MAINTAIN ABBREVIATION CROSS REFERENCE FILE 

Company Number 13 

Destination Number 

 
F3=Exit F4=Prompt 
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Abbreviation Cross Reference File 

Review 

Options: 1=Select 4=Delete Position to Dest Number 

F12=Return F17=Top F18=Bottom 

 
 

Customer Number - Enter the customer number to be used when entering an order 

that is to be shipped to this destination. A customer record MUST 

be entered in the Customer Master File (either the Infor or 

interface customer master) with this customer number. This 

number is used in the Requirement Master record (that is 

created by the system) to retrieve the customer (sold-to) 

address to print on forms. 

 
Customer Abbreviation - Enter the Customer Abbreviation to be used when creating the 

Requirement Master record (that is created by the system). 

 
Destination Abbreviation - Enter the Destination Abbreviation to be used when creating the 

Requirement Master record (that is created by the system). 
 

 

Abbreviation Cross Reference File Screen 

Press F4 (Prompt) from the Cross Reference Destination screen to display the Abbreviation Cross Reference File 

screen. This screen shows a list of cross reference records. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Dest Cust Dest Cust 

Opt Number Number Abbrv Abbrv 

_ 41 400    WINDS CHRYS 

_ 42 400    BRAM CHRYS 

_ 46 400    JEFF CHRYS 

_ 71 700    MARYS  HONDA 

 
 
 

 
Enter a destination number in the "Position to Dest Number" field to search the file and position the cursor on the 

requested record. 

 

1 Select - Enter "1" next to the destination(s) to display or maintain. 

 
4 Delete - Enter "4" next to the record(s) to delete and press Enter. The 

Delete Confirmation window displays. Press Enter to delete or 

F12 to return. 

 
F12 - Return - Returns to the Abbreviation Cross Reference File. 

 
F17 - Top - Positions list at the beginning of the file. 
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F18 - Bottom - Positions list at the end of the file. 
 

 

6. List Abbreviation Cross Reference File 

This option is used to list the Abbreviation Cross Reference File. The Abbreviation Cross Reference File is 

used to retrieve the customer number, Customer Abbreviation and Destination Abbreviation that is used when 

creating master files. 

 

 

7. Maintain Item Master File 

The item master stores part and container data that is retrieved if the data is not being retrieved from an interface 

module. It is not necessary to enter a Parts Cross Reference record or a Container record. If there is no interface, 

enter data in the item master. 

 

 

Item Selection Screen 
 

 

 

From the Item Selection Screen enter the "Company Number" and the "Internal Part Number" in their respective 

fields to display the Item Entry Screen. 

 

F4 - Prompt - Displays the Item Master File review screen. 

MAINTAIN ITEM MASTER FILE 

Company Number .......... 13 

Internal Part Number ... 

 
F3=Exit F4=Prompt 
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Item Entry Screen 
 

 

 
 

Part Descriptions - The part description is used to create the Parts Cross 

Reference record. The first 12 positions print on the sales 

order acknowledgement. All positions print on the shipper. 

 
Part Weight - Enter the part weight to five (5) decimal places. DO NOT enter 

the decimal point. The part weight is used to calculate the net 

weight. 

 
Container Weight - Enter the container weight to five (5) decimal places. DO NOT 

enter the decimal point. The part weight is used to calculate the 

tare weight. 

 
Shipping Warehouse - Warehouse location code to be passed to an interface. 

 
Container Package Qty - Enter the number of parts per container. This is used to 

determine the number of containers and then    
calculate the tare weight. 

MAINTAIN ITEM MASTER FILE 

Company Number  ......... 13 

Internal Part Number ... 413 

 
Part Description ....... 

Part Weight (5) ........ 

Container Weight (5) ... 

Container/Package Qty 

Container Description .. 

Shipping Warehouse ... 

Shipping Location .... 

Consignee Warehouse .. 

Consignee Location ... 

Pallet Weight (2) ...... 

Pallet Capacity ........ Unit of Measure ...... 

Pallet Description ..... Planner Number ....... 

Product Code ......... 

Order Price (6) ........ 

Price Code ............. _ 

 
F12=Return 
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Shipping Location - The location, within the shipping warehouse, to be passed to an 

interface. This is used if the entire shipment is to be coded for a 

single location. If this field contains a value, a lot/location record 

is created when the shipper is created. This occurs only if the Lot/ 

Location Screen is not accessed at shipper entry time. The single 

location prints on the shipper and is available to pass to an 

interface module. 

 
Multiple locations can be entered at shipper entry time by 

accessing the Lot/Location Info Screen. Lot/Location data 

entered from shipper entry overrides this entry. 

 
Container Description - Optional. Enter the container description to print on the shipper, 

invoice and export documents if different from the ASN container 

description. If blank, the ASN container description is used. 

 
Consignee Warehouse - The consignee warehouse location code to be passed to an 

interface. If there is a code entered in this field, when the reprint 

shipper prompt is answered with "N" for no, the data is placed in 

the Consignee Invoice File, as it is not yet ready to be invoiced. 

 
Within the interface, records with a consignee warehouse code, 

are moved from the shipping warehouse to the consignee 

warehouse. 

 
Consignee Location - The code representing the location, within the consignee 

warehouse, to be passed to the interface. 

 
Pallet Weight - The weight of the empty container, entered to two (2) decimal 

positions. DO NOT enter the decimal point. This is used to 

calculate the tare weight. Leave blank if retrieving weights of 

component parts from the Bill of Material Dunnage File (F13 

from Container Key Screen). 

 
Pallet Capacity - Number of containers to be placed on a pallet. Used to calculate 

the number of pallets required (quantity shipped divided by pallet 

capacity), which is needed to calculate tare weight. 

 
Unit of Measure - A valid Unit of Measure Abbreviation that matches an entry in 

the Control File. This is used to calculate the price to print on the 

invoice. 

 
Pallet Description - Optional. Enter the pallet description to print on the shipper, 

invoice and export documents if different from the ASN pallet 

description. If blank, the ASN pallet description is used. 
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ITEM MASTER FILE 

Review 

Options: 1=Select 4=Delete Position to Part Number 

F12=Return F17=Top F18=Bottom 

 
 

Planner Number - Optional. A user-defined number that may be assigned to 

Requirement Master Files to print reports by planner number 

and planner range. 

 
Product Code - Optional. The product code prints above the terms on the Order 

Entry Acknowledgement. 

 
Order Price - Enter the price if not using a price code. No record is required in 

the Price File. If entering decimal positions, enter the price WITH 

the decimal point and up to six (6) decimal positions. If entering a 

whole number (no decimal places) it is NOT necessary to enter 

the decimal point. 

 
Price Code - Enter the price code if the price is to be retrieved from the Price 

File. A record must be entered in the Parts Cross Reference 

and Price Files. 

 

 

Item Master File Screen 

Press F4 (Prompt) to display a list of Item Master File records that can be viewed, edited, or deleted. A company 

number must be entered. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Opt Part Number Part Description 

_ xxx  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

_ xxx  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

_ xxx  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

_ xxx  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

_ xxx  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

_ xxx  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

 
 
 
 

Enter a part number in the "Position to Part Number" field to search the file and position the cursor on the 

requested record. 

 

1 Select - Enter "1" next to the record to display or maintain and press 

Enter. 

 
4 Delete - Enter "4" next to the record(s) to delete and press Enter. The 

Delete Confirmation window displays. Press Enter to delete or 

F12 to return. 
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F12 - Return - Returns to Key. 

 
F17 - Top - Positions list at the beginning of the file. 

 
F18 - Bottom - Positions list at the end of the file. 

 

 

8. List Item Master File 

This option is used to list the Item Master File. The item master stores part and container data that is retrieved if the 

data is not being retrieved from an interface module. 
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8. Create MRP Requirements 
This option is used to create the file to be passed to an MRP (Materials Requirements Planning) forecast module. 

Note that package quantities split over the planning grid will not always result in standard package quantities being 

passed to the MRP. (The division of package quantity by number of weeks determines the quantities to pass.) The 

MRP flags in the Requirement Master determine which transaction sets are used. See the "Configurable 

Interface" supplement for more information regarding interface modules. 
 

After selecting this menu option, a window displays for entering companies to be processed. Enter the company 

number, press Enter. A window displays with two options for creating MRP requirements: 

 

 

 

 
Enter "1" for Yes - The "Create MRP Net Change Filters" screen displays. 

Enter “0” for No - Three files are created: 

• Level 1 (MRPPLVL1) is grouped by company, Customer Abbreviation, in-house part and date 

• Level 2 (MRPPLVL2) is grouped by company, part and date 

• Level 5 (MRPPLVL5) is an exact duplicate of the Load File 
 

The message "Forecast Create Submitted" displays. The MRP forecast is created from the Requirement File. 

 

Enter filters for creating Net 

Change Forecast 

 

0 0=No 1=Yes 

 
F1=Help F12=Cancel 
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If "1" is selected for Yes, the Create MRP Net Change Filters screen displays with selection criteria, including 

Customer and Destination Abbreviation OR customer and destination number. 

 

MRPR301 ....................  Create MRP Net Change Filters 

Companies. ........ 01 

QPADEV0039 

Filters: 

Abbreviation Number 

Customer............ 

Destination......... 

........OR........ + 

........OR........ + 

Part.............. 

To Part........... 

 
Internal Number Customer Number 

.OR. 

.OR. 

 

Date Range<F4>.... 0/00/00 ........TO........ 6/12/xx 

 
OEM Code.......... 

Transaction Types. (866) _ (862) _ (830) _ (850) _ 

Keep Unfilterd Forecast: 1 0=No 1=Yes 

F1=Help F4=Prompt F12=Cancel 

 

 

 

Other optional filter fields are displayed: 

 
• Internal Part Number 

• Customer Part Number 

• Date Range 

• OEM Code, Transaction Types 

• Enter "1" (Yes) to keep the unfiltered forecast or 0 (No) to delete the forecast 

Press Enter. The message "Forecast Create Submitted" displays. 
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Single Job Queue 
A single job queue can be set up for the Create MRP Requirements option, instead of parsing the menu jobs out to 

multiple queues. To set up a single job queue for the menu, add the Application Control record “FCSTJOBQ” to 

the Application Control File as shown below. Note that verification is not performed to ensure the job queue is a 

valid job queue. For more information on adding control records, see Chapter 11 of the AutoRelease Main 

Manual. 

 
Company: ** for all companies 

Application Name: *ALL 

Keyword: FCSTJOBQ 

Length: 11 

Infor Data: Y in position 1 and enter the alternate job queue name in positions 2-11 
 
 

MRP Requirements 
To control the MRP creation of records when the OEM is sending weekly planning requirements and monthly 

planning requirements with a Saturday or Sunday date, add the Application Control record “SAT830xx” to the 

Application Control File as shown below, where "xx" is the OEM code. When this record is active, the requirement 

date is changed to the previous Monday date so that the requirement splits correctly against the Weekly Planning 

Grid. For more information about Application Control records, see Chapter 11 of the AutoRelease Main Manual. 

 
Application Name: *ALL 

Keyword: SAT830xx 

Length: Blank 

Decimal: Blank 

Infor Data: Blank 
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9. Outside Processing ASN Menu 
 

 

 
Overview 

The keyword to access Menu RS01 is “OUTSIDE.” Outside Processing is used when shipping parts to an "outside 

processor", a location other than the final destination, where the shipment is painted, plated, etc. The outside 

processor is responsible for shipping the finished product to the final destination and transmitting the required ASN/ 

DESADV to the OEM and a standard ASN/DESADV to you, the supplier. 
 

These standard ASNs/DESADVs are received and processed to relieve requirements from the OEM Requirement 

Detail File and the Load File, update the CUM shipped in the OEM Requirement Master, update shipping history 

with the invoice number, create an invoice entry in RSPSHPA-E, and create the file that updates the inventory in 

an interface application. Invoices may be printed for billing purposes. 

7/24/06 MENU: RSO1 11:29:20 

---------------------------------------------------- 

OUTSIDE PROCESSING ASN/DESADV MENU 

---------------------------------------------------- 

 
1. Receive and Breakdown Data 

2. Breakdown ASNs/DESADV 

3. Print ASNs/DESADVs 

4. Enter/Maintain ASNs/DESADVs 

5. Process ASNs/DESADVs 

 
6. Maintain Security 

7. Maintain Cust Abbv Cross Ref. 

8. Report Override Information 

9. Set up Seq # for Company ** 

23. Return to Req. Processing Menu 

24. Return to Main Menu 

 
Option    
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OEM Transactions 

Some OEM transactions cannot use outside processing, including: 
 

• Saturn 846 

• Chrysler Pay-As-Built 

 
A consignee invoice record is created for Saturn 846 and Chrysler Pay-as-Built shipments during the "Extract" from 

which a new invoice is created when these shipments are reconciled. When using outside processing the ASN/ 

DESADV code MUST be “O” which indicates that an invoice record WILL NOT be created. 

 
 

Application Control Record 

The Application Control record OPOEMID may be added to the Application Control File so the OEM ID (from the 

UNB or ISA segments) will be used along with the supplier ID to retrieve the Identification Code Record for the 

correct OEM. This keyword is used if OEMs share the same supplier ID. If this keyword is active, it will be for ALL 

outside processing (all companies and all OEMs). If this keyword is not active, the Identification Code record will 

be retrieved for all companies/OEMs using only the supplier ID, as it currently does. 
 

If the OEM ID cannot be entered for production receives or if the OEM IDs for production receives and 

outside processing receives are different, this keyword cannot be activated. 
 

CO = MUST be ** 

Application Name = *ALL 

Keyword = OPOEMID 

Length = 1 

Dec= blank 

Infor Data = "Y" 

 
Identification Code File: If this keyword is active, the OEM ID will need to be entered in the corresponding OEM 

Identification Code record for ALL outside processing OEMs before running any receives. 

 
 

File Entries 

File entries required to use outside processing from the System Maintenance Menu are listed below. 
 

• Forms Control File: The next ARS ASN/DESADV number will be retrieved from the Next Shipper/BOL 

Number. This field must contain a value. If using the same shipper and invoice numbers, the "Separate 

Shipper and Invoice Number" field in the Control File contains "N" for no. However, the invoice is not 

created from the shipping file for shipments sent to an outside processor, but from the ASN/DESADV 

received from the outside processor. Enter "Y" in the "Use Outside Process Ship# as Invoice" in the forms 

Control File to maintain the consistency of using the same number as the shipper. 

• Control File: If the "Use Outside Process Ship# as Invoice" in the Control File contains "N" for no, the 

invoice number is taken from the "Next Invoice Number" field in the Forms Control File. This field "Shipper 

Created for Outside Processing" will be marked with "Y" or blank to use the outside processing feature as it 

was originally intended where the supplier creates shippers that accompanies shipments to an outside 

processor. 
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Exception 

For second tier suppliers when a shipper is NOT created, enter "N" when a shipper is NOT created. There is no 

shipment from the supplier to the outside processor. Both the supplier and the outside processor may receive the 

requirements but the outside processor manufactures and ships the finished product to the final destination and the 

supplier is responsible for invoicing the goods. When the shipment leaves the outside processor, the outside 

processor transmits the required ASN/DESADV to the OEM and a standard ASN/DESADV to the supplier. In order 

to process this standard ASN/DESADV and update the Requirement History, and Load Files and to create Invoice 

and Inventory Files this field must contain “N.” 

 

File entries required to use outside processing from the File Maintenance Menu are listed below. 
 

• Master File Maintenance: Master files must be entered for the OEM following the same procedures as 
when outside processing is not being used as these files are used to receive and store the requirements 
from the OEM. Some master files, however, require an additional record when outside processing is used, 

which is used to create shipping documents for the shipments to the outside process location. 

• Identification Code File: Identification Code File must contain one record with the OEM code of “OP” to 

indicate whether the unwrapped file prints during "Breakdown." Enter the company number, the OEM code 

of “OP” and enter any invalid plant ID. Press Enter to display the detail fields. The only entry required on the 

detail screen is "Y" or "N" in the "Variable Unwrap Print" field. The outside processor transmits the supplier 

code in the N1*SU segment or the NAD+SU segment. The OEM Identification Code records are used to 

determine the OEM code and the company number, just as if receiving from the OEM (whether direct or 

through a network). 

• Customer Machine Readable File: No Customer Machine Readable records are required to Receive, 
Breakdown, Print or Process a file from an outside processor. All outside processing shipping 

destination identification codes are entered in the Customer Cross Reference File accessed from the 
Outside Processing menu. The Customer Abbreviation is retrieved during the "Breakdown." 

• Destination Machine Readable File: The outside processor transmits the ship-to identification code in the 
N1*ST segment and the dock code in the REF*DK segment for X12 and the NAD+SU segment for 

EDIFACT. The OEM Machine Readable Destination records are used to find the necessary abbreviations, 
just as if receiving from the OEM (whether direct or through a network). 

• Parts Cross Reference File: Enter a part record, exactly like the part record for the OEM, except use the 

Customer Abbreviation assigned to the outside processor. This record MUST include a consignee 
warehouse (and location if applicable) when an inventory interface is used. The only difference between the 
outside process parts record and the OEM parts record is the Customer Abbreviation. 

 

 

File Entries Required to Use Outside Processing 

File entries required to use outside processing are listed below. 
 

• Customer File: Create a Customer Master for the outside processor. The address is printed in the "sold to" 
position on the shipper that accompanies the shipment to the outside processor, and the customer number 
is used when creating the Requirement Master for the outside processed shipments. 

• Destination File: Create a Destination Master for the outside processor. The ASN/DESADV code MUST be 

“O” for outside processing, which is used during the "Extract" so that ASNs/DESADVs and invoices are not 

generated. The address of the outside processor is entered here and is printed in the "ship-to" position on 

the shipper to the outside processor. The destination number is used when creating the Requirement 

Master for the outside processed shipments. The only difference between the outside process destination 

record and the OEM destination record is the ASN/DESADV Code and the name and address. 
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• Requirement File: Create a Requirement Master for the outside processor using the Customer and 

Destination Abbreviations for the outside processor. Use the OEM code “OP” and enter the customer and 
destination numbers for the outside processor. A valid price and price code are not necessary unless they 

are needed to produce export documents. When the invoice is created, the OEM price record is used. 

 
The differences between the outside process Requirement Master and the OEM Requirement Master are 

the Customer and Destination Abbreviations, the OEM code, and the customer and destination numbers. 

The OEM Requirement Master is used to receive and store the requirements from the OEM. The outside 

process Requirement Master is used to create the shipper that accompanies the shipment to the outside 

process location. The requirements may be entered using manual entry, or the shipper may be created 

using the "add-a-part" function in shipper entry. If requirements are entered into the outside process 

Requirement Master, the Load Sheet can be printed by OEM (OP) to list all outside process requirements. 

 
 

File Entries Required to Use Outside Processing from the Outside Processing 

Menu 

• Separate Mailbox is Required: A separate network mailbox is required to be used exclusively for outside 

processing ASNs/DESADVs. Outside processing communications can be arranged through the Advantis, 

GEIS, Commerce, or Rockwell networks, or, if ACM is enabled, through any other available network. 

Network security must be entered for the outside process communications using the option "Maintain 

Security" on the Outside Processing ASN/DESADV Menu. All outside processing receive members must 

contain “P” in the second position. “*P” (in communications file maintenance) is used to represent ALL 

outside processing mailboxes. 

• Company **: Enter a starting sequence number for company ** using the option "Set up Sequence # for 

Company **" from the Outside Processing ASN/DESADV Menu. Company ** is used to store data received, 

when errors are found during the "Breakdown" causing the company number not to be found. The data can 

then be accessed through the option "Enter / Maintain Outside Processing ASNs/DESADVs" and the data 

that was not found can be manually entered so the record(s) can be processed. 

• Customer Abbreviation Cross Reference: The Customer Abbreviation cannot be retrieved using the 

Machine Readable File. The outside processor does not send a code to identify the supplier's customer. 

Before the first receive from the Outside Processing ASN/DESADV Menu, in the Customer Cross 

Reference File enter all destination identification codes where the outside processor sends shipments and 

the Customer Abbreviation associated with it. Access the Customer Cross Reference File from the 

Outside Processing menu. This Cross Reference File is used to retrieve the Customer Abbreviation 

during the "Breakdown." 

 

 

Other Areas Affected by Outside Processing 

• File Archiving: When a network file is received in Outside Processing, the file is archived if archiving is set 
up in ACM. Archived files may be accessed from the Archived Files menu (VL94). For more information on 
ACM, see Chapter 17 of the AutoRelease Main Manual. 

• Shipper Entry: When shipping parts to the outside processor, create the shipper using the key to the 

outside process Requirement Master (the supplier code is OP, the outside process Customer Abbreviation 

and Destination Abbreviation are used). These requirements are received into the OEM Requirement 

Master and then may be manually entered into the OP Requirement Master or the shipper can be created 

using the add-a-part function from shipper entry. The advantage to entering the requirements manually is 

that a Load Sheet can be printed for OEM code OP and this can be given to the outside processor to inform 

them of the requirement quantities and dates due to the OEM. If an inventory interface is being used, the 

consignee warehouse and/or location can be changed in shipper entry either for the entire shipper or by 

individual line item. 
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Press F8 (Override Values) from the Parts Selection screen to change the consignee warehouse and/or 

location for ALL parts on the shipper. A window displays which displays the default values from the Parts 

Cross Reference File. These default values can be changed which changes the consignee warehouse 

and location for ALL parts on the shipper. Press F8 (Consignee Whs/Loc) from the Parts Detail/Additional 

Info screen to change the consignee warehouse and/or location for a single line item. 

 
A window displays which shows the default values from the Parts Cross Reference File. These defaults 

can be changed for this line item only. 

• Extract: When the "Extract" option is taken from the Shipper Processing menu and the ASN/DESADV type 

is “O” for outside processing: 

• No ASN/DESADV file is created 

• No invoice is created 

• Shipping History is updated for the Requirement Master with the OEM code of OP. 

• Two records are created if an inventory interface is being used: A negative inventory transaction is 
made to remove the parts from the shipping warehouse/location and a positive inventory transaction is 
made to move the parts into the consignee warehouse/location. (This is removed with a negative 

transaction when the ASN/DESADV from the outside processor is processed). 

 
• Update History for Outside Processing Record (OEM code OP): Shipping History is updated for the 

Requirement Master with the OEM code of OP during the "Extract." Therefore, shipping history can be 

used to determine the total amount of inventory that has been shipped to the outside process destination. 

Shipping history for the OEM Requirement Master indicates the total shipments to the OEM. The 

consignee warehouse/location, in the interface package, displays the exact amount of inventory currently 

at the outside process location. (Shipments to outside processor minus shipments to the OEM). 

 
• Update History for OEM Record: When the ASN/DESADV from the outside processor is processed, the 

invoice number is assigned and the invoice is created. Shipping history for the OEM record is updated with 

data from the ASN/DESADV File including the invoice number and the shipper number that was used to 
ship from the outside processor to the final destination. 

 
• Invoicing: When the ASN/DESADV from the outside processor is processed, the invoice number is 

assigned and the invoice is created. Invoices can be modified, printed and processed from the Invoice 
Processing menu. Shipping history for the OEM record is updated with the invoice number assigned during 

the ASN/DESADV process. 
 

 

1. Receive and Breakdown Data 

This option is used to Receive, Archive, Breakdown, Print and Process data received from the outside processor 

via the network. All error-free records are processed. Once processed, records are deleted from the file. Only 

records with errors require maintenance and require taking a separate option to process them. 
 

A separate mailbox is used exclusively to receive outside processing ASNs/DESADVs. ASNs/DESADVs may be 

received from the Advantis, GEIS, Commerce, or Rockwell networks, or, if ACM is enabled, any other available 

network. 

 

A screen prompts for company number. The "Breakdown" separates the data into individual files for each 

company. 
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Reports printed include: 

 
• The Unwrapped File Listing. Note: This report is created if the "Variable Unwrapped Print" field in the 

Identification Code File is flagged with ‘Y.” If multiple companies were entered, the first company number 
is checked. If F7 (all companies) was entered, the lowest company number is checked. The report is 

placed on hold. 

• AIAG Audit Report (AIAG/ANSI X.12 Release Interpreter) - Prints all groups and transaction sets. 

• AIAG Identification File Audit Report indicates identification codes found and the company number 

associated with each. It also lists identification codes missing in the Identification Code File. If an 

identification code cannot be found, the company number and OEM code are filled with asterisks (**) and 

the record is not processed. Missing codes must be entered in the Plant ID field before another file is 

received from the outside processor so the next file is processed when this option is taken. If Application 

Control File keyword OPOEMID is active, the OEM ID from the ISA or UNB segment must be entered as 

well. The records received from the current file must be maintained using the option "Enter/ Maintain 

Outside Processing ASNs/DESADVs" and must be processed using the option "Process Outside 

Processing ASNs/DESADVs." 

• ASN/DESADV Edit List - List data received, including miscellaneous charges. Records for company 
number ** are listed first. These are records where an identification code record was not found during the 
"Breakdown" and therefore, a company number was not found. These records must be maintained so they 

can be processed. 

• ASN/DESADV Errors - Identifies records that cannot be processed due to one or more errors. Possible 

errors include: 

• A record was not found in the Customer Abbreviation Cross Reference File. ****** is placed in 

the "Customer Abbreviation" field. 

• A record was not found in the Machine Readable - Destination File. ****** is placed in the 

"Destination Abbreviation" field. 

• A record was not found in the Parts Cross Reference File. ****** is placed in the internal part 

number field. 

• A record was not found in the Requirement Master File for the customer, destination and part. If any 
of the above errors occurred, the Requirement Master is not found because a part of the key 
contains asterisks. Or, the OEM Requirement Master has not been entered. 

• A record was not found in the Identification Code File and therefore, a company number cannot be 
found. ** is placed in the "Company Number" field. This error does not print on this report, however, 

the affected records must be maintained in order to be processed. These records are identified on the 
ASN/DESADV Edit List. 

• Duplicate ASNs/DESADVs - If duplicate ASNs/DESADVs are received from the outside processor, 

the first one received is processed, and the duplicate(s) are listed on this report. Duplicates are 

processed into the outside processing file only (not the Requirement or Load Files). They are marked 

as a duplicate and can be accessed with the option "Enter Maintain Outside Processing ASNs/ 

DESADVs" to be changed or deleted. The records with errors must be maintained using the option 

"Enter/Maintain Outside Processing ASNs/DESADVs" and the option "Process Outside Processing 

ASNs/DESADVs" must be taken. If a company number is not found, company number ** is placed in 

the "Company Number" field. These records with errors can be accessed using the option "Enter/ 

Maintain Outside Processing ASNs/DESADVs", then by pressing F7 (Display ASNs/DESADVs with ** 

Company) and selecting the record to maintain. 
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Functions of the Process 

Functions of the process include the following: 
 

• An invoice is created, using the next invoice number from the Forms Control File or the shipper number 

from the outside processing ASN/DESADV, depending on the entry in the Forms Control File. One invoice 

is created for all ASNs/DESADVs with the same company number, Customer Abbreviation, Destination 

Abbreviation and shipper number. The general ledger account numbers are retrieved from the Parts Cross 

Reference File, if entered there, or the Control File. 

• Relieve requirements from the OEM Requirement Detail File and the Load File. If a matching requirement 

is not found in the Load File, the ship date from the outside processing ASN/DESADV is used as the 

requirement date for the part number, on the invoice. Note: Company number, Customer Abbreviation, 

part number, Destination Abbreviation, model year, Purchase Order Number, engineering revision level 

and RAN are used to find the matching Requirement in the Load File. The transaction set type from the 

matching requirement found in the Load File is used on the part requirement on the invoice. If a matching 

Load File requirement is not found, the first transaction set type marked in the OEM Requirement Master 

is used. 

• Update shipping history in the OEM Requirement Master. 

• Update CUM shipped in the OEM Requirement Master. 

• If an inventory interface is being used, a negative inventory transaction is created to remove the quantity 

shipped (by the outside process location to the OEM), from the consignee warehouse/location. 

• Update the Chrysler ERS file with the processed ASN/DESADV information. 

• The processed ASN/DESADV record is removed from the outside process ASN/DESADV file. 

 
 

2. Breakdown ASNs/DESADVs 

This option is used to "Breakdown" a file that was manually entered or that contained errors when the "Receive" 

option was taken. If the "Receive" was error free, the data received was already Printed and Processed and 

removed from the file. After the errors are corrected, this option performs the "Breakdown." Then the "Print" and 

"Process" options must be taken. A screen will prompt for company number. 

 

 

3. Print ASNs/DESADVs 

This option is used to print ASNs/DESADVs that were not printed or processed during the "Receive" due to 

errors. This option prints corrected ASNs/DESADVs and/or manually entered ASNs/DESADVs that have not 

been processed. If the "Receive" was error-free, the ASNs/DESADVs received were already printed, processed 

and removed from the file, when the option "Receive and Breakdown Data" was taken. A screen will prompt for 

company number. 
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OUTSIDE PROCESS ASN/DESADV MAINTENANCE 

 
Options: 1=Select 3=Hold 4=Delete 6=Release 

Bottom 

F3=Exit F6=Enter New ASNs/DESADVs F7=Display ASNs/DESADVs with ** Company 

F9=More info F17=Top F18=Bottom 

 

4. Enter/Maintain ASNs/DESADVs 

This option is used to maintain ASNs/DESADVs that were electronically received with errors and to manually enter 

ASNs/DESADVs to be processed. Records with errors, MUST be corrected or they will not be processed. Data that 

was not found during the Breakdown was replaced with asterisks. All fields containing asterisks MUST be replaced 

with the appropriate data before the record will be processed. The company selection will be displayed if the user 

has authority to multiple companies. 
 

ASN/DESADV Selection Screen (with Company Number) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Cust Dest Internal Part   Date 

Opt Co Abbv Abbv Number MY Qty Shipped Created Status 

--- -- ------ ------ --------------- ---- ----------- -------- ------ 

_ 01 OUTSIDE ODEST ******  100 9/13/xx 

_ 01 OUTSIDE ****** 92735  10,555 10/13/xx 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Records can be selected and errors corrected from the maintenance screen, so that records received with errors 

can be processed. 

 

Records can also be placed on hold, deleted, and released from hold by entering the corresponding number in the 

option (Opt) column, next to the record(s): 

 

• 1 - Select 

• 4 - Delete 

• 3 - Hold 

• 6 - Release 

F3 - Exit - Returns to the menu. 

 
F6 - Enter New ASNs/DESADVs - Displays a blank ASN/DESADV Maintenance Screen for manual 

entry. 

 
F7 - Display ASNs/DESADVs with ** Company - Displays a maintenance screen with records that do not have a 

company number due to an error during the "Breakdown." The 

company number and any other fields that were not found during 

the "Breakdown" must be entered or these records are not 

processed. 
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F9 - More Info - Displays a second line for each record containing the sequence 

number, RAN and shipper number. 

 
F17 - Top - Displays the first record in this file at the top of the screen. 

 
F18 - Bottom - Displays the records at the end of the file. 

 

 

ASN/DESADV Entry Screen 

Press F6 (Enter NEW ASNs/DESADVs) from the ASN/DESADV Maintenance screen to manually enter ASNs/ 

DESADVs for processing. 

 
 

Sequence # 2597 OUTSIDE PROCESSING ASN/DESADV MAINTENANCE Action Code 

 
CO Cust Abbrv Dest Abbrv M/Y OEM Code Create Date/Time 4/16/XX / 1224 

DN  OPCST1  OPDST2   C Ship Date/Time . 4/16/XX / 1224 

Cum Shipped .... 

Internal Part I73100SEP A100 Net Weight ..... 

(or) Gross Weight ... 

Cust Part ... 73100SEP A100 Orig.Shipper #.. 

Dock Code .. 

Qty Ship / ARS Shipper 30 / 395220 Eng Rev Lvl 

Cons Whse / Location .  / RAN/DON # .. 

P.O. # ..... 

Int Ctn Part / Ret Ctn / Release # .. 

Ctn Qty / Ctn Desc ... / Conv Bill# 30401 

Carrier Abbv .... 

U/M / Unit Price (6) . EA / .000000 A.E.T.C. ........ 

GST Rate / Account ... / Conv Code........ 

Funds Type / Desc .... / Equip Desc / Init TL / 

Ship Method .......... Airport/Pool Loc / 

F12=Return F13=Requirement Master Maintenance 

 

 

ARS Shipper - Contains the Next shipper/BOL Number from the AutoRelease 

Forms Control File. This number is processed into AutoRelease 

in the SHPINV field so that Ship History Files are updated with a 

unique key, preventing duplicate records. 

 
Orig. Shipper # - Contains the shipper number sent in the inbound EDI file that is 

processed through the Outside Processing Menu. 
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OUTSIDE PROCESS ASN/DESADV MAINTENANCE 

 
Options: 1=Select 3=Hold 4=Delete 6=Release 

Bottom 

F3=Exit 

Companies 

F6=Enter New ASNs/DESADVs F8=Display ASNs/DESADVs for Entered 

F9=More Info F17=Top F18=Bottom 

 
 

To manually enter an ASN: 
 

1. Enter the company number, Customer Abbreviation, Destination Abbreviation, model year (if 

applicable) and either the internal part number or the customer part number. The part master 

and Requirement Master must exist. 

2. Press Enter. The remaining fields are then accessible and data can be entered. When entering 

the price, if entering decimal positions, enter the price WITH the decimal point and up to six (6) 

decimal positions. If entering a whole number (no decimal places), it is not necessary to enter 

the decimal point. 

 
F12 - Return - Returns to the ASN/DESADV Selection Screen 

(with Company Number). 

 
F13 - Requirement Master Maintenance - Accesses the Requirement Master File. A requirement 
 master is required to manually enter an ASN/DESADV. 

 

 

ASN/DESADV Selection Screen (Company **) 

Press F7 (Display ASNs/DESADVs with ** Company) from the ASN/DESADV selection screen to 

display ASN/ DESADV records that were received electronically but cannot be processed due to errors 

during the "Breakdown." The errors are corrected from this screen and then can be processed. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 Cust Dest Internal Part    Date 

Opt Co Abbv Abbv Number MY Qty Shipped Created Status 

 ** ****** ****** ***************   250 11/06/XX 

 ** ****** ****** ***************   213 11/06/XX 

 ** ****** ****** ***************   1,004 11/06/XX 

 ** ****** ****** ***************   178 11/06/XX 

 ** ****** ****** ***************   12 11/06/XX 
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Records can be selected and errors corrected from the maintenance screen, so that records received with errors 

can be processed. Records can also be placed on hold, deleted and released from hold by entering the 

corresponding number in the option (Opt) column, next to the record(s). 

 

1 - Select 4 - Delete 
 

3 - Hold 6 - Release 
 

F3 - Exit - Returns to the menu. 

 
F6 - Enter New ASNs/DESADVs - Displays a blank ASN/DESADV maintenance screen for manual 

entry. 

 
F8 - Display ASNs/DESADVs for Entered - Returns to the selection screen with error-free records that do 

Companies have a company number. 

 
F9 - More Info - Display a second line for each record containing the sequence 

number, RAN and shipper number. 

 
F17 - Top - Displays the first record in this file at the top of the screen. 

 
F18 - Bottom - Displays the records at the end of the file. 
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ASN/DESADV Maintenance Screen 

When a record is selected with "1" from the ASN/DESADV selection screen (with company number), the ASN/ 

DESADV maintenance screen displays. It can be viewed or changed. 

 
Sequence # 2597 OUTSIDE PROCESSING ASN/DESADV MAINTENANCE Action Code 

 
CO Cust Abbrv Dest Abbrv M/Y OEM Code Create Date/Time 4/16/XX / 1224 

DN  OPCST1  OPDST2   C Ship Date/Time . 4/16/XX / 1224 

Cum Shipped .... 

Internal Part I73100SEP A100 Net Weight ..... 

(or) Gross Weight ... 

Cust Part ... 73100SEP A100 Orig.Shipper #.. 

Dock Code .. 

Qty Ship / ARS Shipper 30 / 395220 Eng Rev Lvl 

Cons Whse / Location .  / RAN/DON # .. 

P.O. # ..... 

Int Ctn Part / Ret Ctn / Release # .. 

Ctn Qty / Ctn Desc ... / Conv Bill# 30401 

Carrier Abbv .... 

U/M / Unit Price (6) . EA / .000000 A.E.T.C. ........ 

GST Rate / Account ... / Conv Code........ 

Funds Type / Desc .... / Equip Desc / Init TL / 

Ship Method .......... Airport/Pool Loc / 

 
Enter=Update ASN/DESADV F8=Misc Charge Info F9=DUNS Info F10=Delete 

F12=Return F13=Requirement Master Maintenance 

 

 

 

When changing the price, if entering the decimal positions, enter the price WITH the decimal point and up to six (6) 

decimal positions. If entering a whole number (no decimal places) it is not necessary to enter the decimal point. 

 

ARS Shipper - Contains the Next shipper/BOL Number from the AutoRelease 

Forms Control File. This number is processed into AutoRelease 

in the SHPINV field so that Ship History Files are updated with a 

unique key, preventing duplicate records. 

 
Orig. Shipper # - Contains the shipper number sent in the inbound EDI file that is 

processed through the Outside Processing Menu. 

 
Enter - Press Enter to accept changes. 

 
F8 - Misc Charge Info - Displays the miscellaneous charge screen where miscellaneous 

charges and comments may be entered, changed or deleted. 

 
F9 - DUNS Info - Displays a window with identification codes that may have 

been passed in the ASN/DESADV file. 
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Net Weight ..... 

Gross Weight ... 

Orig.Shipper #.. 

Dock Code .. 

0 / 395220 Eng Rev Lvl 

/ RAN/DON # .. 

P.O. # ..... 

/ Release # .. 

Conv Bill# 30401 

Carrier Abbv .... 

.000000 A.E.T.C. ........ 

Conv Code........ 

Equip Desc / Init TL / 

Airport/Pool Loc / 

 
 

F10 - Delete - Deletes this ASN/DESADV record from the file. 

 
F12 - Return - Returns to the ASN/DESADV selection screen. 

F13 - Requirement Master Maintenance - Accesses the Requirement Master File. 

 

ID Number Window 

Press F9 (DUNS Info) from the ASN/DESADV Maintenance screen to display a window with identification codes 

that may have been passed in the ASN/DESADV File. 

 

Sequence # 2597 OUTSIDE PROCESSING ASN/DESADV MAINTENANCE Action Code 

 
CO Cust Abbrv Dest Abbrv M/Y OEM Code Create Date/Time 4/16/XX / 1224 

DN  OPCST1  OPDST2   C Ship Date/Time . 4/16/XX / 1224 

Cum Shipped .... 

Internal Part I73100SEP A100 

(or) 

Cust Part ... 73100SEP A100 

Qty Ship / ARS Shipper      3 

Cons Whse / Location . 

 
Int Ctn Part / Ret Ctn 

Ctn Qty / Ctn Desc ...      / 

 
U/M / Unit Price (6) . EA / 

GST Rate / Account ... / 

Funds Type / Desc .... / 

Ship Method .......... 

 
MAINTAIN DUNS INFORMATION 

Ship From DUNS ............. 123456789 

Ship To DUNS .............. 123456789 

 
Supplier DUNS .............. 123456789 

Material Release Issuer DUNS 12345789 

F12=Return 

Ctn Desc / Ctn Qty . CTN25 / 5 

BBBB Carrier Abbv ....... SCAC 
 

Enter=Update ASN/DESADV F8=Misc Charge Info F9=DUNS Info F10=Delete 

F12=Return F13=Requirement Master Maintenance 

 

 

 

 

Identification codes received in the ASN/DESADV File from the outside processor may be viewed or changed. 

These codes were received in the N1 segments: 

 

• Ship From ID N1*SF segment or NAD+SF segment 

• Ship To ID N1*ST segment or NAD+ST segment 

• Supplier ID N1*SU segment or NAD+SU segment 

• Material Release Issuer ID N1*MI segment or NAD+MI segment 
 

F12 - Return - Returns to the full ASN/DESADV maintenance screen without the 

window. 
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5. Process ASNs/DESADVs 

This option processes the corrected or manually entered ASNs/DESADVs. This "Process" performs many of the 

functions that the "Extract" option on the Shipper Processing menu performs from the shipper file. These functions 

were not performed during the "Extract" because the ASN/DESADV type was “O” for outside processing. These 

functions are not done until the ASN/DESADV is received and processed from the outside processor. The 

company selection displays if the user has authority to multiple companies. 

 

 

Functions of the Process 

Functions of the process include the following: 
 

• Check shipping history. If a match is found for company number, part number and shipper number mark as 

duplicate. 

• A list of processed ASNs/DESADVs is printed. 

• An invoice is created, using the next invoice number from the Forms Control File or the shipper number 

from the outside processing ASN/DESADV, depending on the entry in the Forms Control File. One invoice 

is created for all ASNs/DESADVs with the same company number, Customer Abbreviation, Destination 

Abbreviation and shipper number. The general ledger account numbers are retrieved from the Parts Cross 

Reference, if entered there, or the Control File. 

• Relieve requirements from the OEM Requirement Detail File and the Load File. If a matching 
requirement is not found in the Load File, the ship date from the outside processing ASN/DESADV is 
used as the requirement date for the part number, on the invoice. 

 
Note: Company number, Customer Abbreviation, part number, Destination Abbreviation, model year, 

Purchase Order Number, engineering revision level and RAN are used to find the matching requirement in 

the Load File. 

 
The transaction set type from the matching requirement found in the Load File is used on the part 

requirement on the invoice. If a matching Load File requirement is not found, the first transaction set type 

marked in the OEM Requirement Master is used. 

• Update shipping history in the OEM Requirement Master. 

• Update CUM shipped in the OEM Requirement Master. 

• If an inventory interface is being used, a negative inventory transaction is created to remove the quantity 

shipped (by the outside process location to the OEM), from the consignee warehouse/location. 

• Update the Chrysler ERS file with the processed ASN/DESADV information. 

• The processed ASN/DESADV record is removed from the outside process ASN/DESADV File. 
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6. Maintain Security 

A separate network mailbox is required to be used exclusively for outside processing ASNs/DESADVs. Outside 

processing communications can be arranged through the Advantis, GEIS, Commerce, or Rockwell network. A 

screen prompts for company number. A second screen prompts for the network selection. Note that when ACM is 

enabled, security is performed through the ACM module and this option is not available. 
 

Network Selection Screen 
 

 

 

 
Enter the number representing the network to be used to receive outside processing ASNs/DESADVs and press 

Enter to display the security screen for that network. 

 

F3 - Exit - Returns to the menu. 

 
F12 - Return - Returns to the company selection. 

Enter "1" from the Network Selection Screen to display the Advantis Security Screen. 

 

Outside Processing OEM/Network Selection 

Company ... xx 

1. Advantis 

2. GEISCO 

3. Commerce 

4. Rockwell 

Option _ 

F3=Exit F12=Return 
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Advantis Security Screen 
 

 

 
Account ID - Assigned by Advantis. 

 
I.N. Userid - User-ID assigned by Advantis to access the Information Network. 

 
I.N. Password - Password to access the Information Network. 

 
New I.N. Password - To change the Information Network password, enter the new 

password here. After the next connection is made with the 

Information Network, the system clears this field and moves the 

new password to the "I.N. Password" field. 

 
I.E. Userid - ID assigned by Advantis to access the Information Exchange. 

 
I.E. Password - Password assigned by Advantis to access the Information 

Exchange. 

 
Receive Member - The receive member is a two-position code that is appended to 

the receive file member name. Outside processing receive 

members must contain “P” in the second position. The first 

position is user defined. It can be alphanumeric or it can be blank. 

However, blank P can be used for only one mailbox. 

 
When data is pulled from a mailbox, the receive member is 

attached to the file name. A receive member is needed only if 

receiving from multiple mailboxes. The receive member must be 

unique for each mailbox. 

 

Advantis Outside Processing Security Maintenance 

Company xx 

Account I.D. ............. 

I.N. Userid .............. 

I.N. Password ............ 

New I.N. Password ........ 

I.E. Userid .............. 

I.E. Password ............ 

Receive Member ........... 

Print Data Received ...... _ 

Nickname (OEM Account ID). 

 
F12=Cancel 
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For example: Data received from the Advantis Network is 

received into the file named VARIBM with member (Vxx) where V 

is constant and “xx” is the receive member entered in this field. 

 
This file name with receive member is used by the Receive, Split 

and Breakdown. This allows multiple companies, who access 

different mailboxes, to Receive, Split and Breakdown their files 

without having to check with each other. Because the member 

names are unique, the second company to receive does not clear 

files that were received by the first company. 

 
Print Data Received - Enter "Y" to print all data transmitted (sent and received) 

including the data between the ISA and IEA segments. 

 
Enter "N" to print only the sign on records and end records but 

omitting the data between the ISA and IEA segments. 

 
Nickname - This field is used ONLY if Advantis requires a nickname other 

than GE1 in the SENDEDI Class Statement. If blank, GE1 is the 

default. (Only used by Textron (TE).) 

 
F12 - Cancel - Returns to menu. 

 

 

GEIS Security Screen 

Enter "2" from the Network Selection Screen to display the GEIS Security Screen. 
 

 

 

User Number - Assigned by GEIS. 

GEISCO Outside Processing Security Maintenance 

Company xx 

 
User Number ........... 

Password .............. 

Receive Member ........ 

Print Data Received ... _ 

 
(Enter Y if you communicate with Chrysler through GEISCO else enter N 

Enhanced Password ..... _ 

 
If you will be receiving from Nissan of Tennessee: 

Supplier Code ......... 

F12=Return 
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Password - Assigned by GEIS. 

 
Receive Member - The receive member is a two-position code that is appended to 

the receive file member name. Outside processing receive 

members must contain “P” in the second position. The first 

position is user defined. It can be alphanumeric or it can be blank. 

However, blank P can be used for only one mailbox. 

 
When data is pulled from a mailbox, the receive member is 

attached to the file name. A receive member is needed only if 

receiving from multiple mailboxes. The receive member must be 

unique for each mailbox. 

 
For example: Data received from the GEIS Network is received 

into the file named VARGSCO with member (Vxx) where V is 

constant and xx is the receive member entered in this field. 

 
This file name with receive member is used by the Receive, Split 

and Breakdown. This allows multiple companies, who access 

different mailboxes, to Receive, Split and Breakdown their files 

without having to check with each other. Because the member 

names are unique, the second company to receive does not clear 

files that were received by the first company. 

 
Print Data Received - Enter "Y" to print all data transmitted (sent and received) 

including the data between the ISA and IEA segments. 

 
Enter "N" to print only the sign on records and end records but 

omitting the data between the ISA and IEA segments. 

 
Enhanced Password - Enter “N.” This field is used only when communicating with 

Chrysler through the GEIS network. 

 
Supplier Code - Leave this field blank. This field is used only when 

communicating with Nissan of Tennessee through the GEIS 

network. 

 
F12 - Return - Returns to the menu. 
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Commerce Security Screen 

Enter "3" from the Network Selection screen to display the Commerce Security screen. 
 

 

 

Mailbox-ID - The mailbox ID, assigned by Commerce, consists of “S” in the 

first position, followed by the 4 position maintainable code which 

is entered here. The first position “S” is hard coded. It cannot be 

seen or maintained but is transmitted every time the network is 

accessed. 

 
Slot ID - Enter the slot ID or leave blank to use the test (T) or production 

(P) code slot. 

 
Password - Assigned by Commerce. 

 
Test/Prod - This field determines the suffix (or slot) that is added to the 

mailbox ID to indicate whether the transmitted data is production 

or test data if the slot ID field is blank. Enter “T” to transmit a test 

transaction. Enter “P” to transmit live production data. 

 
Receive Member - The receive member is a two-position code that is appended to 

the receive file member name. Outside processing receive 

members must contain P in the second position. The first position 

is user-defined. It can be alphanumeric or it can be blank. 

However, blank P can be used for only one mailbox. 

 
When data is pulled from a mailbox, the receive member is 

attached to the file name. A receive member is needed only if 

receiving from multiple mailboxes. The receive member must be 

unique for each mailbox. 

Commerce Outside Processing Security Maintenance 

Company xx 

 
Mailbox ID .................. 

Slot ID ..................... 

Password .................... 

Test/Production (T/P) ....... _ 

Receive file member ......... 

Print Data Received (Y/N) ... _ 

F12=Return 
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For example: Data received from the Commerce Network is 

received into the file named VARORDN with member (Vxx) 

where V is constant and xx is the receive member entered in 

this field. 

 
This file name with receive member is used by the Receive, Split 

and Breakdown. This allows multiple companies, who access 

different mailboxes, to Receive, Split and Breakdown their files 

without having to check with each other. Because the member 

names are unique, the second company to receive does not clear 

files that were received by the first company. 

 
Print Data Received - Enter "Y" to print all data transmitted (sent and received) 

including the data between the ISA and IEA segments. 

 
Enter "N" to print only the sign on records and end records but 

omitting the data between the ISA and IEA segments. 

 
F12 - Return - Returns to the menu. 

 

 

Rockwell Security Screen 

Enter "4" from the Network Selection screen to display the Rockwell Security screen. 
 

 

 

 
Company Number - Enter company number. 

 
RJP ID - Assigned by Rockwell. 

 
Password - Assigned by Rockwell. 

Rockwell Outside Processing Security Maintenance 

Company  ................ xx 

 
RJP ID ................ 

Password .............. 

Receive Member ........ Print 

Data Received ... _ 

 
File Archiving / Auto Process 

No. of days to Archive. 

Auto Process (Y/N)? ... N 

F12=Return 
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Receive Member - The receive member is a two-position code that is appended to 

the receive file member name. Outside processing receive 

members must contain “P” in the second position. The first 

position is user defined. It can be alphanumeric or it can be blank. 

However, blank “P” can be used for only one mailbox. 

 
When data is pulled from a mailbox, the receive member is 

attached to the file name. A receive member is needed only if 

receiving from multiple mailboxes. The receive member must be 

unique for each mailbox. 

 
For example: Data received from the Rockwell Network is 

received into the file named VARRW with member (Vxx) 

where V is constant and xx is the receive member entered in 

this field. 

 
This file name with receive member is used by the Receive, 

Split and Breakdown. This allows multiple companies, who access 

different mailboxes, to Receive, Split and Breakdown their files 

without having to check with each other. Because the member 

names are unique, the second company to receive does not clear 

files that were received by the first company. 

 
Print Data Received - Enter "Y" to print all data transmitted (sent and received) 

including the data between the ISA and IEA segments. 

 
Enter "N" to print only the sign on records and end records but 

omitting the data between the ISA and IEA segments. 

 
No. of days to Archive - Enter the number of days to archive files received from Rockwell. 

Files must be saved at least one day. Archived files are files that 

are stored for a given number of days, so that they can be 

reactivated several days, a week (or longer) after they are 

received. A functional acknowledgement (997) can be 

transmitted for the reactivated file, or the requirement can be 

processed again. The number of days is NOT based on calendar 

days. Only the number of days when a communication session 

takes place is counted. Then the archived files are removed 

during the next Shift. 
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Auto Process (Y/N) - Enter "Y" if using AutoReceive and Breakdown (scheduled 

through file maintenance from the Communications menu), to 

perform an automatic Process after the Receive, Breakdown 

and Print. Note: There is no "Auto Print" option for if using 

Rockwell Security. The Edit Report prints automatically if using 

the AutoReceive and Breakdown without a flag marked for auto 

print. 

 
Only error free requirements are processed. Errors must be 

corrected and the Print and Process options must be taken 

manually Breakdown and Print, if the process option is not to be 

run automatically after the Print. 

 
F12 - Return - Returns to the menu. 

 

 

7. Maintain Customer Abbreviation Cross Reference File 

The Customer Abbreviation Cross Reference File is used to retrieve the Customer Abbreviation that is associated 

with each destination identification code that is received from the outside processor. The Customer Abbreviation 

cannot be retrieved using the Machine Readable file. The outside processor does not send a code to identify the 

supplier's customer. 
 

Before the first receive from the Outside Processing ASN/DESADV Menu, in the Customer Cross Reference File 

enter all destination identification codes where the outside processor sends shipments and the Customer 

Abbreviation associated with it. Press Enter from the first (key) screen to display the Customer Abbreviation field. 

 

Customer Abbreviation Cross Reference 

 

 

 

 
OEM Code - Enter OP for outside processing. 

 
Dest ID Number - Enter the destination identification code that is assigned by the 

OEM and is transmitted in the ASN/DESADV File. 

CUSTOMER ABBREVIATION CROSS REFERENCE 

Company Number  ........... 01 

OEM Code ................ OP 

Dest ID Number  ........... xxxxx 

Customer Abbreviation ... 

F12=Return 
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CUSTOMER ABBREVIATION CROSS REFERENCE 

 
Type options, press Enter. 

1=Select 4=Delete 

F12=Return 

 
 

Customer Abbrev - Enter the Customer Abbreviation that is used for the customer 

associated with this destination identification code. This is used 

to retrieve the Customer Abbreviation when receiving data from 

the outside processor. The data from the outside processor is 

used to update the OEM Requirement Master and detail files, 

however, the outside processor does not transmit the supplier's 

customer identification code, as it is not their customer. 

 
F3 - Exit - Returns to the menu. 

 
F4 - Prompt - Displays the Review Screen. 

 
F12 - Return - Returns to the Customer Abbreviation Key. 

 

 

Review Screen 

Press F4 (Prompt) from the Customer Cross Reference Key to display the available cross reference records to 

view, or to select a record to maintain, or to delete. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 Customer  Customer 

Opt OEM Dest ID # Abbrev Opt OEM Dest ID # Abbrev 

_ OP AP14A  FORD   
_ OP AP17A  FORD   
_ OP D927E  FORD   
_ OP 02459  CHRYS   
_ OP 09126  CHRYS   
_ OP 14001  GM   

 
 
 
 

 
1 Select - Enter "1" next to a record to display that record so changes can 

be made. 

 
4 Delete - Enter "4" next to a record to delete it. A window displays the 

record(s) selected to be deleted. Press Enter to confirm and to 

continue with the delete procedure, or press F12 to return to the 

review screen. 
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8. Report Override Information 

This option is used to override the default output queue for each report within outside processing. This is an 

optional feature. No entry is required. If no entry is made, the output queue selected when signing on to the 

package is used. 
 

Other default values, such as number of copies, automatic hold or save, output priority and page alignment may be 

changed for each report as well using the function key for Additional Information (F9). The company selection 

displays if the user has authority to multiple companies. 
 

Report Default Screen 

 

Report Default Maintenance  
Output 

Company Report Name Report Description Queue 

------- ----------- -------------------------------------- ---------- 

** OPUNWRAP Outside Processing Unwrap List 

** OPAIAG Outside Processing AIAG/ANSI X.12 Rele 

** OPAUDIT Outside Processing AIAG Identification 

** OPASNEDT Outside Processing ASN Edit List 

** OPASNERR Outside Processing ASN Edit List Error 

** GSRECEIV GEISCO Receive Audit Report 

** IBRECEIV IBM Receive Audit Report 

** ORRECEIV Commerce Receive Audit Report 

** RWRECEIV Rockwell Receive Audit Report 

01 OPASNPRT Print OP ASNs - Menu Option 

01 OPASNERP Print OP ASNs (Errors) - Menu Option 

01 PROCASN Process OP ASNs - Listing of ASNs 

01 REQFILUPDT Process OP ASNs - Req. File Update 

01 HSTFILUPDT Process OP ASNs - History File Update 

01 OPUNWRAP Outside Processing Unwrap List 

01 OPAIAG Outside Processing AIAG/ANSI X.12 Rele 

More... 

 

F3=Return F9=Additional Information 

 

 

Enter the output queue for each report if different than the output queue selected when signing on to the package. 

To change other default values, press F9. Additional default fields are displayed for each report: Number of copies, 

Hold spooled file, Save spooled file, Output priority (on OUTQ), and Align page. 

 

F3 - Return - Returns to the menu. 

 
F9 - Additional Information - Displays additional default fields for each report. 
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Additional Information 

Press F9 (Additional Information) from the report default screen This function key is used to display additional 

default fields for each report printed using the outside process menu options. These fields are optional. No entry is 

required. 

 

Report Default Maintenance  

Output 

Company Report Name Report Description Queue 

------- ----------- -------------------------------------- ---------- 

** OPUNWRAP Outside Processing Unwrap List 

 

Number of copies ........ 

Hold spooled file ....... 

Save spooled file ....... 

Output priority (on OUTQ) 

Align page .............. 

 

** OPAIAG Outside Processing AIAG/ANSI X.12 Rele 

 

Number of copies ........ 

Hold spooled file ....... 

Save spooled file ....... 

Output priority (on OUTQ) 

Align page .............. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

More... 

 

F3=Return F9=Additional Information 

 

 

Default values are entered for each report individually. If no default values are entered, the following default values 

are used: 

• Number of copies 1 

• Hold Spooled file *NO 

• Save Spooled file *NO 

• Output priority (on OUTQ) *JOB (associated w/ the job that creates the spool file) 

• Align page *NO 
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9. Set up Sequence Number for Company ** 

Enter the beginning sequence number for company **. Company ** is used to store data received, when errors are 

found during the "Breakdown" causing the company number not to be found. The data can then be accessed 

through the option "Enter / Maintain Outside Processing ASNs/DESADVs." The data that was not found can be 

manually entered so the record(s) can be processed. The company number ** displays. 

 

 

 
 

Press Enter to display the field "Next Outside Process ASN/DESADV Nbr" where the sequence number is entered. 

 

 

 

Enter the beginning sequence number for outside processing ASNs/DESADVs in the "Next Outside Process ASN/ 

DESADV Nbr" field and press Enter. The outside processing ASN/DESADV number is incremented by "1" as each 

number is used. 

 

F10 - Delete - Deletes this record. 

 
F12 - Return - Returns to company selection. 

FORMS CONTROL FILE MAINTENANCE 

Company Number........... ** 

 
Next Shipper/BOL Number...... 

Next Invoice Number.......... 

Next Pool Bill Number........ 

Next Honda ASN Number........ 

Next Variable ASN Number..... 

Next Fixed ASN Number........ 

Next Retro Sequence Nbr...... 

Retro Invoice Work Number.... 

Fixed GM ASN Trans. Nbr...... 

Sales Order Number........... 

Next Outside Process ASN Nbr. 

 
F10=Delete   F12=Return 

FORMS CONTROL FILE MAINTENANCE 

Company Number........... ** 

 
F3=Exit 
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10. File Archiving Menu 
 

 

 
The keywords to access Menu VL94 are “ARC” and “ARCHIVE.” 

 

 

1. Work with Archived Files 

All files that have been previously received from or transmitted to an OEM or network and 856 and DESADV Files 

that have been received through the Outside Processing menu (manual or auto receive), are stored (archived) for 

later use. It may be necessary to reactivate an archived file when an OEM requests a functional acknowledgement 

(997) several days, a week (or longer) after the file was originally received or to process requirements again. 

 

Data is written to the archive files: 

 
• when receiving directly from the OEM - when the receive completes successfully. 

• when receiving from a network - during the Split. 

• when sending - when the transmission completes successfully. 
 

File VPBARA contains the header data and file VPBARB contains the detail records. Each transmission is 

assigned a batch number and each line is assigned a sequence number. 
 

Archived files are removed, daily, during the Shift, based on the "Number of Days to Archive" as entered in the 

security code files for each company and OEM and network. Files must be saved for at least one day. The number 

of days is NOT based on calendar days. Only the number of days when a communication session takes place is 

counted. Then the archived files are removed during the next Shift. 

 
MENU: VL94 

————————————————————————— 

ARCHIVED FILES 

————————————————————————— 

 
1. Work with Archived Files 

2. Create List of Archived Files 

3. Purge Archived Files 

 

 
23. Return to Requirement Processing 

24. Return to Main Menu 

 
Option    
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Selection Criteria Screen 
 

 

 
Any combination of selection criteria may be entered. 

 

From Date - Enter the beginning date, in MM-DD-YY format, of a range 

of dates to select archived files. Or, leave blank for ALL. The date 

range represents the dates when communication sessions 

started. 

 
To Date - Enter the ending date, in MM-DD-YY format, of the date range of 

communication sessions to be selected. Or, leave blank for ALL. 

Dates are validated when Enter is pressed. 

 
Communications - Enter the network code (IB for Advantis, GS for GEIS, OR 

Network for Commerce, RW for Rockwell). Leave blank for ALL. 

 
Transmit/Receive - Enter T to select files that were transmitted to the OEM or 

network. Enter “R” to select files that were received from the OEM 

or network. Leave blank for ALL files (transmitted and received). 

 
OEM - Enter the OEM code if selecting files that were originally 

transmitted to or received from the OEM. 

 
Transaction Type - Enter the transaction set number (997, 856, etc.) if selecting files 

that were originally transmitted to the OEM or network. Leave 

blank if selecting files that were originally received from the OEM 

or network. 

 
F3 - Exit - Returns to menu 

WORK WITH ARCHIVED FILES 

Select file by... 

 
From Date (MMDDYY)...... 

To Date (MMDDYY)........ 

Communications Network.. 

Transmit/Receive (T/R).. _ 

OEM..................... 

Transaction Type........ (For Tx’d files only) 

 
Leave selection criteria blank for ALL 

F3=Exit 
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Selection Screen 

Press Enter from the Selection Criteria screen to display a list of available files. 

 

 

 

 
The Comm Date and Comm Time columns display the date and time the communication session finished, (when 

the receive or transmit ended normally). 

 

The "CO" column represents the company number entered when the file was received or transmitted. If multiple 

companies use the same receive member, the data on this line item may be associated with a different company 

number. 

 

The "T/R" column displays “T” for transmitted or “R” for received. 
 

The "Comm/Net" column displays the network code if this file was received or transmitted through a network. 
 

The "File Name" and "Recv Mbr" columns indicate the name of the file and receive member where received files 

were originally received. 

 

The "OEM" column the OEM that was accessed for non-network receives and all transmits. The "Trans Type" 

column indicates the transaction set number (997,856 etc.) of a transmitted file. This column may contain the 

phrase "ASN Menu", which indicates that if this file is reactivated, it must be printed from the ASN menu for this 

OEM. This column is blank for "Received" files. 

 

Enter an option to work with a file. 
 

Option 4 - Delete - Displays the record(s) to be deleted for verification. 

 
Option 5 - Display - Displays the selected file. Received files are displayed in the 

wrapped format and transmitted files are displayed as 

unwrapped. 

WORK WITH ARCHIVED FILES 

 
Options: 4=Delete 5=Display 6=Print 13=Reactivate 

14=Selective 

Communication 

Reactivation 

Comm 

Position to date: 0/00/00 

Opt Date Time CO 

12/08/xx 7:42  01 

12/08/xx 8:09  01 

12/09/xx 10:05  01 

12/09/xx 10:52  01 

12/09/xx 11:30  01 

12/10/xx 11:08  01 

T/R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

Net 

VARG 

VARG 

File Name 

RW VARRW 

RW VARRW 

RW VARRW 

RW VARRW 

Rcv (Tx ONLY) 

Mbr OEM Trans Type 

01 G 

01 G 

1P 

1P 

1P 

1P 

More... 

F3=Exit F12=Return F17=Top F18=Bottom 
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7:42 01 R VARG 01 G 

8:09 01 R VARG 01 G 

10:05 01 R RW VARRW 1P 

10:52 01 R RW VARRW 1P 

11:30 01 R RW VARRW 1P 

11:08 01 R RW VARRW 1P 

 
urn F17=Top F18=Bottom 

 
 

Option 6 - Print - Submits a job to print the file. The file prints in the same format as 

it displays on the screen using the option displayed. 

 
Option 13 - Reactivate - Reactivates the selected file so the Breakdown can be taken 

again. A selection screen prompts to "Add to" or "Replace" the 

existing file of the same name, with the same receive member. 

Only received files can be reactivated. 

 
Option 14 - Selective Reactivation - Displays the detail screen, which separates the EDI data into its 

individual ISA or UNB Groupings. From this screen, users may 

display, print, or reactivate a single ISA or UNB Group. 

 
F3 - Exit - Returns to the menu 

 
F12 - Return - Returns to selection screen. 

 
F17 - Top - Displays the beginning of the available selections. 

 
F18 - Bottom - Displays the end of available selections. 

 

 

Delete Screen 

Enter “4” (Delete) next to a line item to display the record(s) to be deleted for verification. 

 

 

 

Press Enter to confirm that the record(s) displayed are to be deleted. 

Function keys within the window: 

F12 - Cancel - Returns to work with archived files screen. 

WORK WITH ARCHIVED FILES 

 
Press ENTER to confirm the deletion of this file or press F12 to cancel... 

Opt Comm 

Date 

12/08/xx 

12/08/xx 

12/09/xx 

12/09/xx 

12/09/xx 

12/10/xx 

Comm 

Time 

Press 

Press 

CO T/R 

Comm Recv 

Net Mbr OEM 

TRANSMIT ONLY 

Type 

4 

_ 

_ 

_ 

_ 

_ 

ENTER to confirm 

F12 to return to 

your choices for 4-Delete. 

change your choices. 

Communication 

Date Time 

12/08/xx 7:42 

Comm 

CO T/R Net 

01 R 

Rcv 

File Name Mbr 

VARG 01 

(Tx ONLY) 

OEM Trans Type 

G 

F3=Exit F12=Ret 
F12=Cancel F17=Top F18=Bottom 
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F17 - Top - Positions the displays to the first page of the files to be deleted. 

 
F18 - Bottom - Positions the displays to the last page of the files to be deleted. 

 

 

Display Archived File Screen 

Enter “5” (Display) next to a line item on the Work with Archived Files screen to display the selected file. 

 

DISPLAY ARCHIVED FILE 

 

Comm Network Comm Date xx/xx/xx Comm Time xx:xx T/R R 

 

*THSBFT01685 0200800080 EDI862SHPS0100303120400947 

*THDXYZ @ 

ISA~00~ ~00~ ~ZZ~BFT ~ZZ~XYZ ~931204~030 

3~U~00301~000000952~0~P~< GS~SS~BFT~XYZ~931204~0303~951~X~002040GM ST~862~951000 

1 BSS~04~93338~931204~SH~931204~931218~48~~~~R N1~SI~BOC/LAD WILMINGTON~92~19007 

N1~SU~AUTOMOTIVE COMPONENTS,~1~268501396 N1~ST~BOC/LAD WILMINGTON~92~19007 N1~MI~ 

~92~88835 LIN~~BP~12270916~RY~3 UIT~PC REF~DK~DKM REF~LF~L-23 PER~DC~STOCKMAN 66 

FST~500~C~D~931206~~068~1201 FST~750~C~D~931207~~068~1201 FST~1000~C~D~931208~~ 

068~1201 FST~1000~C~D~931209~~068~1201 FST~1750~C~D~931210~~068~1201 FST~1000~C~ 

D~931213~~068~1201 FST~750~C~D~931214~~068~1201 FST~1000~C~D~931215~~068~1201 FS 

T~1000~C~D~931216~~068~1201 FST~1750~C~D~931217~~068~1201 ATH~PQ~931203~19500~~9 

30102 SHP~02~19500~011~930102~~931202 CTT~1~10500 SE~25~9510001 GE~1~951 IEA~1~0 

00000952 
 

*TTRBFT032300011202008003071204BDT03031204 0000011  000649890 

*TTRBDT016800001 16100011351207BDS11381207 0000011 05 000649890 

*TTRBDS000500011 02008011381207XYZ08071208 0000011 05 00006498 + 

 

F12=Return F17=Top F18=Bottom 

 

 

 

Received files display in the wrapped format, as it was received. Transmitted files are displayed in unwrapped 

format. Use the roll keys to scroll through the file. 
 

F12 - Return - Returns to work with archived file screen. 

 
F17 - Top - Displays the beginning of this file. 

 
F18 - Bottom - Displays the end of this file. 
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Print Screen 

Enter “6” (Print) next to a line item on the Work with Archived Files screen to display the Print screen. 
 

 

 

Press Enter to submit this record to print. Received files are printed in the wrapped format, as it was received. 

Transmitted files are displayed in unwrapped format. 

 

F12 - Cancel - Returns to work with work with archived files screen. 
 

 

Reactivate Screen 

Enter “13” (Reactivate) next to a line item from the Work with Archived Files screen to display the Reactivate 

screen. Only received files can be reactivated. 

 

 

WORK WITH ARCHIVED FILES 

 
Archived data will be placed in Member: xxxxxxx of File: xxxxxxx 

Add to/Replace existing data (A/R).... _ 

Communications Date..... 

Communications Time..... 

Company................. 

Transmit/Receive (T/R).. 

Communications Network.. 

Receive Member.......... 

OEM..................... 

Transaction Type........ 

F12=Cancel 

xx/xx/xx 

xx:xx 

xx 

T 

xx 

xx 

WORK WITH ARCHIVED FILES 

 
Press ENTER to submit print or F12 to cancel... 

Communications Date..... xx/xx/xx 

Communications Time.  ... xx:xx 

Company  ................ xx 

Transmit/Receive (T/R).. T 

Communications Network.. xx 

Receive Member.  ........ xx 

OEM..................... 

Transaction Type........ 

F12=Cancel 
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Only files received from an OEM or network can be reactivated. Files transmitted to the OEM or network cannot be 

reactivated. 
 

The receive member and the file name, where the reactivated file is placed, are displayed. 

 
Add to/Replace Existing Data 

Enter “A” to add the reactivated data to the existing file of the same name with the same receive member. Enter “R” 

to replace the existing file of the same name and same receive member with the reactivated data. Press Enter to 

submit this job to batch. 

 

 

Selective Reactivation 

Enter “14” (Selective Reactivation) next to a line item from the Work with Archived Files screen to display the Work 

with Archived Files Detail screen. This screen separates the EDI data into its individual ISA or UNB Groupings. 

From this screen, users may display, print, or reactivate a single ISA or UNB Group. 
 
 

 

VLD9412 WORK WITH ARCHIVED FILES (DETAIL) 

COMPANY: JN OEM: C 

Options: 5=Display 6=Print 13=Reactivate 

Communication Comm Rcv 

Opt  Date Time T/R Net File Name Mbr EDI Type  Control# 

03/08/XX  15:38  R  C  VARUC  NN  861 000009039 

03/08/XX 15:38 R C VARUC NN 861 000009040 

Bottom 

F3=Exit F12=Return F17=Top F18=Bottom 
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2. Create List of Archived Files 

This option is used to print the archived file header listing, which lists one line of header data. 

 

 

 

 
Any combination of selection criteria may be entered. 

 

From Date - Enter the beginning date, in MM-DD-YY format, of a range of 

dates to select archived files. Or, leave blank for ALL. The date 

range represents the dates when communication sessions 

started. 

 
To Date - Enter the ending date, in MM-DD-YY format, of the date range of 

communication sessions to be selected. Or, leave blank for ALL. 

Dates are validated when Enter is pressed. 

 
Communications Network - Enter the network code (IB for Advantis, GS for GEIS, OR for 

Commerce, RW for Rockwell). Leave blank for ALL. 

 
Transmit/ Receive - Enter “T” to select files that were transmitted to an OEM or 

network. Enter “R” to select files that were received from an OEM 

|or network. Leave blank for ALL files (transmitted or received). 

 
OEM - Enter the OEM code to select files that were transmitted to or 

received from an OEM. Leave blank for ALL. 

 
Transaction Type - Enter the transaction set number (997,856, etc.) to list files that 

were originally transmitted to an OEM or network. Leave blank to 

select files that were originally received from an OEM or network. 

CREATE LIST OF ARCHIVED FILES 

Select file by... 

 
From Date (MMDDYY)...... 

To Date (MMDDYY)........ 

Communications Network.. 

Transmit/Receive (T/R).. _ 

OEM..................... 

Transaction Type........ (For Tx’d files only) 

Leave selection criteria blank for ALL 

F3=Exit F12=Return 
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F3 - Exit - Returns to menu. 

 
F12 - Return - Returns to company selection. 

 

 

3. Purge Archived Files 

This option is used to purge archived files (VPBARA and VPBARB) in an emergency situation. Archived files are 

purged regularly during the Shift. So, depending on the number of days archived files are kept on your system, this 

emergency purge is rarely necessary. 

 

 

 

 
Through Date - Enter a date in MM-DD-YY format. Archived files, meeting the 

rest of the selection criteria, are purged up to and including the 

date entered. (Mandatory) 

 
Communications - Enter the network code (IB for Advantis, GS for GEIS, OR for 

Network Commerce, RW for Rockwell). Leave blank for ALL. 

 
Transmit/Receive - Enter “T” to purge files that were transmitted to an OEM or 

network. Enter “R” to purge files that were received from an OEM 

or network. Leave blank for ALL files (transmitted or received). 

 
OEM - Enter the OEM code to purge files that were originally transmitted 

to or received from an OEM. Leave blank to purge all files. 

 
Transaction Type - Enter the transaction set number (997, 856, etc.) to purge files 

that were originally transmitted to an OEM or network. Leave 

blank to purge all transaction sets. 

 
F3 - Exit - Returns to menu. 

PURGE ARCHIVED FILES 

Select file by... 

 
Through Date (MMDDYY)... 

Communications Network.. 

Transmit/Receive (T/R).. 

OEM..................... 

Transaction Type........ 

(Required) 

_ 

(For Tx’d files only) 

Leave selection criteria blank for ALL 

 
F3=Exit F12=Return 
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11. NAFTA Certificate of Origin 
This option is used to create the NAFTA (North American Free Trade Agreement) Certificate of Origin. Usually the 

NAFTA Certificate of Origin is completed annually, however, when there are significant part changes throughout 

the year, a new certificate may be required during the year. The NAFTA Certificate of Origin is provided to the 

purchaser for all parts that qualify for preferential duty under NAFTA. Suppliers who are not exporting, may need to 

complete a certificate of origin for component parts so their suppliers can substantiate their certificates of origin. 

 

 

Selection Screen 
 

 

 
Input the key to an existing record and press Enter, or use F4 to display a list. Company and Customer Abbreviation 

are required when entering a new record. Either the in-house part number or the customer part must be entered. 

The part number is validated against the Parts Cross Reference File. The Destination Abbreviation is optional. A 

blank Destination Abbreviation creates a record for all destinations. 

 

F4 - Prompt - Displays a list of records previously entered to display or 

maintain. 

Certificate of Origin Maintenance and Print 

Company . . . 

Customer Abbv. 

Internal Part. 

Dest. Abbv. . 

OR Cust Part 

F3=Exit F4=Prompt 
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Certificate of Origin 

2=Update 3=Copy 4=Delete 6=Print 

 

Review Screen 

Press F4 (Prompt) from the selection screen to access the review screen. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Opt 

EQ 

Cust Internal Co 

Abbrev Part Number 

13 

Dest Prf Cty 

Abbrev Crt Prd Avg Org 

Last 

Print 

_ 

_ 

_ 

13 CHRYS 413 A N 

13 CHRYS 413 BRAM C N 

13 CHRYS 413 WINDS A Y 

  

 

F4=Prompt F6=Add F12=Return F13=Add'l Selection  

F15=Customer Part F17=Top F18=Bottom F21=Print List F24=More Keys 

 
 
 

Records can be changed, copied, deleted or printed by entering the appropriate option number next to the record 

to access. Use the query bar to redisplay the list using different selection criteria. 

 

2 - Update - Displays the selected record to be maintained. 

 
3 - Copy - Displays the copy window where the "copy-to" data is entered. 

 
4 - Delete - Deletes the record immediately. No confirmation window is 

displayed. 

 
6 - Print - Displays the window to enter dates to print the current certificate. 

 
F6 - Add - Displays the blank detail screen to enter data to create a new 

certificate. 

 
F13 - Add'l Selections - Displays additional selection criteria entry lines 

to search for multiple criteria. 

 
F15 - Customer Part - Displays the customer part number instead of the internal part 

number. Press F15 again to return to the internal part number 

display. 

 
F21 - Print List - Prints a list of records in the file. 

 
F24 - More Keys - Displays function keys F8 (Repeat Sel) and F9 (Clear All). 

 
F8 - Repeat Sel - Repeats the last selection entered (2,3,4 or 6) 

through to the end of the sub-file. 
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Additional Selections 

F12=Return 

 
 

F9 - Clear all - Enters a blank space next to each record F24 - More Keys - 

Redisplays original function keys. 

 

 

The Query Bar 

Use the query bar to limit the list of records displayed, to those meeting the criteria entered. The query bar is the 

first line beneath the column headings. Enter an option, and the fields to be compared in the search and press 

Enter. 

 
Options available to search the file using the query bar: 

 
• EQ - Equal to 

• GE - Greater than or equal to 

• GT - Greater than 

• NE - Not equal to 

• LE - Less than or equal to 

• LT - Less than 
 

Multiple search criteria may be entered. Use F13, Additional Selections, where additional selection combinations 

can be entered. 

 
 

 

 
A/O 

_ 

 
Op 

EQ 

 
Co 

   

Cust 

Abbrev 

   

 Internal 

Part Number 

 Dest 

Abbrev 

_            
_            
_            
_            
_            

 
 
 
 
 

Enter “A” for AND in the first column if the criteria on this line has an "AND" relationship to the preceding line. All 

lines of selection criteria connected with “A” must be met to be included in the display. 

 

Enter “O” for OR in the first column if starting a new and separate set of selection criteria from the preceding line(s). 
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NAFTA Detail Screen 

Press F6 (Add) or enter "2" (Update) from the review screen to display the NAFTA detail screen. Enter the detail on 

following NAFTA instructions. Press Enter. 
 

 

 
 

 
Destination Number - If the Destination Abbreviation is NOT blank, the destination 

number defaults from the Requirement A record. The destination 

number is used to obtain the address to print in the "Importer 

Name and Address" position on the form. If the destination 

number is blank or invalid, "UNKNOWN" prints as the "Importer 

Name and Address" position on the form. 

 
H.S. Tariff Classification - The harmonized code (the International Tariff Classification) 

defaults from the Parts Cross Reference File. 

 
Preference Criteria - Enter the letter representing the criterion which applies to this 

part. These letter codes are defined in the Rules of Origin as 

follows: 

 
A The good is "wholly obtained or produced entirely" in the 

territory of one or more of the parties, as referred to in Article 415. 

Note: The purchase of a good in the territory does not necessarily 

render it "wholly obtained or produced." [Reference: Article 401 

(a) and 415]. 

Certificate of Origin x/xx/xx 

Add/Update Entry 

Company  13 

Customer Abbreviation ....... CHRYS 

Internal / Customer Part .... 413 / 413-413 

Destination Abbreviation .... 

 
Destination Number .................. 

 
H.S. Tariff Classification Number ... 

Preference Criteria ................ _ A, B, C, D, E, F 

Producer ............................ _ Y, N 

Automotive Goods Averaging .......... NC, NO 

Country of Origin ................... US, CAN, MEX 

 
Previous Blanket Period Printed From 

Date ...................... 

To Date ........................ 

 
F3=Exit F12=Return 
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B The good is produced entirely in one or more of the NAFTA 

countries and satisfies the specific rule of origin, set out in Annex 

401, which applies to its tariff classification. The rule may include 

a tariff classification change, regional value content requirement 

or a combination thereof. The good must also satisfy all other 

applicable requirements of Chapter Four. [Reference: Article 401 

(b)]. 

 
C The good is produced entirely in the territory of one or more of 

the NAFTA countries exclusively from originating materials. 

Under this criterion, one or more of the materials (do - Canada) 

(may - Mexico) not fall within the definition of "wholly produced or 

obtained" as set out in Article 415. All materials used in the 

production of the goods must qualify as "originating" by meeting 

the rules of Article 401 (a) through (d). [Reference: Article 401 

(d)]. 

 
D Goods are produced in the territory of one or more of the 

NAFTA countries but do not meet the applicable rule of origin, set 

out in Annex 401, because certain non-originating materials do 

not undergo the required change in tariff classification. The goods 

do nonetheless meet the regional value content requirement in 

the applicable rule. The criterion is limited to the following two 

circumstances: 

 
1. The Good was imported into the territory of a NAFTA country in 

an unassembled or disassembled form but was classified as an 

assembled good, pursuant to H.S. General Rule of Interpretation 

2 (a), or 2. The good incorporated one or more non-originating 

materials provided for as parts under the H.S. which could not 

undergo a change in tariff classification because the heading 

provided for both the good and its parts and was not further 

subdivided into subheadings, or the subheading provided for both 

the good and its parts and was not further subdivided. 

 
E The textile good does not originate under the rules of origin in 

Chapter 4 or Annex 402, but meets the special provisions for 

preferential tariff treatment under Annex 300-B, Appendix 6B 

(Tariff Preferential Levels). [Reference: Annex 300-B, Appendix 

6,9]. 
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Certificate of Origin 

2=Update 3=Copy 4=Delete 6=Print 

Cust Internal Dest Prf Cty Last 

Certificate of Origin 

Copy Function 

Comp ... 

Cus 

Int 

Dst 

Abv. 

Part 

Abv. 

Copy From 

13 

CHRYS 

413 

Copy To 

13 

F12=Return 

 

Copy Window 

Enter "3" (Copy) from the review screen to display the Copy Window, from which the Customer Abbreviation and 

part number can be copied. The Destination Abbreviation can be left blank if this certificate represents all 

destinations for this customer and part. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

F4=Prompt F6=Add 

 

F12=Return F13=Add'l Selection 

 

F15=Customer Part F17=Top F18=Bottom F21=Print List F24=More Keys 

 
 

 
Customer Abbreviation - Enter the Customer Abbreviation as it is entered in the Machine 

Readable, Customer and Requirement Master Files. 

 
Part Number - Enter the in-house part number as it is entered in the 

Parts Cross Reference File. 

 
Destination Abbrev - Optional. Enter the Destination Abbreviation as it is entered in the 

Requirement Master File. Or, leave blank if this certificate is 

valid for all destinations for this customer and part. 
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Company 13 CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN Position to 

Customer 

Options: 2=Change 4=Delete 6=Print 

Cust 

Opt Abbrev 

_ 

_ 

_ 

_ 

CHRYS 

GM 1 

HONDA 

MAZDA 

4 

9 

2 

ry Last 

gin Print 

S 7/1/xx 

S 1/5/xx 

S 1/5/xx 

S 1/5/xx 

F3=Exit F6=Add F21=Print List 

 

NAFTA Print Window 

Enter "6" (print) from the review screen and the NAFTA print window displays to enter the dates for the current 

certificate. 

 
 
 
 

 

Certificate of Origin Print 

 
Select Blanket Period (if applicable): 

From date ...... MM/DD/YY 

To date ........ MM/DD/YY 

 
Telephone Number .. 

Fax Number ........ 

 
F12=Return 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Enter the dates and phone numbers to be printed on the current certificate and press Enter. 
 

Blanket Period Dates - The date range covered by the last NAFTA Certificate of Origin 

that was printed defaults. Change the dates to the blanket period 

to be covered by the new form. Dates are entered in MM-DD-YY 

format and printed in a DD-MM-YY format. 

 
Telephone Number - Enter the telephone number to print at the bottom of the NAFTA 

Certificate of Origin. 

 
Fax Number - Enter the fax number to print at the bottom of the NAFTA 

Certificate of Origin. 

 
When the NAFTA forms are next in line in the queue to print, a system operator message prompts to load form 

type "NAFTA." Load the forms and respond to the message. 
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12. Price Catalog Menu 
The keyword to access Menu VL40 is “PRICE.” This menu is used to access the Price Sales Catalog for Cummins 

Engine (OEM code E). All other 832s for other OEMs are accessed from the respective VL0 menu. 

 

 

 

 
Enter “E” to display the Price Sales Catalog Menu (VL040E) for Cummins Engine. 

 
MENU: VL40 

---------------------------------------------- 

PRICE CATALOG 

OEM SELECTION MENU 

---------------------------------------------- 

E - Cummins Engine 

 
23. Return to Requirement Processing Menu 

24. Return to Main Menu 

 
Enter OEM Code or Option 
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